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PHOTOGRAPHS OF A MODEL OF THE REGION SURROUNDING THE WINTER QUARTERS OF THE " DISCOVERY."

Vertical scale eight times the horizontal.

The straight lines are meridians. The wavy line shows the ice-crack between the barrier and the temporary ice.

The position of the Winter Quarters is shown by a vertical standard carrying a small square flag.

The island on the left of the lover photograph is Eoss Island, with Mounts Erebus and Terror.

The three small islands just beyond the Winter Quarters are White Island, Black Island, and Brown Island
;
the

prominent cone in the middle distance is Mount Discovery, with Minna Bluff on the left, and the range
\\n\n\ Society Mountains with its glaciers on the right. In the background is the continuation of the

-c Harrier.
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PREFACE.

BY

THE DIRECTOR OF THE METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE.

THIS volume contains the chief part of the results of the Meteorological Observations made in connexion

with the voyage of the ship
"
Discovery

"
of the National Antarctic Expedition, which left Cowes under

the command of Commander R. F. SCOTT, R.N., on the 6th August, 1901, and returned to Spithead on the

10th September, 1904.

There still remain for publication the discussions of the special features of the traces of the barographs,

thermographs and hygrographs obtained at Winter Quarters, and of about 1000 synchronous charts of the

regions south of 30 S. latitude, which have already been prepared from the daily observations at

Greenwich noon contributed by international co-operation.

To the results now presented many persons have contributed, and in various ways.

PROGRAMME AND EQUIPMENT.

The ' Antarctic Manual,' edited by GEORGE MURRAY, F.R.S., Director of the Civilian Scientific Staff of

the Expedition until July, 1901, the guide to the scientific work of the Expedition, contains sections

on Antarctic Climate, and on Meteorological Instruments contributed by E. H. SCOTT, F.R.S., and

J. Y. BUCHANAN, F.R.S., respectively.

The ordinary meteorological equipment of the Expedition was supplied through the Meteorological

Office at the expense partly of the Office and partly of the Admiralty. A number of additional instruments

were also provided at the cost of the funds of the Expedition.

Sir WILLIAM WHARTON, F.R.S., Hydrographer of the Navy, and member, ex officio, of the Meteorological

Council, took an active part in selecting the equipment. Dr. SCOTT was also on the Advisory Committee,

and in the later stages of the preparation I was associated with them, and the duty of working out the

details of special construction and arranging for the manufacture and supply devolved upon me.

Ultimately the meteorological equipment supplied by the Office was made up as follows :

2 marine barometers.

2 station barometers.

3 large aneroids.

6 watch aneroids.

3 barographs.

2 portable hypsometers.

12 mercurial thermometers, to 100 F.

1 2 mercurial thermometers, - 40 to 90 F.

12 low-range spirit thermometers + 52 to - 80 F.

6 sling thermometers.

3 maximum thermometers - 30 to 90 F.

2 8-inch rain gauges, with duplicate receivers,

cases and glasses.

2 special thermometer screens.

2 sunshine recorders (for 24 hours) with special

cards.

The Meteorological Office also provided books of forms

in consultation with Sir W. WHARTON.

1 DINES' self-registering pressure-tube ane-

mometer.

1 DINES' sight-indicating anemometer.

1 ROBINSON anemometer.

1 ASSMANN'S psychrometer.

1 EXNER'S electrometer.

3 thermographs (RICHARD type).

2 hygrographs (RICHARD type).

8 solar radiation thermometers.

2 earth thermometers.

2 terrestrial radiation thermometers.

1 AITKEN'S dust-counter.

1 standard spirit thermometer.

5 PICHE'S evaporation gauges.

G hydrometers.

12 spare tubes for anemometers.

for the entry of observations which were prepared
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Care was taken to draw up special instructions for working the self-recording instruments in order to

secure correct timing and accurate records, and opportunity was also provided for members of the ship's

staff to practise the working of the instruments beforehand. Unfortunately, in consequence of changes in

the staff, these well-intentioned efforts failed altogether, and the meteorological observers under Lieutenant

C. W. R. KOYDS, R.N., had to do the best they could with the instruments which they found at their

disposal.

This failure of communication between those responsible for supplying the instruments and those using

them accounts for some of the peculiarities in the procedure with regard to instruments. The presence of

an " index
"

in the low-temperature thermometers led the observers to set them apart for reading the

minimum and to use almost exclusively, for ordinary temperature readings, the mercury thermometers

which were included in the equipment as auxiliaries. It was never contemplated that the station barometers

would, as a rule, be so exposed as to fail because the attached thermometers were not graduated below F.

The Dines self-recording anemograph was sent out with the idea that the recording part would be

kept in the living room and that the conducting pipes would be lashed to the stove-pipe. It seems

doubtful, from what Lieutenant ROYDS says, whether even that provision would have got over the

difficulty of the pipes filling up with ice needles. The difficulties experienced with the sunshine recorder,

of which the records, sometimes practically continuous for 72 hours, are so interesting a feature of the

results, would not have occurred if the observer had had any previous experience with the instruments,

and a number of questions arise as to temperature differences, indicated by adjacent thermometers, which

cannot be answered by the information at our disposal. They must be left for an observer in some future

expedition who may be on the look-out for such differences when they occur.

In spite of the disadvantages at which they were placed by the want of rehearsal, Lieutenant ROYDS
and his staff of observers must be congratulated upon their success in devising and carrying out

arrangements for the exposure of the instruments, and their devotion in maintaining the readings in such

inhospitable conditions. Many of the instruments used were of a new type, as applied in regions of

intense cold, and the notes which Lieutenant ROYDS has made will serve as a valuable guide to the

equipment of future expeditions.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE DISCUSSION AND PUBLICATION OF THE OBSERVATIONS. MATERIAL

AVAILABLE.

When the Expedition left England no provision had been made for the discussion of the observations

which they were expected to bring back. Some preliminary observations, taken on the voyage to New
Zealand, which were sent home from Lyttelton, were forwarded to the Meteorological Office by the

Committee of the Expedition (26th March, 1902), with a request from the Presidents of the Royal and

Royal Geographical Societies for reports upon them.

Later on (21st October, 1903) documents began to be received in response to a request for international

co-operation in the collection of daily observations at noon G.M.T. on land and sea beyond 30 S. latitude

during the period of the Expedition's stay in the Antarctic. The marine observations for which special
forms had been prepared and sent out to the ships of the Navy and the Mercantile Marine came to the

Meteorological Office, while records from certain observatories were sent to the Royal Society and were

forwarded thence to the Office.

This led to correspondence as to the means of dealing with the data which were in process of collection

and which were ultimately summarised as follows :

I. Observations of the
"
/'wr/rcn/

"
Expedition.

The METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER of the "Discovery" comprising two-hourly readings from November 29,

1901, to December 10, 1903, and thereafter daily observations only, with supplementary
observations, remarks, and also daily observations of temperature at Cape Armitage.

The ROUGH BOOKS from which the registers had been compiled.
MKTKOKUI.UCICAL REGISTERS (with ROUGH BOOKS) for the sledge journeys.



The TRACES of the following self-recording instruments :

Barograph. From December 2, 1901, till March 28, 1904, complete, generally in duplicate.

Thermograph. From December 2, 1901, till February 29, 1904, complete, generally in duplicate.

Hygrogmph. Nearly complete, sometimes in duplicate, but traces often unsatisfactory.

Sunshine Recorder. Some days missing.

Dines' Anemograph. Incomplete and of doubtful value.

II. Auxiliary Daily Observations at Noon G.M.T,

(a) LAND OBSERVATIONS. Transcripts, daily charts, and traces of self-recording instruments from the

Argentine Republic, Cape of Good Hope (Cape Town), Mauritius, Australia (Perth and

Sydney), New Zealand (Wellington), Falkland Isles (Cape Pembroke), collected in response to

a circular of the International Antarctic Committee and of the Royal Society.

(b) MARINE OBSERVATIONS. 30,200 days' readings between 1st October, 1901, and 31st March, 1904,

in special or ordinary ship's logs. Collected by the Meteorological Office.

For the explanation of local circumstances and conditions we were dependent upon Lieutenant Rovns'

'Notes' and the Narrative of the Expedition, published by Smith, Elder, and Co. for

Captain SCOTT. An occasional visit from one or other of the members of the Expedition

supplemented to some extent the information from other sources.

The Meteorological Council, whose staff was already overloaded with material collected in the ordinary
course of office business, were not prepared to accept responsibilty for this additional volume of data.

Undoubtedly, had circumstances permitted, it would have been advisable to detail a special staff for

the work under the control of a competent meteorologist, who would have been responsible for the issue of

a complete report upon the observations. There were two objections to this obviously desirable course.

First, competent meteorologists in this country were all too fully occupied to be able to devote the

necessary time to the supervision ; and, secondly, a meteorological staff requires some training and

experience for which, in this case, no provision was available.

It was eventually decided that the work should be done in the Meteorological Office under my general

supervision, the office staff being increased for the time being by a few additional clerks in order to

set free experienced tabulators and computers for the work of critical examination. The expense was

charged against a guarantee of the Royal Geographical Society, but ultimately placed upon the funds of

the Expedition.

Scientific control was provided for by a Committee appointed by the Royal Society, consisting of

Mr. J. Y. BUCHANAN, Dr. C. CHREE, Mr. W. H. DINES, Admiral FIELD, Dr. GLAZEBROOK, Sir J. MURRAY,
Dr. W. N. SHAW, Captain TIZARD, Mr. C. T. R. WILSON, Mr. H. N. DICKSON, Mr. FERRAR, Mr. A. J.

HERBERTSON, Dr. H. R. MILL, and Lieutenant ROYDS.

PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS.

The data of the observations at Winter Quarters and on the sledge journeys have been carefully

examined and are printed in extenso, pp. 17 to 364, with maps prepared by Lieutenant MuLOCK for the

Royal Geographical Society to illustrate the geographical positions.

The two-hourly values have also been reproduced, arranged in the form adopted by international

agreement for the publication of results from stations of the first order, pp. 365 to 406
;
and a summary of

monthly results in the form usual for stations of the second order is given on p. 408. Readers who wish

to obtain a conspectus of the salient meteorological features of the Winter Quarters of the "
Discovery

"

will find it in this table. Tables of results for other expeditions are given for the purpose of comparison.

The introduction, which gives an account of the exposure of the instruments, is by Lieutenant C. W. R.

ROYDS, R.N., who was in charge of the meteorological work of the Expedition. Various members of the



staff of tin- Kx pei lit ion have l>een consulted as to different points arising in the course of the, examination

of the oWrvations.

The preparation of a report upon the climatology of South Victoria Land and the neighbouring seas was

entrusted to Captain CAMPHKU. HKPWORTH, Marine Superintendent of the Meteorological Office, and

notes (in various aspects of the collected observations have been written by Mr. R, H. CURTIS, Super-

intendent of Instruments, Dr. C. CHREE, F.R.S., and Mr. W. H. DINES, F.R.S. Mr. C. T. R. WILSON,

F.R.S., has contributed the report upon the observations of atmospheric electricity.

Observations were made with ozone papers (p. 4), but it has not been found practicable to formulate the

results. Lieutenant ROYDS' note that the coloration of the papers was most marked during heavy

southerly gales should be remembered in connexion with the occurrence of abnormally high electrical

potentials in drifting snow.

The division of the responsibility for the discussion of the observations between a number of different

persons is a method of procedure which is subject to obvious disadvantages, but in the present case

it was inevitable. The task of dealing with observations in the absence of the observers themselves

is always a difficult one, especially so in the case of the "
Discovery

"
observations, because there

was no opportunity for preliminary understanding as to the course to be pursued and the precautions

to be taken to ensure accuracy and avoid ambiguities. In preparing the observations for press,

careful comparison was made between the original entries in the rough books and the final records

in the register and the curves of the self-recording instruments. .A number of doubtful points were

thereby resolved. \Yhile this work was going on, the auxiliary observations from ships and land

stations south of latitude 30 S. were examined, transcribed on to separate sheets for each day, and plotted

on charts.

It is essential that a primary discussion of observations thus obtained should be undertaken by those

who have conducted the examination and seen the evidence for the readings adopted in cases of doubt ;

otherwise the conclusions drawn may be weakened, if not invalidated, by stress being laid on uncertain

values. The programme that was approved by the Committee included a primary discussion of the land

observations by Mr. R. H. CURTIS, who was in charge of the documents from Winter Quarters, and

of the auxiliary marine and land observations in relation to the observations at Winter Quarters by

Captain HEPWORTH. The points referred to Dr. CHREE and Mr. DINES were special points concerning

the instruments employed, or observations which were outside the ordinary routine. It was my
purpose to complete the examination and printing of the observations forming the Journal as soon as

possible and to distribute the copies to those who were engaged upon the discussions, so that the whole of

the material might be at their service. I then hoped to gather up the threads and deal with the general

meteorological bearings of the results.

But this programme has not been fully realised. The task of examining and editing the observations

has been a very long and difficult one. The plan of supplementing the staff of the Office by persons

appointed temporarily, and therefore subject to frequent changes, proved unworkable, and when the special

funds were exhausted the duty was taken over by the Office staff. In the meantime special transcripts of

data were supplied to Dr. CHREE and Mr. DINES, and their notes were completed before the printing of

the Journal was accomplished. Moreover, the various authors used a permissible latitude in interpreting

their terms of reference, and travelled, to a certain extent, over each other's ground. The titles of their

contributions have been adjusted accordingly.

While this work has been in progress the Office itself has passed through many changes. As Director I

succeeded in 1905 to the responsibilities of the Council for the administration of the internal affairs of the

Office, and therewith presumably to the undertaking with the Royal Society to carry out the preparation

of the Antarctic observations for publication ;
but the various duties incidental to the changes in

administration have left me less opportunity for taking a personal share in the discussion of the observations

than I anticipated.

The pressure of Office business has also postponed the preparation of a paper on " The Sequence of

Weather Changes as indicated by the Antarctic Records." This was entrusted to Mr. R. G. K. LEMPFERT,
who joined me in the authorship of " The Life-History of Surface Air-Currents," a strictly cognate subject.



As Superintendent of Statistics, Mr. LEMPFEKT has boon in charge of the revision of the weekly reports

ami other publications which have demanded the whole of his personal attention. I trust that he will be

in a position to take up the interesting question of the sequence of weather changes in the Antarctic before

the close of the current year.

M KTKOTtOLOG K 'A I, RESULTS.

Although not strictly in accordance with the original programme, and inadequate as regards the obser-

vations of temperature, the papers published in this volume represent the primary discussion of the

meteorological results of the Expedition.

It may be useful if 1 give in a few sentences what appear to be the salient features of the climate

according to the two years' experience of the explorers.

Although the Winter Quarters were regarded as an exceptionally warm position in relation to others in

the locality, temperature ranged from a maximum of only 42 F. to a minimum of 58 5 F. Fluctuations

are extraordinarily rapid and violent at all seasons. They are sometimes, but not always, associated with

changes of wind direction. Polar winds often bring with them an increase of temperature.

The daily range is large in consequence of the sudden fluctuations, but the mean diurnal variation, as

represented by the averages of the two-hourly readings, amounts to only 3 in midsummer and 1 in

midwinter. The time of maximum as regards the latter is rather dubious, but there is evidence of a

diurnal and semidiurnal oscillation of temperature even in the Antarctic night.

The summers were remarkably cold. Very few days gave a mean temperature above the freezing-point.

The highest mean temperature for any month was 26 - 2 F., the lowest - 21 -

F.

The air is remarkably dry and transparent, fog is comparatively infrequent ; precipitation is slight, but

there may be deep drifts of snow. Sunshine is remarkably abundant; the total for 1903 equalled that for

Scilly, and in December of that year an average of 16 hours per day was registered. The sun's rays are

intensely hot and terrestrial radiation extremely vigorous.

Pressure ranged between 30 '181 and 28-140 inches; the two extremes occurring in consecutive months

of 1902. The barometer stands high as compared with the values obtained for other positions in the

Antarctic. The sequence of pressure changes as shown on the barographic records presents no very

noteworthy peculiarities, and the use of the barometer for anticipating coming weather is less effective

than in this country.

The pressure observations show the common semidiurnal oscillation. It amounts to 0' 002 inch, with

maxima at about 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. at all seasons of the year. The variation of twenty-four hours' period

has, on the average, an amplitude of twice that amount, but the times of maximum are different at

different seasons.

The changes of pressure in high southern latitudes may be regarded as associated with the passage of

cyclonic depressions much in the same way, mntati* imitmn/i.-; as elsewhere.

The surface winds are chiefly easterly. Northerly and southerly winds occur, but winds from between

south-west and north-west are almost unknown. The chief characteristic of the wind is its gustiness.

Gales are experienced from every quarter between north-east round to south-west on the eastern side, but,

on the whole, they are not so frequent as in the British Isles.

The direction of motion of the lower clouds may be from any point of the compass. The resultant is a

moderate frequency from the south-east
;
there is a marked deficiency as regards the west.

The resultant motion of smoke from Mount Erebus is from south of west and that of the upper clouds

from the west.

Subject to some uncertainty on account of the state of the instrument, the mean electrical potential is

rather lower than at Kew, but abnormally high in drifting snow, or ice-crystals. A diurnal variation is

shown in summer, with a maximum in the middle of the day and a minimum in the early morning hours.

The seasonal variation has a maximum in summer and a minimum in winter. No relation is shown

between potential and aurora.

I add a few comments upon some of the points which have been raised in the course of the discussion.

&



Captain IlKi'WORTH has railed attention to the comparative warmth of southerly, i.e. polar, winds, which

was also a special feature of the observations at (.'ape Ad.-u-e liy the "Southern Cross" expedition.

Mr. 1 JINKS lias dealt with the extraordinarily low summer temperatures in relation to the dryness of the

atmosphere : lie lias also referred to the locally high temperature of the station at the Winter Quarters of

the "
Discovery," and has suggested an explanation. Dr. CHREE has dealt with the diurnal inequalities

and the extremes of temperature. There are other points which may be noted. The great range of

temperature during the winter months is very remarkable; the range in June, July, and August, 1903,

during the Antarctic- night was 64 F., 66 '2 F., and 65 F., respectively, and closely connected with this

point is the extraordinarily rapid fluctuation of temperature as shown by the thermograph. A specimen

of the thermograph traces, giving examples of these rapid fluctuations of temperature, is reproduced here

(fig. 1, p. xi.).

There is additional evidence of the existence of such rapid fluctuations. In default of any instructions to

the contrary, an alcohol minimum thermometer, mounted in the screen beside the mercury thermometers,

was read and set every two hours. Mr. CURTIS has called my attention to the fact that the minimum

reading for the interval is in nearly every case below the mercury readings at the beginning and end.

Such would certainly not occur in any ordinary climate. So persistent is this occurrence of a minimum

every two hours that Mr. CURTIS is disposed to doubt the accuracy of the readings as not being always

borne out by the thermograph curves, but if there be an error of reading it is difficult to say which of the

two thermometers is liable to the error, and in very many eases a depression of temperature within the

two-hour interval is shown on the thermograms.

In connexion with these extraordinary results for temperature it must be remembered that when the

physical process going on at the surface is a transference of heat from the air to the ground, cooled by
radiation or otherwise, very capricious results are likely, because the cooled air remains at the surface.

In any locality the fluctuations of minimum temperature on a clear night are, for that reason, far greater

than the fluctuations of maximum temperature on a cloudless day. This property of cooled air must be

borne in mind in considering all questions of Antarctic surface temperatures. The coldest temperatures

are likely to be found in stagnant air, and any wind that disturbs stagnant air will be a warm wind.

Kvery fluctuation in the strength of the wind will, similarly, cause an alteration of the conditions

governing the temperature. From this point of view it is to be regretted that the variation of

temperature with height, within such moderate compass as can be reached on the ship, up to 50 or

60 feet, was not made the subject of experiment or observation at comparatively short horizontal

distances apart.

On p. 429, and elsewhere, Captain HEPWORTH suggests that the experience of relatively warm winds

from the polar quarter may be attributed to the circulation of warm air in cyclonic systems, by which the

current brought to any point from the southward may be traced to some equatorial quarter. It is difficult

to know how far such an explanation may be carried. Without some limitation it would enable one to

assign any desired characteristic as regards temperature to any part of the storm area. The detailed

work upon the paths of air in travelling storms of temperate northern latitudes in " The Life-History of

Surface Air-Currents
"
tends to show that it is difficult to give any general rule for the ultimate origin of

the air supply for any particular part of a depression. In our experience in these latitudes, winds from

equatorial quarters are generally warmer than those from polar quarters. But there is so little information

about the mechanism of a travelling depression in the Antarctic regions that no final opinion is possible

with regard to the question of the association of temperature and wind direction.

I'l-ivxuri' iiinl ll'iiul*.

The question of the prevailing wind at Winter Quarters and its relation to the distribution of pressure

is another interesting point which is not entirely disposed of. The idea of an anticyclone, possibly of no

great vertical height, but spreading over the surface of the South Polar continent, has found expression in

many forms in meteorological literature; the references to HANX and SUPAN given by SCOTT in the
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Fig. 1.

facsimile reproductions of five traces of the self-recording instruments at Winter Quarters, representing rapid

11 actuations of temperature and one associated barometric trace.

No. 1. Thermograph record of temperatures above and below zero. September 8 to 14, 190:2.

2. below zero F. April G to 12, 1903.

3. lK!,w-10F. June 9 to 15, 1002.

4. between -50 J

F. and 5 F. June 22 to 28, 1903.

5. Barograph record for comparison, allowing the iib.sence of any noteworthy change uf pressure to

i mrespniid with rhanges of temperature.

& 2
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Antarctic Manual' bear out this statement, and the idea was also put forward by Sir J. MURRAY and

Dr. BITHAX, and was referred to by Mr. BERNACCUI in his account of the observations at Cape Adare.

I gave very precise expression to the idea in the 'Proceedings of the Royal Society,' vol. 74, p. 20, 1904,

and showed that an east to west circulation at the surface, with a superposed west to east circulation in

the upper air was to be expected.

Such were the conditions actually found by the "
Discovery

"
at Winter Quarters, as well as by the

" Gauss
"
in a far distant part of the Antarctic. Mr. CURTIS has set out very clearly the full data on the

question, and it seems difficult not to regard the observations as confirming the inference from general

conditions, about which there can be no doubt. But Captain SCOTT and other members of the Expedition

brought back the general impression that the winds at Winter Quarters were a local phenomenon due to

local configuration (see p. 422), and that as soon as an "open" situation was reached the prevailing wind

was really from south-west. South-westerly winds were certainly noted at Cape Crozier on several

occasions, though some of the Cape Crozier observations were at an altitude of nearly 1000 feet; and

southerly winds helped to bring back Captain SCOTT from farthest south, across the barrier ice. In spite

of these facts it is difficult to imagine any cause for the existence of an easterly wind as a " local wind "
at

Winter Quarters or Cape Armitage and the practical absence of observations of westerly or south-westerly

winds at these points. In order to place those who were discussing these questions in as favourable a

position as possible for realising the local conditions, I had a model in clay of Ross Island and the region

round the Winter Quarters, prepared in the office by Miss HUMPHREYS, who used all the indications that

could be collected from maps and photographs to give a true representation of the locality. The model

was exhibited at the Royal Society in 1907, and was seen by various members of the Expedition, who

used it to recall their experience in considering points put to them. It was approved as an accurate

representation. Two photographs of it are reproduced here, to show the general orographical conditions

in regard to the point in question.

It is curious that endeavours to reach, by two separate crucial tests, a definite conclusion upon this

interesting point, as to whether the easterly wind at Winter Quarters is a local wind or a true general

wind implying a high pressure to the south, fail through very slight omissions in the observations or the

records.

The first test is the experience of Lieutenant ROYDS on his journey across the ice barrier, November 10

to December 10, 1903 (p. 352), which should have been very favourable for extending the reach of the

observers beyond the open position of Cape Armitage. Mr. ROYDS' observations are nearly all printed

S.\V., but it is curious that the deviation of that direction from the easterly direction observed at Winter

Quarters and Cape Armitage is actually the deviation of the compass in that locality. There is no entry

in the registers to show how the direction was obtained, nor whether the original entries were magnetic or

true. Cross-examination of the members of the Expedition who visited the Office led to varying opinions,

but finally Mr. ROYDS wrote (2nd May, 1907),
"

I believe on some other occasions wind has been entered

as magnetic, but I do not remember doing it on that journey ;
in fact I am sure I did not." They are

therefore printed as they stand.

It is clear that when the magnetic variation is so great as to make the difference between a south-

westerly and an easterly direction of the wind, special care should be taken to distinguish between the

two specifications of direction. Indeed, anyone who has to deal with the uncertainties arising in a

question of this kind will agree that our geographical knowledge has now become too extensive for the

continued use of the symbol N. to mean true or magnetic north according to circumstances, and that

some other name for magnetic north ought to be devised when the point intended to be defined may be

within twenty-five degrees of due south.

The second crucial test consists in endeavouring to identify the increase of pressure polewards that must

correspond with a normal wind from the east in south-polar regions. This also must be considered to have

failed, for Captain HEPWORTH and Mr. CURTIS have both attempted to use it and have felt themselves

justified in adopting different conclusions. The failure arises from the fact that the explorers brought
back no certain information about the amount of slope of the barrier surface towards the sea. The fact

that there is a definite "
ice-fall

"
between White Island and Black Island leads one to infer that, in that



part at any rate, the surface was rising slightly from the sea-level at Winter ',)ii;n NTS, but how much is

very doubtful. Captain HKI-NVOUTII (p. 439), using an average height for the barrier, is of opinion that

the observations give no conclusive indication of an increase of pressure southward, and conjectures an

isobar running nearly north and south. Mr. CURTIS shows that the rise of surface necessary to account

for the observed diminution of pressure southward is so slight that more might well lie allowed, and infers

that the sea-level pressure increased to the southward.

The Antarctic Anticyclone and Local Wiwls.

In this connexion it may be desirable to reconsider the general aspect of the question. First of all it is

necessary to distinguish the average conditions and the instantaneous conditions on any particular occasion.

No doubt the average is made up of the aggregate of individual occasions, and no process of averaging

can convert a persistent south-westerly wind into an easterly one, or vice, versd. Actual averages are only

available for a few points, and the true relation of even a considerable number of isolated observations in

different localities to the average conditions is not easily estimated. The Antarctic anticyclone, if it exists,

is a comparatively superficial effect attributable to the surface cold. But to give an easterly wind there

must be sufficient thickness of cold air to reverse the gradient of the upper air, which, as shown by the

smoke of Erebus, by cloud observations, and by the observations at high levels, is poleward ; 5000 feet is

probably an ample allowance for the thickness of the cold surface cap which has an east to west rotation.

In order to give a resultant gradient for easterly winds, the gradient of the cold surface layer must exceed

that of the westward moving layer up above. One requires, therefore, a rapid change of pressure in the

surface layer, and with that we should expect to find a rapid temperature gradient poleward.*

There seems no reason to suppose that when once the permanent ice is reached there is very rapid

diminution of temperature further to the south. We may suppose, on the contrary, that when the tran-

sition from open water to ice takes place there will be a transition of air temperature, and a pressure

gradient associated therewith, but once upon the permanent ice continent the changes of general

temperature and their influence upon surface pressure will be slight and possibly local.

The pressure conditions to be anticipated over the Antarctic may, perhaps, be described rather as a

plateau with a steep fringe along the line of transition from ice to water than as a region of continually

increasing elevation. The shape of the plateau will follow, roughly speaking, the shape of the permanent

ice continent, and the average isobars will therefore roughly follow the coast line. Captain HEPWORTH,

on p. 440, has drawn attention to the tendency of isobars to conform to the coast line in other regions.

What local variations there may be within the area of the plateau is altogether undetermined.

The number of calms observed in the Antarctic shows that the surface gradients are often very slight.

The rapid fluctuations of temperature which must be associated with change of surface pressure, extending

perhaps to no great height and therefore not recorded on the barograph, show that changes must be local

and spasmodic, and we get the idea of the polar region within the line of minimum pressure as a region

with a fringe of gradient for easterly winds where the rapid transition of temperature takes place from

sea to ice, and within that belt little regular change of pressure, frequent calms with spasmodic changes

of temperature and wind not closely associated with the general surges shown on the barograph.

Attention may also be called here to Mr. DINES' conclusion (p. 475) that the air of the Antarctic is

exceptionally dry, and that the dryness may be attributed to the descending air of an anticyclonic region.

This suggestion obviates to some extent the difficulty of the divergence of observation as regards wind

* It may be noted that, in order to account for the transition from the surface gradient for easterly winds through an

intermediate stage of southerly airs to a gradient for westerly winds at, the level of the upper clouds, we require a temperature

distribution with a fall of temperature towards the east of south in the first stage and towards the west of south in the second

stage. Regarding these distributions as a fall of temperature towards the eouth in both stages, with a west to east gradient

of temperature in the lower stage and one from cast to west in the upper stage, we get a combination of conditions which

is by no means improbable, in view of the fact that the temperature fell to the south along the surface, and in the upper

layer the high land surface to the west would imply lower temperature there than at the same level in the free air over the

Bea of cold air lying on the barrier surface.
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dim-linn and tin- exceptional surface temperature. The descending air represents a supply to some

neighbouring low-pressure area, and the air so supplied will l>e subject to a certain though unknown

amount of dynamical warming.

It is in accord with these ideas that the Antarctic anticyclone seems to be such an elusive object of

pursuit. Kverv Antarctic expedition gets almost within touch of it, but none actually grasps it.

Mi. |!KK\ \ITIII inferred it from the observations at Cape Adare; the inference is confirmed, although

not iniirh strengthened, by the observations at Koss Island, 400 miles further south, but, be it remarked,

along the coast line. The "Gauss," in the same way. got to the easterly winds in a much lower

latitude than the "Discovery." The "Discovery" found easterly winds when coasting along the ice

liarrier to King Edward VII. land. The " Scotia
"
found an increased barometric reading at her furthest

south (p. 451). It appears indeed to be possible that the limit of the low-pressure area defines the limit

that can be reached by a ship, and that wherever and whenever a ship is brought to a standstill by

permanent ice on its voyage south, the zone of lowest pressure is passed and the pressure has begun to

show an indication of anticylonic conditions. The easterly wind met with in these circumstances may
well be a general accompaniment of the pressure gradient associated with the transition from water to ice,

and therefore only local in so far as it is confined to a narrow belt just beyond the line of minimum

pressure. But whenever the limit has been passed, the temperature gradient ceases, and therewith the

pressure gradient ;
and beyond the Winter Quarters of the ship, on the line of nearest approach to the

pole, wherever it may be, the pressure is generally uniform, with spasmodic gradients.

It must be allowed that these are merely suggestions not fully worked out. There is material in the

observations now published for pursuing these ideas somewhat further.

The whole question of local winds is one of great meteorological interest and importance, which has

long been noted for discussion in the Meteorological Office as soon as opportunity offers.

I had hoped to have the opportunity of completing the discussion as regards Antarctic winds before the

publication of this volume, but, in the circumstances, it has not been possible, and to delay the publication

of the volume on that account would serve no useful purpose.

W. N. SHAW.

2-2in! Murrh, 1908.



METEOROLOGY.

EXPLANATORY NOTES REGARDING THE TABLES OF OBSERVATIONS

(Pp. 17-272).

THE data contained in the tables of Meteorological Observations have been arranged as follows :

Column 1 . Hour. The hour at which the observations given in the succeeding columns were made.

Column 2. Barometer. The barometer was hung on board the "
Discovery," where its cistern was

9 feet above the level of the sea. The readings have been corrected for instrumental error and reduced

to sea-level and to 32 F., but have not been corrected for gravity. The mean of the bi-hourly readings

made each day is given at the foot of the column.

Column 3. Cape Armitage. The temperature of the air in degrees Fahrenheit observed at a point

off Cape Armitage about 3000 yards south-south-east of the "
Discovery." The thermometer used was a

spirit minimum thermometer, supported upon a light wooden stand at a height of 4 feet above the snow,

and freely exposed to the air. Throughout the summer months the supporting frame was covered by a

wooden awning to protect the thermometer from the sun's rays, but during the winter months the awning
was removed and the bulb left open to the sky. The reading of the thermometer at the time of observa-

tion as well as the minimum temperature shown by the index was recorded at each observation.

Column 4. Spirit Minimum. The minimum temperature of the air recorded by a spirit minimum

thermometer placed in a screen about 120 yards from the ship. The thermometer was read and set every

two hours. The following corrections have been applied to the readings of this thermometer :

Correction.

When the temperature was above - 5 F 0'0

was - 5 F. and not below - 15 F +0'5

was below - 15 F +1'0

Column 5. Dry. The temperature of the air in degrees Fahrenheit, obtained from a mercurial

thermometer exposed in the same thermometer screen as the minimum thermometer, at a height of 4 feet

above the snow. No correction for instrumental error has been applied to the readings of this thermo-

B



meter. During tin- winter months the therm. miftcr M.metimcs gave readings below the freezing-point of

mercurv*; l>nt it w;is or. -asionally frozen, and when this was the case the temperature shown l>y the spirit

minimum thermometer at the time of observation is entered in this column as the temperature of the air.

The mean of the In-hourly observations is given each day at the foot of the column.

Column 6. Wet Temperature of the "wet" bulb in degrees Fahrenheit, obtained from another

mercurial thermometer placed by the side of the dry bulb, and at the same height above the snow.

Throughout the stay of the "Discovery" in her winter quarters, water in the open air was invariably

frozen. The muslin with which the bulb of the thermometer was covered was therefore allowed to hang

a little below the bulb and was kept coated with ice, the rule being to put a few drops of water upon it

from a rubber syringe at each time of observation, immediately after the thermometer had been read, care

being taken, however, to keep the coating of ice as thin as possible. The mean of each day's wet-bulb

observations is given at the foot of the column. Occasionally the wet-bulb thermometer indicated a higher

temperature than the dry-bulb. In such cases, if the difference did not exceed one degree, the reading is

given, but when the difference was greater than one degree the wet-bulb reading has been omitted.

Column 7. Unscreened Thermometer. The temperature in degrees Fahrenheit by an ordinary

mercurial thermometer placed in an upright position above the screen in which the dry- and wet-bulb

thermometers were hung. Up to March, 1 903, the thermometer was attached by india-rubber bands to

one of the posts to which the screen itself was fixed, but from that date onwards it was supported vertically

by strips of brass fastened to the top of the screen, the height of the bulb above the screen being 2 inches,

and its distance back from the front edge of the screen 4 inches. The thermometer was therefore fully

exposed to the air, and to the sun's rays whenever the sun was shining. The screen was painted white.

Column 8. Wind Direction and Force. The direction of the wind was obtained from a vane erected

upon a post forming one of the supports of the thermometer screen. The height of the vane above the

snow varied with the depth of snow between 15 feet and 8 feet. All the wind directions given for Winter

Quarters have been corrected for magnetic variation, and are therefore true. The force of the wind was

estimated by BEAUFORT'S Scale of Thirteen Points (0 to 12), in which indicates a calm and 12 a hurricane.

Column 9. Wind Velocity by Cup Anemometer. The mean velocity of the wind in statute miles

per hour as recorded by a small cup anemometer, the cups of which were 3 inches in diameter and the

arms 6J inches long. This instrument was exposed upon another of the upright posts carrying the

thermometer screens, the cups being at the same level as the vane. The dials were read every two hours,

and the reading has been divided by 2 to get the average hourly run of the cups in the interval. Before

it left England the anemometer was tested at the Kew Observatory of the National Physical Laboratory,

and found to give approximately the same result as the large,
" Kew pattern," anemometer. The readings

of that instrument have to be corrected for the factor, and reduced in the ratio 2 '2 to 3
-

to get results in

statute miles per hour, and therefore the readings of the small instrument have been similarly dealt with.

Column 10. Wind Velocity by Pressure Tube Anemometer. The actual velocity of the wind in

statute miles per hour at the time of observation as indicated by a portable "sight-indicating" pressure-

tube anemometer. This instrument was attached to the side of another of the posts carrying the thermo-

meter screens, and was connected by 5 feet of composition tubing with a vane placed at the top of the post

10 feet above the snow level. It was read every two hours when the other observations were made, and

the oscillation of the fluid in the tube, denoting the variation in the wind force, was observed during a

short interval. Thus the entry "15-20" indicates that whilst the observation was being made the

velocity of the wind varied between 15 miles and 20 miles per hour.

Column 11. Weather. The weather at the time of observation indicated by the Beaufort notation, or

by the International weather symbols, as follows :

* Sec Note on this subject by Dr. J. A. HAKKKE, p. 15,



NOTATION A\I> INTKKNATIONAI. NVKATHKI: SVMI

ti. blue sky.

c. clouds (detached),

o. overcast.

g. gloomy, dull appearance.

u. ugly> threatening appearance.

v. visibility, unusually dear atmosphere.

oo haze.

m. sSs mist, light fog.

f. SK fog.

w. ^. dew.

i > hoar frost.

<- ice crystals.

V silver thaw.

~ glazed frost,

p. passing showers.

d. drizzling rain,

r. rain.

s. -X- snow.

4- snow drift.

[S] snow lying (more than half the surround-

ing country covered with snow),

h. A hail.

A soft. hail.

t. T thunder.

1. ^ lightning.

K thunderstorm.

j* strong wind,

q. squally.

O solar corona.

solar halo.

IL) lunar corona.

(D lunar halo.

/N rainbow.

W aurora.

A bar
( )

under a letter indicates persistency, and a dot (.) intensity. The figure attached to a

symbol indicates very slight, whilst the figure
2 indicates strong or heavy : thus =

slight rain,

% "
= heavy rain.

Column 12. Sunshine. The duration of sunshine is shown by the number of two-hour spaces covered

by the vertical black line within the column. The record was obtained by a Campbell-Stokes sunshine

recorder specially designed for use in high latitudes where the sun may be above the horizon throughout

the twenty-four hours. The instrument was placed on Hut Point, a conical mass of rock 50 feet high and

about 300 yards to the west of the ship (see map, p. 16). The base of the recorder was about 2 feet

above the ground. The only possible obstruction to the free horizon of the instrument was Crater Hill,

1,000 feet high and about 2 miles to the eastward, which may possibly have cut off some of the morning

sunshine in November and February.

Columns 13 and 14. Clouds: Amount and Movement. The form, amount, and direction of movement

of the upper and lower clouds are given in these columns. As regards form, the classification and nomen-

clature adopted is that of the International Cloud Atlas. The amount is given by a scale of 11 points

(0 to 10) in which " 0" signifies a cloudless sky, and " 10
"

a sky completely covered with cloud. The

direction of movement is that from which the cloud appeared to be travelling, and in common with all

the observations made at Winter Quarters, the bearings given are true and not magnetic.

Column 15. Temperatures by Assmann's Aspirator. This apparatus was suspended from an iron arm

attached to one of the posts carrying the thermometer screens, and was 3 feet above the level of the snow.

The upper of the two readings taken at eacli observation is that of the dry bulb and the lower that of the

uri bulb.

At the foot of the Columns. Maximum Temperature. Solar Radiation. Evaporation. Precipitation.

Observations of the maximum temperature were made twice daily, at 8 a.m. and S p.m., from a mercurial

maximum thermometer placed in the same srreen as the dry- and wet -bulb thermometers.
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The observations of solar radiation were made on Hut Point, near the position occupied by the sunshine

recorder. Both black-bulb and bright-bulb thermometers in r<t?n<> were used, and were arranged

hori/onully upon n stand 3i feet above the snow with their bulbs pointing to the north. Thermometers

with large and small vanuim bulbs were employed, but, unless otherwise stated, the readings given are

always those from the instruments having the larger bulbs.

The daily amount of evaporation was obtained by weighing a small tin vessel containing ice, which was

kept exposed upon the top of one of the thermometer screens. Generally two, and occasionally three, such

vessels were weighed at each observation.

The amount of precipitation was got from a rain gauge placed on the ice near the thermometer screens.

It was measured only when the snow fell without much wind; at other times the drift made it impossible

to use either the rain gauge or the indications of the snow gauges, which were graduated stakes placed

upright in the snow.

Remarks and Notes. The observations given in the columns have occasionally been amplified by notes,

and they have also IHJCU supplemented by descriptions of phenomena which it was not possible to tabulate.

The following observations made at more or less irregular intervals as occasion offered are always entered

.in these notes :

(A) The direction of drift of smoke from Mount Erebus as observed from a point a short distance to the

westward of the "
Discover}-." The bearings have been corrected for variation and are therefore

true.

(B) The temperature of the air observed off Cape Armitage at times other than those specified in the

table.

(c) The temperature of the air at the High-Level Station on the summit of Crater Hill, to the eastward

of the ship and 1000 feet above sea-level. The thermometer used was a spirit minimum

thermometer, which was placed in a ventilated box protected by stones placed against it.

(D) Observations of the amount of ozone present in the atmosphere, determined by the amount of

discoloration of a strip of prepared paper exposed to the action of a current of air. The amount

of discoloration was estimated by a scale of 11 points, in which "0" indicated complete absence

of ozone and " 10" the presence of the maximum amount.

All compass bearings given in the notes relating to observations made at Winter Quarters have been

corrected for variation and are therefore true.



II. NOTES ON THE METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR

EXPOSURE.

BY

LIEUTENANT C. ROYDS, R.N.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS OF SOLAR PHENOMENA AND CLOUD
OBSERVATIONS.

BY

DR. E. A. WILSON.

METHOD OF TAKING OBSERVATIONS AT SEA.

ON the port side of the Upper Deck, under the bridge and in a small alley way, through which there WHS

free circulation of air, was hung the meteorological screen, in which were placed the Dry- and Wet-Bulb

Thermometer and the Maximum and Minimum Thermometers. The Barometer was hung in the lobby

leading down into the Ward Eoom.

Observations were taken by the Officer of the Watch every two hours, when possible, and always at the

end of the watch, and were entered in the rough book supplied for the purpose. Water temperatures

(surface) were also taken, the water being drawn by means of a canvas bucket from the bridge. The

thermometer was immersed in it, left for a few moments, and then read.

Winds and direction of cloud-movement were taken by the Compass and are entered as magnetic. The

latter observation at sea is difficult owing to the motion of the ship. The Maximum and Minimum

Thermometers are also affected by the same cause, and, when the motion is excessive, erroneous readings

must occur.

METHOD OF TAKING OBSERVATIONS IN WINTER QUARTERS.

Until the sea was frozen over, after our arrival in winter quarters, the same system of observing was

used as at sea. As soon as the sea was frozen over, a meteorological screen was set up on the ice, about

120 yards astern of the ship, so as to be well clear from any effects which the ship might cause, except in

westerly winds, which did not occur (figs. 1 and 2).

Facing the, E.N.E. was placed a screen enclosing the Thermograph and Hygrograph. The screen with

the Dry- and Wet-Bulb and the Maximum and Minimum Thermometers was hung facing W.S.W., about

4 feet from the ground. There was also another screen in which another Thermograph and Hygrograph

were placed.

A wind vane was made on board the ship and placed about 12 feet from the ground, being set up true
;

all winds taken in winter quarters are logged as True Winds. The Robinson Anemometer was set up

about 15 feet from the ground; the instrument we called "Dines" small Anemometer was set up with its

head about 10 feet above the level and with about 5 feet of tubing to the recording part. Observations

were taken, with hardly a break, every two hours, night and day by the Officers, assisted at times by the

four Quarter-masters and by the assistant Cook, from April, 1902, to November, 1903. It is due to the

conscientious care shown by each observer, and the unselfish interest they all took in the work, that the

record is as complete as it is.

The question of a lamp for taking the observations at night, and when the Sun is below the horizon

during the Winter, is one for very careful consideration before the ship leaves the home port. For a time

we used a small electric lamp, but this necessitated taking out a heavy battery, so a candle lamp was

made which worked well and seldom blew out, even in the strongest winds.
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The observations wore written down at the screens on a piece of paper, printed for the purpose, secured

to a board, and on the arrival of the observer on board were copied into the rough book.

The time of observations was every two hours, local mean time, and every cure was taken that the

observer should leave the ship punctually. He was mstrm -ted to take the barometer first, then to read

Fig. 1. "Discovery" in Winter Quarters, looking South.

the dry- and wet-bulb and minimum thermometers, resetting the latter; next to ascertain the direction

and force of the wind by Beaufort scale, reading the Eobinson anemometer and the " small Dines," and,

lastly, to observe the clouds and to make any general remarks that might lie called for.

As the work of Meteorological Observations cannot depend wholly on one person, my thanks are due to

one and all for their very great assistance.

BAROMETER.

Throughout the voyage from England until we got into Winter Quarters in Latitude 77
r

50' S. the

barometers were hung in the entrance to the Ward-room lobby; the cistern being about 9 feet above the

sea-level.

Before our arrival at Cape Town, barometer No. 592 was broken and was replaced by No. 2244, kindly

given us by the Cape Town Observatory, and always used at sea. When we reached Winter Quarters

the three barometers No. 915, No. 2244, No. 612 were hung in the Magnetic House, which was situated on

the upper deck, below the bridge and above the mess-deck.

Two-hourly observations were taken with No. 915 and attached thermometer and at noon, and

throughout the first year at other times. Comparison observations were made with the other two

Ijarometers, but owing to the attached thermometers on these instruments not registering below zero,

many observations were taken without the attached thermometer.

It will be noticed that there are large fluctuations of the attached thermometer on No. 915. This

variation was due to the door having been at times left open between the observations, and when it was at



length clusrcl the heat from the mess-deck below wanned the Magnetic House. Again, the snow-drift on

the upper deck used often to block the door, and prevent it from being closed tightly.

The height of the cisterns of these barometers was aliout the same as when hung in the loliliv, viz.,

9 feet. The instruments were in an ideal place, except for the temperatures being low at times. Except

the observer, no one used the Magnetic House, so that the barometers were free from any rough or

unnecessary handling.

On the journey back to England the barometer was still kept in the Magnetic Kootn, but, owing to the

observations for "
Dip," the cistern being made of iron, the instrument had to be moved each day during

the times that the magnetic observations were being taken.

DRY-BULB THERMOMKTER.

This instrument, placed in the screen with the Wet-Bulb and with the Maximum and Minimum

Thermometers, was read every two hours. If the temperature at the time was below -
40", the readings

of the dry-bulb thermometer, which was a mercurial one, were not taken, but the present time readings of

the spirit maximum as well as the minimum were read instead. Sometimes the mercury was not frozen

until below - 40.*

Fig. !. Thermometer screens and anemometers.

It was noticed that the present reading of the spirit minimum often showed a lower reading than the

mercurial, and at one time the two were recorded and entered in the register for the information of the

authorities at home. The readings of the thermometer exposed outside and of the dry bull) in the screen

were seldom similar, and at one time I thought the screen seemed to retain the heat from the sunshine

during the day and more especially on calm nights, when the* sun was below the horizon. Radiation

would, of course, affect the outside thermometer, and would account for the difference.

* See Note by Dr. J. A. HAHKKB, p. 15.



\VKT-BIT.B THERMOMETER.

This instrument, placed in the same screen with the dry-bulb and the maximum and minimum

thermometers, was road every two hours. Throughout the first year in winter quarters it did not work

at all satisfactorily, probably owing to the accumulation of too much ice on the bulb. Throughout the

second year, when I was careful to see that this accumulation did not take place, it worked much better.

It was by no moans uncommon for the reading of the wet-bulb thermometer to be higher than that of the

dry bulb. The fact of the muslin being round the bulb, with a coating of ice on it, however thin, seems to

me to indieat.- that in any quick change of temperature, this instrument should necessarily be more

sluggish than where the bulb is free. On more than one occasion, when the temperatures were very low,

the mercurial dry bulb was observed to be frozen whilst the wet bulb was not.

MAXIMUM THERMOMETER.

This instrument was placed in the screen with the dry- and wet-bulb thermometers and with the

minimum thermometer, and was read and reset at 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. When the mercury was frozen, no

maximum temperature could be read, unless the temperature had been above the freezing-point of mercury

during the time of observation. At sea this instrument is liable to show incorrect readings through the

motion of the ship.

MINIMUM THERMOMETER.

This instrument was placed in the screen with the dry- and wet-bulb and maximum thermometers, and

was read every two hours and reset. When the temperature of the air was low enough to freeze the

mercurial thermometers, the present time reading as well as the minimum was read and entered in the

book. Also, as it was observed that there was a difference between the present time reading and the

mercurial dry-bulb readings, a series of observations was taken for a short time. No defect in either

thermometer was apparent.

These instruments gave considerable trouble on account of the column breaking, and a large number of

them were broken in the vain attempts to restore them to working order.

EADIATION THERMOMETERS.

Black and Bright Bulbs.

These were placed on a stand at Hut Point, 5 feet above snow-level, and about 30 feet above sea-level

(fig. 3). They were read and reset at 8 p.m. daily. During our second year three thermometers were in

use, a large and small black bulb and a small bright bulb. During the winter these thermometers were

not kept in position, but were placed as soon as possible after the sun returned.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS.

T/'niii><jmi>ltx. Two of these instruments were placed in screens on the Meteorological stand
;
one was

with large dimensions, and the other with small dimensions on the scale. The disadvantages that belong

to this instrument are the same for all instruments of the same nature. The screens themselves are, of

course, not drift-tight, and gradually get absolutely full of hard-packed drift snow, which surrounds the

working part of the instrument and absolutely stops all working. Then, again, the drift gets inside and

around the clock, and on and over the pen : consequently, after a blizzard, it was necessary to clean the

instruments and get them into working order again. Time after time the record for the week has been

spoilt by the snow getting on the pen, and either causing a big thick line or else drying up the ink and

preventing it from marking altogether.

Hygrograph. The same remarks apply to this instrument, of which we had two in use during the greater

part of the time. Another disadvantage of the Hygrograph is that snow, getting on the hairs, effectually

prevents any accuracy. In all these recording instruments the clock was found to give a great deal of



trouble ill the very cold temperatures, and every means was tried to overcome I his defect, Imt with no

satisfactory result.

During the time we were at sea, the recording instruments were kept ut Greenwich mean time, lint on
the start of observations from the screen on the ice, Ship apparent time was used, and the records were
shifted on Mondays at 10 a.m. The pain caused to the observers of these instruments is really great at

times, for as it was nearly impossible to shift the papers with mits on, they had to be removed, and

handling the metal meant frost-bitten fingers.

/;,w//V^'. Two and sometimes three of these were kept going on board, down in the living space.

They always seemed to work well, and there was no reason why they should not. If found to be very
different from the present time reading of the Mercurial Barometer, they were set to that reading.

tion thermometers.

ASSMAXN'S Aspirator. For a considerable time during our second year this instrument was in use, and

worked most satisfactorily. It was kept out at the screen, and was wound up on arrival of the observer

at the screen. He then proceeded to take the various other observations and read the aspirator last.

The observations, therefore, cannot be quite comparable with those of the dry- and wet-bulb thermometers,
as the changes of temperature were very rapid, instances of its falling having been observed whilst actually

reading the dry bulb.

I think very highly of this instrument, although it is a most difficult one to use, its graduations being
so small, and there being so much metal connected with it. Moreover, the winding of it up with mits on

is by no means an easy task. Then, again, the wetting of the wet bulb means the unscrewing of the

protecting part, which, in our experience, necessitated removing one's mits. Taking it all in all, the

disadvantages of the instrument are great, but these, I think, could be overcome with a little trouble

before leaving home, and the readings which it affords represent, in my opinion, much more the true

air-temperature than those taken by the thermometer in the screen.

G
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It was unfortunate that during a blizzard our instrument was broken. It should always be taken in

before a heavy wind, because the dome for the fan will always get badly choked with drift snow. 1 do

not know whether the speed which the fan reaches would in any way affect the readings. If so, this is

another matter for consideration.

CAPE ARMITAGE THERMOMETER.

This was a minimum thermometer, placed on a stand about 4 feet 6 inches above the snow-level and

well clear of all land (see map, p. 16, for position). It was read always once a day, weather permitting, and

very often twice and three times, as any Officer going out would make this an excuse for a walk, and would

read and reset the thermometer, taking the time he did so. The differences between the readings of this

thermometer and those of the minimum in the screen for the same interval were very marked.

During the Winter months the thermometer was open to the sky, but during the Summer a shade was

placed to protect it from the sun's rays (fig. 4). Dr. KOETTUTZ was the originator of this series of

observations, and it is mainly due to him that the series remained as unbroken as it is. During the

second year Lieutenant MULOCK assisted Dr. KOETTLITZ in taking the observations, and generally recorded

two observations in the day.

Fig. 4. Thermometers at Cape Armitage, looking North (showing the screen placed

over the thermometer during the Summer).

DINES SMALL ANEMOMETER.

This instrument was set up on the screen, the head being about 10 feet above the level, and the

connecting pipes about 5 feet long. During the heavy snow drifts which always accompanied a

southerly gale the open head of this instrument was invariably choked, and necessitated clearing every

two hours, before observations were taken. The highest and lowest readings were recorded during the

time the observer was looking at the instrument. Snow was found not only to collect in the head, but

also in the pipes, and the only way to clear them was to take them on board and thaw them out. A leak

was observed at the lower glass joint, and the Engineer soldered all round it and so more or less stopped

the leak. Pure alcohol was used, coloured by staining matter, and the evaporation of the alcohol

appeared to be rapid. The observations taken with the instrument seemed to agree more or less with

those of the Eobinson, and more especially the estimates on the Beaufort scale.
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ROBINSON'S ANEMOMETER.

The instrument was fixed to the end of two long pipes and was secured to the screen at about 15 feet

above the level
(fig. 2). Observations were taken of the miles ran every two hours. This

instrument worked well, but the credit of its performance is due to Engineer-Lieutenant SKKI.TON, who

always repaired the instrument after any heavy blizzard. No spare parts having been provided, the

observations had to cease while the repairs were being effected. Snow was observed to collect in the cups,
and this necessitated their being cleared at every observation when snow was drifting or falling. Also

the glass face is by no means drift-tight, and unless made so, by gumming paper all round the edges, the

working parts inside would very soon be completely covered.

LARGE DINES RECORDING ANEMOMETER.

The head of this instrument was secured on the mizcn crosstrees, about 34 feet above the cistern, and

the pipes were led down the T'g't. back-stay, and through the top of the signal locker to the cistern in the

locker, During the strong drifts which invariably accompanied the southerly blizzards this head became

choked, and was cleared, to the best of the observer's ability, by his going aloft and knocking out the

snow collected in the head. Owing to its position the whole could not be taken down, and so the pipes

were never touched. It was found that the snow remaining in and about the head would be melted in

Summer by the heat of the sun, and then freezing again would stop the head from revolving. On some

of the anemograms this can be seen to have been the case by the line working low down and, on the

head being freed, shooting up to a higher level.

This instrument, to my mind, always worked too low, and thus under-rated the strength of the wind.

When it was first set up, the liquid supplied was used, but when the colder weather came on, the piston

stuck fast. On opening it up, I found ice on the top of the liquid, then the spirit, and below that a thick

substance like condensed milk, which I presumed wag the glycerine, which had separated. I then took all

this out and filled it with spirit containing only a small amount of glycerine. In the very low temperatures
and calms I always found that the piston was inclined to work in thick liquid and had to stir the whole

lot up. Then, again, whilst shifting the anemogram, one's breath used to collect on the piston rod and

prevent it working easily through the collar. The clock gave a great deal of trouble, as it would not work

in the very cold weather, and the ink also was very unsatisfactory ;
it was often found frozen and not

marking.

Taking it on the whole, this instrument has many disadvantages in the antarctic climate. Could one

only keep the recording part down below in the warmth, it would be very much simplified, but if this

were done the cold would be conducted down the pipes and collect all over the cistern and piston rod,

and effectually stop all working. This was the case with the unused stove, the whole of the stove in the

Mess being covered with a thick coating of rime. Even if the pipes led up through the working stove

funnel, the head itself would become blocked, as around the tops of the funnels ice and snow collected to

some extent. I see no way to get over the fact that the orifice in the head always gets blocked.

For a recording wind instrument I would suggest a Robinson, attached to the mast head, and led down

to the deck, and even down to the living space, care being taken that the connecting rods are within easy

reach. Such an instrument has, I own, many disadvantages, of which the height is the greatest. Should

the observing party be living in hut, this objection could be easily overcome, and records of direction as

well as force could be obtained.

EVAPORATION EXPERIMENTS.

About the middle of our first Winter, the question of Evaporation being discussed among the Officers, it

was derided to try an experiment suggested by Captain SCOTT. Two open shallow dishes, 3 inches by

4 inches, filled with water which was allowed to freeze, were placed on the top of the meteorological screen.

These were weighed before being taken out, and 24 hours later were weighed again, the difference in

C 2
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grammes lx?ing the amount lost in the interval, which could only he by evaporation. Sometimes the dishes

weighed a trifle more than the day before, and this I put down to the fact of a fall of very minute ice

crystals adhering to the ice surface. Any loose drift or snow \v:is brushed off before the dishes were

weighed.

It will be noticed that the differences are seldom actually the same for each dish, and this is rather

singular, seeing that they were placed side by side, and presumably what affected one dish should also

have atl'eeted the other. In summer it was found impossible to continue these observations, for the ice in

the dishes was then melted, and it was most difficult to weigh them without spilling the water.

K'.UN OR SNOW GAUGE.

This instrument was placed on the snow at a little distance from the Meteorological Screen (fig. 2). During
the ordinary snow-fall it worked well, and the amount of snow was recorded at the actual time it was

taken. During the southerly gales, which invariably brought with them a' heavy snow-fall as well as

dense drift, this instrument was useless, as any other instrument of a similar kind would have been under

those circumstances. Very often after one of these gales it became exceedingly difficult to find the

instrument at all, since it might be buried under three and four feet of snow, and it was only because we

knew its exact position and dug down to it that we did not lose it more than once. For some time the

snow-fall was so small that it was measured in cubic centimetres and entered in the fair register in that

scale. The bay in which we were situated formed a regtdar cone for the full strength of the southerly

gales, and the drift which accumulated all round and about the ship, or any other obstacle, was enormous.

SUNSHINE RECORDER,

This instrument was placed on a box on the summit of Hut Point about 40 feet above the sea-level.

The cards were shifted at Noon. Only since the return of the expedition have I ascertained that the cards

were placed in the instrument inaccurately, which is the reason of the mark of the burn not going straight

and at times jumping up or down on the card.

In the early Spring some few hours of sunlight could not be recorded, because the rays were cut off

from us by hills in the vicinity Observation Hill, Crater Hill, Arrival Heights. This can be seen from

the map of our Winter Quarters (p. 16).

The manipulation of small screws, &c., connected with the sunshine recorder, and the very exposed

position of the instrument, made it by no means a pleasing duty to shift the cards, and often involved

frost-bitten fingers. The cards were not kept shipped during the first Winter, but. during the second

Winter a card was in the whole time and took the first record.

OZONE OBSEUVATIONS.

For a long time during our cruise no attempt was made to observe ozone; it was such a very doubtful

observation. Towards the end of our second Winter, however, I decided to try and see what effect would
be produced on the papers supplied. One of these was placed in a small tea-strainer and hung in one of

the meteorological screens, and when taken out was carried on board in a glass tube and placed in water.

The depth of tint obtained was then compared with the scale supplied.
To test whether the fact of doing this in the ward room affected the result, one of the papers was hung

in the mess all night, and on being placed in the water next morning, it was found to remain clean white.

Also at times a paper was taken direct from the tin box in which they were kept, and was placed in water,
but it always showed clean white, very different from the tint produced by exposure in the open air. The

papers seemed most affected during heavy southerly gales, and were c|iiito brown before being put into

water. The length of time the paper was exposed was always noted, and also the colour of the paper
before being immersed in water.
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IxsTltrMKATS KMI'I.UYKM IV Sl.KDMXf!.

The instruments generally taken on a sledge journey were a minimum thermometer and an aneroid.

Some parties earned a hypsometer, and the reading was taken once daily at the same time as the aneroid

was used. I would suggest, for future guidance, that some indication should be given of what is wanted

to be done at these secondary stations, which must necessarily be moving stations, and that instruments

should be supplied for sledging purposes only; an aspirator would, I think, be a good and useful

instrument, and also a minimum thermometer.

I strongly recommend the hypsometer, provided the observations are useful. The work of boiling and

getting a reading is small, and can easily be done whilst the observer is waiting for the pot to boil at the

meal hours. The question of weight has to be considered, as it is a most important factor in the work;
and the sum total of instruments forms already a large proportion of the equipment in sledge journeys.
The work of observing is easily performed, as the whole set of observations docs not take more than a

few minutes. Two-hourly readings can easily be obtained.

NOTES TO ILLUSTRATIONS OF SOLAR AND CLOUD PHENOMENA,

BY

EDWARD A. WILSON, M.B.

Plate I. Solar phenomenon observed on the Great Ice Barrier, November 29, 1902. 4 P.M., appt. time.

S. lat. 80 30', E. long. 165. Wind S.S.W., force 1, driving showers of ice crystals. Blue sky with cirro-

stratus rapidly crossing to the N.E. A white fog-bank lay on the horizon persisting up to 30 of altitude.

A complete ring or band of white light ran horizontally through the Sun (altitude 27). In this ring,

dividing its circumference into three equal parts, appear the Sun and two luminous white mock-suns.

Round the Sun was a Solar halo of prismatic colour with small arcs of intense prismatic colour outside it,

on a level with the Sun. The blue of the sky within the halo was considerably darker than the blue

outside. Immediately below the Sun on the horizon was a luminous white mock-sun. In a vertical

line above the Sun -close to the zenith, and forming part of a small circle with zenith for centre-- was an

exceedingly brilliant arc of prismatic colour, set in the deep blue of the sky. The following measurements

were taken by Captain SCOTT : Altitude of Mock-suns, Sun, and white band of light L'7 above the horizon.

Bearing of "White Mock-suns" 120 from one another. Diameter of Solar halo 54. Radius of upper

prismatic arc (centre
=

zenith), 7. Fr.-cir.-str. rapidly cleared away as phenomenon appeared, leaving

clear blue sky overhead down to within 30 of horizon, where white fog-bank or low stratus persisted.

Plate II. Solar phenomenon observed on the Great Ice Barrier, December 16, 1902. 1 A.M. S. lat.

80 45', E. long. 1G2 . Driving showers of ice crystals. Southerly breeze, force 1-2. Low driving

stratus clouds in patches, breaking occasionally to expose clear blue sky and fracto-cirro-stratus. The

white mock-suns seen on November 29th were occasionally visible, but were not connected by the

horizontal band of white light. There was much more drifting cloud this day than on November 29th,

and much less blue sky visible. The difference in depth of blue colour between the sky inclosed by the

Solar halo and that outside it was not noticeable, owing to the fact that a white mistiness obscured the

blue of the sky almost all over the Sun's quarter (S). Z, zenith; u, broad prismatic arc; b, narrower ditto.

Plate III. Solar phenomenon observed on the Great Ice Barrier, December 29, 1902. 2 P.M. S. lat.

82 17'. The most brilliant and the broadest bands of prismatic colour were those at / and at the four

points on the Sun's completed halo. The halo itself was neither broad nor brilliant. The horn-shaped

band was at times very bright and moved round the halo with a change in the position of observer's

eyes. The white mock-suns on the north, south-east, and south-westerly horizon were large and bright

and dome-shaped. The zenith-centred smaller white circle and the detached white arcs in the south

appeared only for a few moments and were never very pronounced. The sky was blue and all the drift
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low ice crystals passing in low showers rapidly overhead with south-westerly wind. Sun visible

all the time : low fog-banks and drift all round horizon. Wind south-westerly. Temperature, +15 F.

Plato IV. February 9, 1903. 5 J'.M. Mc.Murdo Sound. Drawn from a sketch by Lieutenant C. It.

KI.YPS, R.N. The prismatic halo round Sun is incomplete in this case, as is also the zenith-centred halo.

Plate V. Solar phenomenon observed on February 12, 1903, in Mc.Murdo Sound. Drawn from a sketch

by Lieutenant C. R. ROYDS, R.N. No mock-sun was visible. Lower part of outer ring hidden by land.

A very faint white beam crossed the inner and outer ring.

Plate VI. A fog bow frequently seen on the Great Ice Barrier when one stood, back to the Sun, in the

morning hours, shortly after midnight. It was always wliite, and brightest at the lower ends of the limbs.

A good example was observed on December 17, 1902, and another well-marked instance occurred on

November 15, 1902.

Plate VII. A remarkable shadow which appeared constantly in the southern sky when the Sun was

below, or low down on, the northern horizon. It gave rise to many conjectures as to its cause, the most

probable being that it was the shadow of Mount Erebus and Mount Terror on a thin alto-stratus. Various

notes as to its appearance will be found in the Remarks of the Register, and also in the notes on clouds.

As the Sun moved apparently to the west, this shadow moved to the east, and was always visible in the

forenoons in clear weather, while the Sun was sufficiently low on the horizon.

Plate VIII. A not uncommon type of cirrus cloud, or fracto-cirro-stratus, which often accompanied very

magnificent colour effects in spring and autumn when the Sun was low on the horizon for hours at a time.

Plate IX. An unusual appearance at the summit of Mount Erebus, namely the differentiation of several

columns of steam issuing from distinct vents. This was possible only when there was a flat calm at

13,000 feet above sea level. The collection and condensation of the steam at a still higher level to form a

heavy cloud was less unusual.

Plate X. represents the condensed vapour rising from the crater of Mount Erebus and acting as a wind

vane at a height of 13,000 feet above sea level.

Plate XI. shows another phase in which the presence of a flat calm is demonstrated between about

13,000 feet and 14,000 feet, while above this level the pennant of "smoke" clearly shows the presence

and direction of an upper current.

Plate XII., fig. 1, from a photograph taken at Sea, March 2, 1904, looking to the north over an extent

of open ice-free water. The island, known as Buckle Island, is one of the Balleny group. Its summit is

hidden by the heavy stratus cloud which lies low over the water and forms a typical open-water sky, with

very little reflected light in it.

Fig. 2, from a photograph taken in Wood Ray, February 21, 1904, looking westward to Mount

Melbourne. The cloud here represented, a fracto-cirro-stratus, is very much higher than that shown

in
fig. 1, much higher even than the summit of Mount Melbourne, which is 8337 feet above sea level.

Plate XIII., fig. 1, from a photograph taken in Robertson Bay, January 9, 1902, looking in a southerly

direction over a stretch of open water, above which hangs a typical low cumulo-stratus cloud. In the

distance are the ice-covered inland mountains of South Victoria Land, over which the sky is free from cloud.

Fig. 2, from a photograph taken looking south-west from Cape Adare, February 24, 1904. In the

distance is a clear sky over the inland ice-covered mountains of South Victoria Land; the open water

of Robertson Bay, on the other hand, is overhung by a heavy stratus, whose edge coincides with the

coast line which lies beneath it.

Plate XIV., fig. 1, from a photograph taken looking north, at Cape Adare, February 24, 1904. In the

far distance is seen the well-defined border of a low and extensive stratus overhanging the open sea.

Fig. 2, from a photograph taken looking westward to Mount Melbourne. Small patches of cloud

which have formed at the summit of the higher peaks, from 8000 to 12,000 feet above sea level, are

seen to be floating off into an otherwise cloudless sky. Mount Melbourne is not known to have any

activity as a volcano, and the cloud patches must therefore be distinguished from such as are represented
in Plate IX. as forming round a nucleus of steam emitted from the active crater of Mount Erebus.
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REPORT

BY

DR. J. A. MARKER

ON OBSERVATIONS MADE AT THE NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY

I'l'iiX THB

TEMPERATURE OF SOLIDIFICATION OF THE MERCURY IN THERMOMETER No. M.O. 30.

The thermometer was compared with a standard under the most favourable conditions obtainable with

the present apparatus, in a vacuum vessel in acetone, cooled by adding solid CO-,.

The stirring was found to be absolutely essential when readings to any considerable accuracy were

required.

As our own mercury standard Tonnelot only reads to - 40 C., and comparisons were wanted to the

actual freezing-point of the mercury in the thermometer to be tested, the standard chosen was a toluene

Tonnelot thermometer.

For this instrument it was not convenient to have complete immersion, so an emergent stem correction,

amounting to '2 F., has been applied when necessary.

The thermometer M.O. 30 was tested down to the point at which its mercury solidified.

This point was determined six times. The lowest temperature reached before solidification was

- 45 '5 F., on its own scale, and the highest about - 44 F. It was clamped independently of the stirrer,

so as to be affected as little as possible by its vibration. During the whole time solid C02 was added in

small quantities to prevent rise of temperature during the readings.

The corrections, as determined under these conditions, were as follows, the toluene readings being

reduced to the hydrogen scale :

CORRECTION.

At - 38 F. 0-0 Freezing-point 32 -3 F.

- 40 F. - 1

-41 F. -0-3

-45F. -0-4

The readings could not be made by telescope, and the divisions are only about 1'3 millims. to 1 F.,

and the thermometer is divided into whole degrees.

No perceptible difference appeared in the indication at the freezing-point of mercury (
- 38 F.) of the

thermometer before and after its mercury had been frozen.

After the freezing of the mercury the thermometer was taken out of the liquid as quickly as possible,

and, on the last occasion, the thawing of the mercury in the bulb took place probably before the capillary

neck had been quite freed from solid, and the bulb was broken, thus rendering impossible the observations

contemplated at the higher ranges.

The freezing-point of mercury as deduced from

Mercury Tonnelot 11562= -37'98F.

Toluene 71042 =- 37- 96 F.
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Antarctic Exp edition ,19 01-4 Meteorology, Plate 1.

Seen November 89&1902.
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Antarctic Expedition, 19 01 -4-.
Meteorology, Plate II

Seen. December 16&1902.





Antarctic Expedition, 1901-4. Meteorology, Plate III.

(e)
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Seen, December 29t*-1902.





Antarctic Expedition, 1901-4. Meteorology, Plate IV.

Seen February 9 1^1903.





Antarctic Expedition, 1901-4. Meteorology. Plate V.

Seen February 12^1903.
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Nation i! Antarctic AV/ /litinn, 1901-1904. /'//, XII.

ANTAKITH' Cl.nl |i

Fig. 1. Buckle Island, one of the Balleny Group ;

Showing a form of stratus cloud.

South.

Fig. 2. Mount Melbourne Wom \Vml i;;i\ : looking West.

Showing cirro-stratus clouds.
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1901-1904. Plate XIII.

ANTARCTIC CLOUD FOKMS.

Fig. 1. Looking South to Mount Sabine from Cape Aciare.

Showing typical cumulo-stratua clouds.

Kig. ~2. Looking Smith-west from Cape Ada IT.

Showing a common type of heavy stratus with defined edge, beneath which the sky is clear.





.luliiirlii-
K.i-jii'i/i/iiin, 1901-1904. Plate XIV.

ANTARCTIC CLOUD FOKMS.

Fig. 1. Looking North from Cape Adare.

Showing stratus.

Kijf. 2. Mount Melbourne from the Hast.

With examples of the cloud patches which form over high peaks in an otherwise cloudless sky.
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III. METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."

[1902 February.
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1902 March.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."
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METEOROLOGICAL, JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902 March.



28

1902 March.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

13th.



29

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKRY." [1902 March.



30

1902 March.] -NfKTKOROI.OC.ICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DlSCOVKUV."

19th.



31

MKTXOBOLOOIOAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902 March.



32

1902 March.] M I,TKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " DlSCdVKKV.

25th.



33

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902 March.



1902 March.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



35

MOTEOROLOGKUL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902 --April



36

1902 April.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

4th.



37

METBOROLOOIOAL JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVKKY." [1902 April

Max. therm, read at /8a.
18 p.



38

1902 April.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISOOVKKY."



39

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DiscovKuv." [1902 -April



40

1902 April] MKTEOIIOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DiscovKitv."

16th.

*J



41

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1902 April



42

1902 April.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



43

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "DISCOVERY." [1902 April.



44

1902 April.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DiscoVKKY."



45

MBTBOROLOCHOAL JOURNAL OK TIM: l>i>< UVKIIY." [1902 -May.

r~



46

1902 May.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVKUY."



47

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902-May.



48

1902 May.] MKTK01tOI.OC.ICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



49

MKTKUKOI.UCICAI, .IIUKNU. OK IIIK
" DISWVKKY." [1902 May.



50

1902 -May.] METEOROIXXilCAT, JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

s .



51

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902 May.



52

1902 May.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



53

JotfRNAI. OF TIIK.
"

I >ISC< >VKK V." [1902 May.

o



54

1902 May.] MKTKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

28th.



55

METEOROLOGICAL .JOURNAL OK THK " DISCOVKRY."



56

1902 -June.] Ml.ll ."i;,,|n,;|('AL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

1st.



57

METEOROLOGICAL JOKKNAh OF TI1K " DlSCOVKKY." [1902 June.

in

Mi.lt. an -i!i u

Mean l>lV.VXi -
II Mi -

I

Thcr -tens.



1902 June.]

58

METEOROLOGICAL .Jm UNAL OF THE " I)ISCOVKKY."



MHTEOROLOGIO.lt JOUKNAJ, OF THK " DisroVKKY." [1902 June.



60

1902 June.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

13th.



61

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1902 June.



G2

1902-June.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

19th.



63

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVKKY." [1902 June.



64

1902 June.] METEOROLOGICAL .IOIKNAI, OF THE "DISCOVERY."



G5

METEOROLOGICAL OF THK [1902 June.



66

1902 July.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERS."

1st.



67

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902-July.



(58

1902 July.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."

7th.



69

MI;TI<:<>I:(II.M<;K;AI, JOURNAL OF TIIK " DISCOVKUY." [1902 July.



70

1902 July.] METEOROLOGICAL JouRNAt, OF TIIK " I>ISCOVKI:Y.'
:



71

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "DISCOVERY." [1902-Jnly.



72

1902 July.] MKTKOROIXXIUIAI. JuntNAi. .IF -mi: " DISCOVKUY."

19th.



73

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL or TIIK "DISCOVERY." [1902 July.

Q
*? Thermometers.



74

1902 July.] MKTKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISGOVKIIY."



75

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE [1902 July.

*J



7G

1902 July.] MBTSOBOLOGIOAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKUY."



77

MXTXOBOLOGIOAL JOURNAL OF THK "Pisnovi (1902 August.



78

1902 -August,] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " I>ISC.UVKI:Y."

4th.

** Thermometers.



METEOROLOGICAL JOUKNAI. OF THK " DIKCOVKKY.' f!902- August.

_.



80

1902 -August.! MKTKOROT.OGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "DISCOVERY."

10th.



81

METEOROLOGICAL UK THK " DISCDVKIIY." [1902 August.



82

1902 August.] MKTKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVKIIY."



88

MET|.,ni;uI.ii<;i(!AI, JoUKNAI, OF TIIK " DlsmVKHY." [1902 -August.



84

1902 August.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."

22nd.



85

METEOROLOGICAL .lor I:\AI, OF THK "DiscovKnv." [1902 August.



86

1902 August] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



87

MKTEOROIXXJICAL JOURNAL OF TIII-:
" IMSOUVKRY."

(
1902 -August.



88

1902 September.] JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



89

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OK THK " DISCOVKKY."
1
1902 September.



90

1902 September.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



91

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902 September.



92

1902 September.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKKY."



93

METEOBOIXXJICAX .im KNAI. OF TDK "
[1902 September.



94

1902 September.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



95

METEOROLOGICAL JOUUN.M, <>i mi. "DISCOVERY." [1902 -September.



96

1902 September.] MKTKOROUHIICAI. JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVERY."



97

MK.TKOIlOI/HilCAr, .Jni'KN'AI. OK TIIK "
I >IS( :< iVKKY." [1902 September.



98

1902 October.] MKTEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



99

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902 -October.



100

1902 October.] M KTKOROLOGICAF, JOURNAL OF THE " I)lSCOVERY."



101

METEOROLOGICAL, JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1902 October.



102

1902 -October.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



103

MKTKOI;OI.O<;I'AI, ,Iuri:NAi. OK TIIK " DISCUVKKV." (1902 October.



104

1902 October.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY.

19th.



105

MKTKOUOUHHCAL JOURNAL o*' TIIK " Discus I:KV.' [1902 October.



106

1902 October.] MKTKOHOUMJICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCUVKKV."



107

METEOROLOGICAL JUUHNAI, UK TMK "
[1902 October.



108

1902 October.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "DISCOVERY."



L09

l, JOURNAL <>K TIIF.
"

I >IM 'i iVKKY." [1902 November.



1 10

1902 November.) MKTEOROIXJGICAL ,1m KNAI. OK THK "
l>iso>vi-:i;y."



Ill

Mill r.uliMI.IKUCAL .InrilN.H, (iF TIIK "
I MsCOVKUY."

[

1902 November.



112

1902 November.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " l>iso>\ KI:V."



113

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF TIIK "DISCOVERY.'' [1902 November.

Max. therm, read
at{*



1 1 1

1902 November.] JOURNAL OK THE " DISCOVKUY."

16th.



115

Mn>;i>Ki>l.n<:i<'AI, .lol'KNAI. Or 1 TIIK "
DisrOVKIiY." [1902 November.



116

1902 November.] MBTBOBOLOGICAL JOUKXAI, OF THE "DISCOVERY."



117

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF TIIK " I)iscu\ KI:V.'
1
1902 November.



118

1902 November.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " lnsi HVKKY."

28th.



I I!)

METEOROLOGICAL .im i:\.\i. <>! THK " DISCUVKUY." [1902 December.

?1



120

1902 December.] MKTEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKKY."

4th.



121

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OK THK "DISCOVKKV." [1902 December.



122

1902 December.] METEOROLOGICAL .JoruxAi, uj THK " DISCOVEUY."



123

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVKHY." [1902- December.

8 ,



124

1902 December.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



1:25

iMKTKOROLOCJlCAL JOUUNAI, OF TIIIO
"

1 MSCMVKltY." [1902- December.



126

1902 December.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



127

MKTKOBOLOGICAL JOURNAL <M.- iisi ,,\ F.KV." [1902 December.



128

1902 December.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVKKY."



129

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "Discovi:i;v [1902 December.



130

1903 January.] MKTKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



131

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903. January.



1903 January.]

132

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



133

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903 January.



134

1903 January.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



135

MKTKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903 January.



136

1903 January.] MKTKOKOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "DiscovEiiv."



137

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903 January.



138

1903 January.] MKTEOROIXXJICAI, JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



1,39

MBTBOROLOOIOAC .JOUKNAI. OK THE "DISCOVERY.'' [1903 January.



140

1903 January.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

31st.



141

MKTK.<>|;n|.n(;ir.\|, JoUKNAI. OF THK "
I HSCOVKRY." [1903 -February.



142

1903. February.] METEOROI.OOICAT, JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

4th.



MBTEOROLOOIOAL JOURNAL OK TIIK " DISOOVKKY." [1903 February.



144

1903 February.] MKTKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF TIIK "DISCOVERY."



145

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 February.



146

1903 February.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



147

METKOROI,OICAJ, JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKUY."
1
1903 February.



1903 February.]

148

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



149

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903 February.



150

1903 February.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."

28th.



151

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." 11903 Marck



152

1903 March.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVKKY."



153

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DiscovK.nv." [1903 March.



154

1903 March.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



155

MKTKoltol.nciCAl, .FnriiNAL OF THE " DlSCOVKKY." [1903 -March.



156

1903 March.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY.



157

MKI I:OI:OI.(M;ICAI. JOURNAL OF Tin: "
l>is< UVKIIY."

1
1903 March.



158

1903 March.] M KTEOR01XX5ICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



If. 9

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903-March.



IfiO

1903 March.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

28th.



161

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKIIY." [1903 March.



162

1903 -April/I METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " Disi ovi i;v.



163

MKTO>UOI.()<;ICAI, JOI-UNAI, OF TIIK " DISCOVKIIY." [1903 April



164

1903-ApriL] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



1G5

M r.TKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 April.



166

1903 April.") MKTKOROLOOICAI, JOURNAL OF THE "Dismvniv."



167

Mi:ii;ui;ni.n<;irAi. JOURNAL OF THK " DISCI >VKKY." [1903 April.



168

1903 April.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



METEOROLOGICAL JOUUXAI. OF TIIK " DISCOVKKY." [1903 April.



170

1903 April.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " DlSCi IVKISY."



171

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF TIIK [1903 April.



172

1903 May.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE i; DISCOVERY."



173

MKTK<>I:HI.IM:H AI. JOURNAL OF THE "DiscoVKKY." [1903- May.



174

1903 -May.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISI UVKKY."



175

i. JOURNAL OK TIIK " I)isrn\ i:i:>.' [1903 May.



176

1903 May.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL <>F TMK "DISCOVKKY."



177

MKTEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903-May.



178

1903 -May.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVKKY."



179

MKTEOROmOIOAL JOURNAL OF THE " DlSCOVKKY." [1903 May.



180

1903 May.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



181

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903 -May.



182

1903 May.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



183

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903- June.



184

1903 -June.] MKTKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

4th.



185

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKUV." [1903 June.



186

1903 June.] MKTEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

10th.



187

METEOROLOGICAL JOCKNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903 June.



1903 June.]

188

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

! n



189

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 June.

Q

-j
Thermometers.

"S >



190

1903 June.] M KTEOROLOOICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

;

s_.



191

MKTKUIKH.OCICA!. JOURNAL OF THE " DlSCOVKKY." [1903 June.



192

1903 June.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



193

M KTKOKOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 July.



194

1903 July.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



195

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 July.

li



196

1903 July.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

10th.



l'J7

JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVKUY." [1903 July.



198

1903 July.] M KTKOROI,OGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



199

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 July.

B



200

1903 July.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



201

M KTEOUOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "DISCOVERY." [1903 July.



202

1903 July.] JOURNAL OF THE " DlSCOVKltY."

Hour.



L'OJf

JOURNAL OK TIIK " DlSCOVKKY." [1903 July.



204

1903 August.] M KTEOROl.OGICAL JOURNAL OP THE "DISCOVERY. 1

1st



205

JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 -August.



206

1903 August.] MKTKUkOLOGlCAI, JOURNAL OF THE " DlSCoVKUY."



207

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKKY." [1903 August.

Hour.



1903 August] MKTKOROIXXHCAL JOURNAL OF THE " DlHCOVKKY."



MKTEOROLOOIOAL JOURNAL OF TIIK " DISCOVERY." [1903 August.



210

1903 August] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



211

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF TIIK "DISCOVKRY." [1903 August.



212

1903 -August.] MKTKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKUY."



213

M KTKOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OK TIIK " DlSCOVKKY." (1903 August.



214

1903 -August.] M I, I KOKOl.OGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVERY."



215

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 September.



216

1903 September.] MKTEOROI.OGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

Hour.



217
'

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 September.



218

1903 September.] METEOROLOGICAL ,I<III;\AI OF THE " Diso>\-KKY."

Hour.

p

Thermometers.



219

.MlTKoKoUKMCAL JOURNAL OF THE " Dl.SCOVKKY." [1903 September.



220

1903 September.] MKTK.I>I;.H.<;ICAI, JOURNAL UK TIIF.
" DISCUVKHY."

16th.



221

METEOROLOGICAL Jurn.vu. OK TIII-:
" I)is<;u\ KUY." [1903 September.



222

1903 September.] MlTK'Mtm.ucH'Al, JOUKNAI. UK THE "DISCOVERY."



223

Mr.Tr.oKOI.iiCICAL JOURNAL <>r Till:
"

DlSCOVI'.li V." [1903 September.



224

1903 September.] MBTKOROLOOIOAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKHV."

28th.



225

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." (1903 October.



226

1903 October.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



227

MKTKOKOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVERY." [1903 October.



228

1903 October.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVKKY."

10th.



229

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903 October.

1 Q
** ,j Thermometers.



230

1903 October.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

16th.



231

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903 October.



232

1903 October.] MXTKOROLOQICAX JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY"

Hour.

Thermometers.

s
Mercurial.

1
~ Dry. Wet.

I

Wiiul.

Direct inn and

(Beaufort scale).
si !
ag -
U

!

fc

Clouds,
Amount and movement.

Upper. Lower.

Kemarks.

M-OM2

4

6 29-027

8 29-037

10 29-027

Noon 29-025

4 28-971

- 4-5- 3-3

5-5- 2-0

8-3- 1-9

-f
-H

4*0 1 "2

4-9- 1-0

- 3-4 - 3-0

K-(M

28-951

1U 28-921

Midt. 28-899

Hf-
- 4-2

o-o

3-0

0-0

0-3

2-0- 2-0- 1-6

3-3- 3-6- 3-0

- 5-0 - 5-0- f.-o

3-5- 3-8;- 3-2

2-2- 2-8- 3-tl

E, 5-6

Var. E, 1-5

Var. E, 1-5

ENE, 1-3

ENE, 3-5

NB, 4-5

NE, 5-6

Var. E, 4-6

Var. E. :i I

Var. E, 4-5

ENK, 4-5

E, fMl

17 L'- :\i;

17

18

l.-l

u

u
23

18

18

14

I 21

Mean 28 '990 I

I

- 2-1 - 2-4

10-28

10-25

10-20

18-26

Li I L'S

28-35

at- 28

2(1-33

25-37

S. 10 - Str. down to 1500 feet. Ozone, 8.

oq-f*

oq-r-

bcq-f

oc-f.

oc-f

oc-f*

ocq

Ci.-s. 3, NE

Ci.-s. 5

A.-s. 10

N. 10

S. 10

N. 10

A.-cu. 3, S (moil.)
A.-s. 1, E (fast)
Cu. 8, SE (fast)

C'u. K, SK (fast)

Fr.-cu. 3, SE (fast)
-

Fr.-cu. 7, E (fast)

S. 5

S.-cu. (!

S.-cu. 2, S. it

Max. therm, read at /8a. 5-0. -I. illtinn r small black bulb 92 '0. Kva ,,,. / I. 6'7\ grammes in Prw.

\8p. 1-0.
>olarratllat 'on

\small bright bulb 38 -2.
hvap"-i II. 5'9/ 24 hours.

rovery hidden by Str. ; islands are clear of cloud. Overcast and cloudy most, of the day, with
E and NE wind all day. Barometer falling throughout the day. Temperature fairly steady all day

Snowing thickly, flakes hard and small ;

wind variable between NE ami SE,
;uid verv gusty. Ozone, 4.

8a.m. Wind variable XK to E ; brighter
look generally ;

snow ceased about
5 a.m. Ozone, 7.

8 a.m. Flakes very small ami hard ;

very Taint halo. Ozone, 9.

10 a.m. Thick all round
; heavy bank

of Cu. to E an. I S.

Noon. Ozone, 8.

Noon. Min. temp, at Cape Armitage,
-13 -9. Wind ENK, 3. -J-. Erebus
obscure- 1.

2 p.m. Clear on horizon all round ;

summits of western mountains ob-
scured.

3 p.m. Main band, 2.

1 p.m. Clouds of drift rising in pat< h.-.s

and curling for some distance north-
wards.

11 p.m. Quite clear in S and SW ; .lark

and threatening to N.
8 p.m. Wind variable from ENE tfl

ESE; visibility very marked
; threat-

ening look to S and SW. Ozone, 10.

10 p.m. Foot hills visible ; western
mountains and also summit of Bis-

snow early, and drifting. Very strong

2



233

MKTKOI;OI,OGICAL JOURNAL or THK "DISCOVERY." [1903-October.



234

1903-October.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



235

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 October.



23G

1903 November.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

Hour.



237

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVERY." [1903 November.



238

1903 November.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



239

MKTKOROUXJICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 November.



240

1903 November.] MKTEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

13th.



241

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 November.



242

1903 November.] .M KTKOROLOGICAI, JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

19th.



243

METEOROLOGICAL JOUKNAL OF THK " IMSCOVKIIY." [1903 November.



244

1903 November.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

25th.

Hour.



245

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1903 November.

Hour.



246

1903 December.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "Biscovi:i;v."

1st.

Hour.



247

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1903 December.

Ill III f.



248

1903 December.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

7th.



249

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OP THE "DISCOVERY." [1903- December.



250

1903 December.] M KTKOROT.OGICAL JOUHNAI. < >K THE " Disc. >VKI; v"

13th.



251

MKTKOUOI.OIMOAI, JOURNAL OF THK " DISCOVKKY." [1903 December.



252

1903 December.] MKTKOKOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "Discovr.uY."



253

JOURNAL OF THK "DISCOVERY." [1903 December.



'254

1903 December.] M ITKOROUKJICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DlSCOVERY.'
:

25th.



255

MKTKUUOI.OOICAL .JouitxAi. < THK " DISCOVKIIY." [1903 December.



256

1903 December.] MKTK<U:OI.OGICAI. JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

31st.



257

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1904 January.



258

4th.

1904 January.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



259

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1904 January.



260

1904 January.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

10th.



261

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THR " DISCOVERY. [1904 January,

:

s_-



1904 January.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."

16th.



2(53

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "I)iscovi.i;v.
'

[1904 January.



264

1904 January.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVKKY."

22ud.



265

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY." [1904 January.



266

1904 January.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL or THK "DISCOVKRY."



267

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY." [1904 January.



268

1904 February.] MKTEOROT.OOICAI. JOURNAL OF THE "DISCOVERY."



209

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "DISCOVERY."
1
1904 February.



270

1904 February.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THE " DISCOVERY."



271

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL or THK "I)isrovi;uv." [1904 February.



272

1904 February.] METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL OF THK "DISCOVERY."



METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

MADE AT

EREBUS ISLAND CAMP

(LAT. 77 51' S. ; LONG. 166 45' W.)

AND ON THE

SLEDGE JOURNEYS FROM WINTER QUARTERS.
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TABLE L METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER KEPT AT THE EREBUS

Date.
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ISLAND CAMP, DECEMBER 16, 1903, TO JANUARY 9, 1904.

Direction in which Kn-lms smoke
is goin^.

Keinarks.

Kxi rcme summit obscured.

SE, long stream

E In big volume

NE, small volume

Upright, small quantity

Vertically 1000 ft., then NE

Vertically 3000 ft., then NE

Vertically 2000 ft., then NE

Not, risible

Not visible

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Thick column, N\V

Thick column, NE

Thick column. N

Thick column, NE

Thick column, SB

SE

Thick streamer, E

SE

Obscured

Not risible

Notvttble

8 p.m. Heavy roll Cu. on western range, obscuring all hut extreme summits. Some light cloud on En-bun summit.

in p.m. Snow temp, at depth of 6 ins., 22'0. Similar clou. Is as at 8 a.m. Erebus summit nearly clear. Fine S.-cu. over western
mountains.

2 a.m. Heavy cloud obscuring western mountains. Ci. and Ci.-s. forming overhead. Strong wind blowing orer neck of peninsula.

6 a.m. Str. covering Castle Koek promontory. A bank of A.-a. in South. Very wind-blown Ci.-s. Foggy orer all land. Western
mountains obscured. Ci.-s. radiating E and W.

H a.m. Foggy.

10 a.m. Apparently blowing very hard on peninsula. Str. over and on western mountains. Ci.-s. rery wind blown and torn.

2 p.m. Cloud over Castle Kock. Western mountains obscured, except foot hills. Fine prismatic colouring on clouds near sun.

4 p.m. Ci.-s. E and W in shattered bands. Very little smoke from Erebus.

8 p.m. Ci.-s. wind blown and torn, in most extraordinary shapes, all the afternoon, movement not discernible, but changing formation
rapidly. Western mountains all obscured, only foot hills visible. Heavy S.-cu. and roll Cu. has been hanging over the open water
all the afternoon. Ci.-s. radiating NW and SE. Very fine prismatic colouring on Ci.-s. near the sun all day.

4 a.m. Western mountains clear ; patches of detached Cu. hanging in E and S. Erebus summit .just hidden in cloud, clear below.

8a.m. Sky clearing. Low S.-cu. in detached pieces coming up fast from S. Bluff entirely obscured; western mountains clear.
Wind squally.

10 a.m. Ci.-s. very wind torn. Westeni mountains obscured. Sky more or less covered with thin sheet of A.-s.

4 p.m. Stormy and windy looking generally. Halo and corona most of afternoon. Ice crystals falling all afternoon.

6 p.m. Becoming thickly overcast by A.-cu. from NE and SE. A.-s. on all southern and western hills.

8 p.m. Ci.-s very wind blown and torn. Cu. and A.-cu. moving fast from SE. Erebus only visible at times. Western mountains
clearing and a finer look all round generally.

10. p.m. Mountains S and W all clearing on' summits.

Weather quickly cleared after Midt., and Ci.-s. gradually disappeared. All land clear of cloud except Terror, which had some Str.
below summit. Heavy roll Cu. on N side of Erebus, extending a little way across the Bay.

4 a.m. Erebus smoke lias been gradually hauling round all the watch, and is now going to SE in long thick streamer. Heavy roll Cu.
over to N -side of Erebus Island ; line rolls on top, and flat below. Some Ci.-s. in various parts, but fast dispersing.

I 6 a.m. Very fine Ci.-s. across foot of western mountains. Cu. over Black Island. Ci.-s. over Winter Quarters.

i 10 a.m. Layer of Str. below summits of western mountains. Heavy roll Cu, to N of Erebus Island. Visibility not good, but clear.

8 p.m. Ci.-s. very wind blown and torn. Western mountains entirely obscured. Erehus clear, but no smoke risible.

lo p.m. Erebus quite clear. Western mountains aud all land over there obscured. Ci.-s. in most extraordinary wind-blown and
torn shapes.

Erebus smoke is apparently shifting, as some can be seen going to SE in form of thin vapour. Very little wind apparently up
e. Ci. appear very wind torn. Heavy bunks of Cu. and S.-cu. obscuring western mountains, and extending to over Bluff. Cu.

Small quantity. I.
1
.
1

Vertical, then S

Vertical, then S

Zitf-zag to SW

Thirk . trimmer, SE

Long column, Si;
, , _ ..

SW. Krehus smukr iinin^ S must of afternoon, in thick column, rising 1000 ft. liel'ore breaking off. Very fine prismatic colouring of
Vertical, thru SK in ilciihi- column Ci. clou'l. iimr sun durin.; atlcrnoon. Hca\'v roll Cu. to N of Krelms Island.

5 a.m.
there.
on Black ;nM Ilmwn Islands.

8 a.m. Heavy roll Cu. on western mountains and to Black Island, with bank of thick Str. behind them. Very white S.-cu., possibly
A.-.-., hanging high above, and to N and S of, Erebus summit. Smoke going vertically for tiOOO or 7000 ft. and then inclined easterly
I'M mi two distinct outputs on summit; very small quantity and coming out in puffs.

10 a.m. S.-cu. half-way up Erebus' south side. Cloudy and overcast S and W.
Noon. Heavy Cu., Niin., and S.-cu. in SW. Str. (?) hanging on Erebus at alt. of "00 ft. Erebus smoke gradually shifting round and

rising very high in thin vapour.
4. 30 p.m. Heavy banks of S.-cu. to SE.
6 p.m. En-bus clear. Western mountains nearly obscured. A.-cu. and Str. in various directions in detached form. Ci. to W and

ifl

Thick streamer, K

Thick v(.liunc. NE

Thick volume, NE

Fair volume, E

g afternoon. Heavy .

8 p.m. Heavy Cu. and S.-cu. over to SW, W, and NW, clear to S and E, only a few* patches of Ci. overhead.
in p.m. Heavy 'lark clouds to SW,

Midt. Western mountains clearing. Heavy S.-cu. to S, SW, and W.

4.30 a.m. Heavy roll Cu. and S.-cu. to N side of Erebus Island all the watch. A.-cu. (8000 ft.) passed over from SW. Clouds dispersing
generally. Visibility very marked.

6 a.m. A few wisps Of A.-s. hanging round Erebus and Terror slopes.

8 a.m. Cu. clouds alim-e western mountains and Mt. Discovery, also some smaller clouds hanging over Black Island. Sky clouding
over from SW in forenoon.

2 N 2
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ISLAND CAMP, DECEMBER 16, 1903, TO JANUARY 9, 1904 (continued).

Direction in which Krctms smoke
Is going.

I'rmarks. Date.

HI

Fair volume, NE

Thin streamer, NE

Obmired

Otecured

< Ibseured

Otaoored

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Thin volume, NE

Obacnred

Thin. NE

Low down, XE

Low down, S

Low down, S

Small column, NE

Obscured

Obscured

Otaoortd

Obscured

Obscured

< >t> i-ured

Obtotmd

Low down, NW

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

N(?)

Lou-,' thin streamer, N\V

Thin streamer, W
Very tliin streamer, W

In puffs and streamers, N by E

NE

In puffs low down, NE

Noon. Thick white cloud enveloping N shoulder and slope of Erebus.

2 p.m. Dark bank of cloud obscuring high land to S and SW.

4 p.m. Very dark, threatening appearance in S and SSW. Blue sky to E and SIS to alt. of 10.

<} p.m. Weather looks threatening to S and SW, land gradually becoming obscured. Str. on Erebus, and Cu. and S.-cu. overhead.

8 p.m. Height of Str. 10,000 ft. about.

10 p.m. Western mountains obscured by dense black bank of Str. Str. dropped to 5000 ft.

11.30 p.m. Heavy dark clouds to S and SW
;
Str. on Erebus, about IIHX) ft. up. Only foot hills visible.

6 a.m. Str. about 2000 ft. alt. Heavy S.-cu. over Black Island and Discovery. Western mountains obscured, except foot bills. Nim.
to N and N W. Str. overhead without a break or shadow. Snowed very slightly during the watch.

8 a.m. Conditions similar to 6 a.m. Fine snow falling.

Nm>n. Small shaded rolls of A.-cu. In, and to E of, zenith. Blue sky visible above the land to E, dark sky W to SSW obscuring all

but the low-lying land. Patches of sunlight on Mt. Terror.

ft p.m. Umbrella of cloud on Erebus summit, quite clear to E, NE, and in zenith. Heavy Str. to S and SW with fine roll Cu. on
western mountains. Gleaming generally. Prismatic colouring on clouds near sun.

1 l.3n p.m. Ci.-s. radiating N and S. Detached Cu. over Discovery and western range. Fine, settled look generally.

1903.

Dec. 2

(contd.)

4 a.m. Thin stratum of cloud across land W side of S: i uit .

6 a.m. Pa.m. Peculiar lumps of cloud hanging to S and just higher than Erebus and Terror .summits, with curved under surface of a C
type. Ci.-s. radial ing \ and S, with very marked radiant points. Erebus smoke gradually hauled round from NE to S, keepii
very low mi tin- cide of the mountain. Clearing generally.

8 a.m. Ci. clouds, in parallel lines, converging N and S, inoving s'ightly sideways from X\V.
10 a.m. A.-s. just level with top of Erebus. Heavy Str. along western mountains at alt. of 4000 ft. N.-eu. in SW. Ft

on Erebus and Terror Islands. A.-cu. radiating SSW, NNE, lo" from zenith.

Cu.

ag

''"HKy appearance

3 p.m. The land began to be obscured by falling snow. The A.-s. radiated very markedly N ami S until sky became nearly overcast.

4 p.m. Scud passing rapidly over from S.

4..'lo p.m. Nearly ftll land obscured by falling snow-

During the afternoon win eh the wind h lowly rose from E and sky became more and more overcast, the clouds descending.

3 a.m. Blowing hard, with very thick snowfall of large, damp flakes. No lain! visible.

2 p.m. Clear over to we-tern mount-tins ami Erebus, but the latter was (prickly covered over again. Dark and threatening to SE and
E. Clouds broken, and blue sky visible to N and NW.

4 p.m. Similar weather, but every appearance of more snow and wind to E and SE. Sun gleaming at intervals. Scud passing up
from S very rapidly.

H p.m. Sun just visible. Snowing, and dull generally.

2 a.m. No land visible anywhere. Flakes large and damp.

4 a.m. Wind very squally. Very black and threatening to E and SE.

6 a.m. Erebus nearly clear ;
land visible all round.

8 a.m. Very fine and typical A.-cu. clouds, movement uncertain. Heavy dark Str. to S, SW, and on western mountains, obscuring
land above JfllitU ft.. Erebus (jiiil <!. -ar. hut direction of smoke nol certain.

2 p.m. Detached white lump of cloud hanging round Erebus. Lines of Str. to W and SW. Cu. on summit of Discovery.

6p.m. A.-s. above western inuim tains, otherwise cloudless sky. Temperature in sun, 43'0.

8 p.m. Cloudless, except for Ci.-s, between NW and SE, at alt. of 10 in NW down to 5 in SE.

10 p.m. Ci.-s. clouds between NW by W and SE, at alt. of 25 in NW to 3 in SE.

11.30p.m. Verv line feathery Ci. pacing over slowly from S. Misty on floe. Temperature in sun, 40 '0. Erebus as seen from floe

smoking in heavy volume, which slowly diminished until only just a very faint vapour was visible.

Dec. 22

Dec. 23

Dec. 24

I ).v. -:>
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ISLAND CAMP, DECEMBER 16, 1903, TO JANUARY 9, 1904 (continued).

-cl inn in which Erebus smoke
is going.

Not visible

NE or NNE

Very small column, N

Not visible

Smoke just visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

In small volume, K

In small volume, B

In very small volume, E

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

Slight vapour, E

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

Very little, NW

Very little (? direction)

Low clown, NW
None visible

None visible

None visible

None visible

Hi-marks.

1.30 a.m. Cloudless, except .just above Erebus, where some Ci.-s. has collected. Misty low down on floe, and land also misty. Erebus

smoke only barely visible.

6 a.m. Some faint Ci. and Ci.-s. dotted about the zenith and over Erebus. Otherwise cloudless. Misty generally.

10 a.m. Ci. over summit of Erebus, hiding direction of smoke.

11,30 a.m. Ci. in feathery detached forms all over sky. Erebus smoke visible, but direction or quantity impossible to tell.

6 p.m. Feathery Ci. to S. No smoke visible from Erebus, but mountain quite clear.

10 p.m. Absolutely no cloud, and no smoke visible from Erebus.

11.30 p.m. Absolutely cloudless.

4.30 a.m. A good deal of refraction and mirage low down all round. Cloudless sky.

.S a.m. Bank of Ci.-s. at alt. of 25 between NW and SE through SW. Light Ci. between E and NW to an alt. of 50.

11.80 a.m. Ci.-s. appears to be collecting. All laud clear of cloud.

During the afternoon Ci.-s. collected and spread, and gradually formed into very irregular lines radiating NW and SE, the NW point

being very marked. All laud remains clear, but has a misty look.

H p.m. Ci.-s. clouds seem to be gradually disappearing.

11. ;to p.m. Ci.-s. seems again to l>e forming, and passing up from SW very slowly.

Throughout night all Ci.-a. gradually passed away to NE, leaving clear sky. A good deal of refraction and mirage. Lumps of very
white Cu. clouds to NW, which slowly disappeared. Only slight vapour from Erebus.

6 a.m. Cloudless. Land misty to W.

10 a.m. Absolutely cloudless.
2 p.m. Heavy fog'came over from NW at, a very rapid pace, and a slight NW wind with it. Fog crystals formed.
2.3u p.m. White bank of fog in Strait ; top of land visible.
2.45 p.m. Land, W of Strait, obscured ; small white clouds coming over rapidly from NE.
4.30 p.m. Fog still hanging about, but quite clear close round here.

(5 p.m. Low fog still hanging about land to S and SE.

8.30 p.m. Low bank of vapour on horizon at foot of Discovery.

10 p.m. Some slight mist all over floe. Cloudless.

11.30 p.m. Misty on floe. Cu. and Str. above western mountains and behind them.

4.3U a.m. Peculiar lumps of mist over peninsula, with curved upper and Icwer surfaces, otherwise cloudless.

6.30 a.m. Similar mist forming on W side of Erebus, 1000 feet high.

11.30 a.m. Cloudless sky.

Throughout the afternoon the wind was K, and for about- an hour, noon to 1 p.m., blew fresh. To N and SW \vus ;i heavy tog bank
low diiwn. AU.ut 2.30 p.m., wind shifted to NW, fog came in rapidly, but remained more over tin- Hoe and was never thick.

Kivbus smoke was going NW low down, but was not visible from the screen at 4.30 p.m.
8 p.m. Ci.-s. clouds between SK and NW through S to an alt. of 20. Heavy Htr. clouds to an alt. of 6, SW and W. Low fog bank
between S and SW, obscuring lower parts of land to an alt. of 1.

1W3.
Dec. 28

Deo. 27

Dec. 28

I),-,-. ill
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ISLAND CAMP, DECEMBER 16, 1903, TO JANUARY 9, 1904 (continued).

Dim-lion in which Erebus smoke
is going.

Remarks. Date.

Heavy column, NE

Large quantity, NE

Large, quantity, NE

Large quantity, NE

Partially obscuring summit

Obscured

Obscured

Ofanorad

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

OfcMVMd

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Thick vnlume, NK

Thick volumi', K

Thick volume, NE

NE

NE

Obscurt-d

Considerable volume NE, then N

Rising high, NE

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

NE

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

6 am. Dense tank of A.-R. fringed with Ci., Ci.-s., and Ci.-cu., extending from E to SW. Ci.-e. passed overhead from SW during
watch at moderate speed. Wind fell atiout 3 a.m., having been fresh N 1? and gusty up to then.

Noon. Western mountains almost entirely obscured by heavy S.-cu., which also ol>scures summit of Discovery. Fine Ci.-cu

overhead, and very tine Ci.-s. in lines running E and W.
2 p.m. All high lands het\\ ecu SW by S and NW obscured in heavy S.-cu. clouds. Sky very quickly became overcast, at first with

Ci.-s., then A.-s., then S.-cu. Dark and threatening to S and SW", and western mountains obscured, only foot hills visible. Erebus
smoke was going N'y when last seen.

6 p.m. Instrument screen was shifted l(Xi yards NE, and facing same way as before, SW.

8.30 p.m. Alt. of Str. equals that of top of Erebus.

11.30 p.m. Dark and stormy looking to S, and on western mountains. Ci. and Ci.-s. visible through thin A.-B., very wind blown
and torn.

4.30 a.m. Heavy and dark Str. to S, SW, and on western mountains. Very fine A.-cu. and Ci.-cu. Erebus nearly clear ; only summit
obscured. Dark to N, with heavy Cu. and water sky.

6 a.m. Clouds similar to those at 4.30 a.m.

10 a. in. Clouds appear to be breaking up ; Ci.-s. very torn and ragged. Western mountains obscured. Summit of Erebus covered
with thin cloud, probably A.-B.

During the afternoon Ci.-s. more or less covered the sky, very wind blown and torn, but no direction of movement visible.

Very tine prismatic colouring near sun. Erebus smoke going in heavy column all day to NE.

H p.m. A.-s. alHmt 1000 feet below summit of Erebus. Heavy bank of cloud from E to S. Very fine roll Cu. on western mountains.
Dark and threatening to N and NW.

8 a.m. Very fine massive banks of roll Cu. to the N, hanging round Erebus slopes. Heavy roll Cu. on western mountains, nearly
obscuring them. A.-cu. overhead.

10 a.m. Clouds similar to those at 8 a.m., moving fast.

8 p.m. Low Cu. clouds to an alt. of 3 between SSE and SW, clinging to the land, with Str. upper clouds. All but foot hills of
western range obscured in heavy Cu. clouds.

Throughout the day the Cu. clouds have been exceptionally massive and fine, especially to N low- down, and over all land to
SW and in S. The Ci.-s. and Ci.-cu. have also been very fine, and of most delicate forms. Erebus smoke has been pouring out in a
very heavy volume, and going NE.

8 p.m. Sky broken on horizon to W and NW. Fog bank on Erebus.
10 p.m. Sky clearing on horizon all round. Snow falling lightly in hard Hakes.

6 a.m. Very hard round snow flakes falling.

10 a.m. Snow falling thickly in large soft flakes. Very foggy.

NtMin. Sky broken to SW on horizon.

2 p.m. Sky broken in N ami E ; appearance of clearing.

4 p.m. Dull all over. Str. at aft. of -I0m> feet probably.

lit p.m. Sky broken in the west.

1903.
Dec. 30

Dec. 31

1904.

Tan. 1

Jan. 2

Jan. 3

2 o
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ISLAND CAMP, DKCEMBflR 1C, 1903, TO JANUARY 9, 1904 (continued).

Direction in which Ki'dms snmkr
is going.

Kernark s. Date.

Obscured

Obscured

None visible

Obscured

89

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Obscured

Olscured

Obscured

Obscured

i )i. am ed

Oh.seun-d

Ofannred

Obsc-un-d

Obscured

1904.

Jan. 4

Erebus summit obscured in detached Cu. Heavy Cu. over western mountain range. Wind, out in open, in forenoon from N
and NW. Ozone papers exposed in sun.

Jan. '

*i p.m. Dull and threatening all round. Wind, out in open, blowing S to SW, force 2-4.

8 p.m. Sky broken in the west.

Sky broken at times during day, anil Erebus clear up to 8000 feet. Snow fell lightly about ft p.m. Refraction in S and SW.
Heavy Imnks of Cu. on Erebus summit.

Jan. 6

8 p.m. Foggy. Sun gleaming.

8 a.m. Very thick all round. Snow fell lightly during iiight.i

Snow fell continuously during day in small soft flakes.

Jan.!

Jan. 9

2 o 2
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SLEDGE JOURNEYS

TABLE II.-MR. BERNACCHI'S TRIP ON GREAT ICE BARRIER TO 15 MILES SOUTH OF SHIP,
FEBRUARY 3 AND 4, 1902.

Date.
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TABLE IV. FIRST JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., TO CAPE CROZIER, MARCH 4 TO 19, 1902.

Date.
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TABLE IV. FIRST JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., TO CAPE CROZIER, MARCH 4 TO 19, 1902

(continued).

Date.
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TABLE IV. FIRST JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., TO CAPE CROZIER, MARCH 4 TO 19, 1902

(continued).

Me.
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TABLE VI. JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., TO THE SOUTH-WEST, SEPTEMBER 10 TO 19, 1902.
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TABLE VI. JOUENEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., TO THE SOUTH-WEST, SEPTEMBER 10 TO 19, 1902

(continued).
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TABLE VII.-JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT AEMITAGE, R.N.R., TO THE WEST, SEPTEMBER 11 TO 26, 1902.

Date.
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TABLE VIII. DE. KOETTLITZ'S TRIP EOUND BLACK ISLAND, SEPTEMBER 24 TO OCTOBER 2, 1902.

Date. Time.

Noon
hearing and
distance

in miles from
Winter

Quarters.

Temperature.

Air.

Minimum
during
night.

Kemarks

1902.

Sept. 24

Sept. 25

Sept. 26

Sept. 27

10 a.m.

Noon

6 p.m.

7 a.m.

8 ,,

10

8 p.m.

4 a.m.

7

6 p.m.

7 a.m.

6 p.m.

S 84 W, 15 m.

S 27 W, 20 m.

S 27 W, 20 m.

-22-0

10 a.m. Easterly breeze and overcast.

Noon. Threatening sky with fog, very variable winds and squally. Wind from all round the compasn.

6 p.m. Calm.

-29-0

-25-0

-32-0

-35-0

-40-0

7 a.m. Thick weather.

8 a.m. Easterly wind, 3 ; weather otherwise the same.

10 a.m. Clouds not so dense, and the light became better. Distant land to NE visible. Later in

afternoon, land to E visible.

Squalls of force 5-6 from SB and S 1/ directions. Temperature ranged during day from 21 '0 to

31 '0 at 9 p.m. Variable E'y breezes all day of force 2-3.

Calm and fine. Temperature ranged from 25'0 to 28'0 during day. Mostly calm or light S'J" airs,

the latter most pronounced towards evening.
6 p.m. Calm and line.

Calm all night ; fine all forenoon. Thermometer out of order ; no temperatures were taken after this.

6 p.m. Weather threatening. Ci.-cu. clouds rapidly spreading over sky.
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TABLE IX. -SECOND JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., TO CAPE CROZIER, OCTOBER 4 TO 24, 1902.
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TABLE IX. SECOND JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., TO GAPE CROZIER, OCTOBER 4 TO 24, 1902

(continued).
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TABLE IX. SECOND JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., TO CAPE CROZIER, OCTOBER 4 TO 24, 1902

(continued).
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TABLE XL THIRD JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT KOYDS, R.N., TO CAPE CROZIKR, NOVEMBER 3 TO 17, 1902.
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TABLE XI. THIRD JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., TO CAPE CROZIER, NOVEMBER 3 TO 17, 1902

(continued).
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TABLE XII. JOURNEY OF DH. KOETTLITZ TO THE WESTERN MOUNTAINS, NOVi;.Mi;EK 29 TO
DKCE.MISEIi 17, 1902.
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TABLE

XIII.

FIRST

JOURNEY

OF

Mil.

SKELTON,

R.N.,

AND

LIEUTENANT

ARMITAGE,

R.N.R.,

TO

THE

WEST,

NOVEMBER

29,

1902,

TO

JANUARY

19,

1903.
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Noon.

A
streak

of

Cu.-n.

over

Black

anil

WbiU-

Islands

and

stretching

X
as

tar

as

can

be

seen

at,

1000

ft.

Wr

rose

Itfd

ft.

between

10

a.m.

and

Xoon,

and

l'3o

ft.

bet

ween

Xo.m

and

i'.

4ii

p.m.

Cu.-n.

was

then

as

at

Xoon,

but

"oo

ft.

lower.

8
p.m.

Cold

breeze

coming

directly

down

the

glacier

from

W,

with

slight

surface

drift.

The

surface

here

is

rather

>

wind-swept

and

very

slippery,

and

tbe

prevailing

wind

seems

to

be

down

the

glacier,

i.<\

W.

Camped

at

li*7u

ft.

alx)vesea

level

Ascertained

li
fight

by

means

of

;J
Aneroids.

*N.B.

From

S
p.m.

pressure

was

taken

by

Aneroid

M.O.

4
;

as

large

Aneroid

\\a.->

us^ess

at

the

height

reached.
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t
p.m.

This

camp

is

1310

it.

lower,

but

only

about

a
mile

distant

from

the

morning

camp.

We

are

descending

into

the

glacier

valley

before

mentioned,

but

are

not

yet

down

to

it.

We

have

got

down

into

the

region

of

what

appeared

to

us

from

altove

na

cloud

(Cu.),

but

which,

once

in

it,

appears

.just

as

fog.

Above

us,

at

our

previous

camp,

the

weather

is

perfectly

clear.

These

Cu.

clouds,

which

1
have

watclu-d

to-day,

have

come

up

from

the

sea,

gone

down

again

about

Js'oon,

mid

come

back

agaiu

in

the

afternoon.
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TABLE

XIII.

FIRST

JOURNEY

OF

MR.

SKELTON,

R.N.,

AND

LIEUTENANT

ARMITAGE,

R.N.R.,

TO

THE

WEST,

NOVEMBER

29,

1902,

TO

JANUARY

19,

1903

(continued).
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1ST,

R.N.R.,

TO

THE

SOUTH,

NOVEMBER

2,

1902,
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cry
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sun
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'0. ring
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could
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were
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At
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crystals
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SW.
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air,
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Irani
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mist

gradna
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Few
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snow.
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No

?"'

Tc

'
m
P
c'

ratur

e
of

snow,

1-0;

surface

(in

sun),

5-0;

sling

thermometer,

Light

wind

all

day,

with

drifting

ice

crystals.

Sun

obscured

at

times

hv

Str

and

again

by

Ci.-cu.

clouds.

Snow

surface

soft

in

places,

but

at

times

with

2-incb

crust

which

gave

way

with

loud

reports

under

weigllts

of

sledges

Sastrugi

slight,

running

from

SW

or

SSW.

A
description,

with

illustration,

ot

a
remarkable

solar

phenomenon

observed

here

at

4
u
m

is

ffiven

on

n

1'i
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4
p.m.

Temperature

of

snow,

2:i'o

;
surface.

25"

'0

;
sling

thermometer

Weal

her

gradually

cleared,

till

at

Xoon

sky

was

b.

liaroniet.-rstea.lv.

Snow

with

light

crust.

-J"

ail

>
began

at

7
p.m.,

and

mist

began

to

come"

up

from

land

to

\\

and

S.

>
increased

with

wind

from

S,

and

solar

rainbow

was

well

marked

at

various

limes

to

Midt.

Barometer

fairly

steady.

Snow

verv

soil

under

slight

crust,

and

sticky

in

places.

3
a.m.

Temperature

of

snow,

16'U

;
surface,

17

'0

;
sling

thermometer,

2F

'0.

1
p.m.

Temperature

of

snow,

19'0

;
surface.

20'0;

sling

thermometer,

20='0.

Midt.

Temperature

of

snow,

la"-U;

surface,

la'll;

sling

thermometer,

la'0.

At

la.m.

sun

developed

raiulnv

into

phenomenon

as

shown

in

Plate

III.

in

Lieutenant

liovns'

Memoir;

wind

still

S.

From

i
p.m.

to

Midt..

light

XXE

to

X
airs

;
slight

mist

on

western

and

southern

horizon.

Snow

verv

soft

in

places.
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Itemarks.
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5;

sling

thermometer,

15'0.

ii;

sling

thermometer,

15-0

meter

rising

till

8
p.m..

then

airs.

Surface

of

snow

hf;tvv,

drift,

and

in

afternoon,

near

y
was

a
quarter

covered

witll

,

39

'35

ins.
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R.N.R.,

TO

THE

SOUTH,

NOVEMBER

2,'

1902,
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surface,

20

-0;

sling

thermometer,

223-0.

surface,

2U'0;

sling

thermometer,

22-0,

surface,

2.S

-0.

breeze

all

morning.

Inclined

tolift

over

ion

the

Str.

cloud

lifted,

till

at

(i.30

p.m.

sun

felling

S
slowly,

and

Str.

in

same

direc-tion

and

clear.

Snow

surface

hard,

and

soft

oken

and

crevassed.





8
a.m.

Temperature

of

snow,

11'0

;
urface,

12-0

;
sling

thermometer,

13-0.

10

p.m.

Temperature

of

snow,

11

'0

;
surface,

11

"4

;
sling

thermometer,

14

*0.

Fine

weather,

with

moderate

following

wind

all

day.

Snow

surface,

generally

hard,

with

sastrugi

SW

and

W.

S
a.m.

Temperature

of

snow,

10

'0

;
air,

11
'0.

Sling

thermometer

at

9a.m.

read

11

-0;

at

6
p.m.

U*5;

and

at

10

p.m.

6
'0.

Weather

throughout

the

day

calm

and

clear.

Snow

fairly

hard

and

even,

but

occasional

soft

patches.

Sastrugi

variable.

8
a.m.

Temperature

of

snow,

11'0.

Sling

thermometer

read

at

8
a.m.

11-0

;
at

Noon

14

*0

;
and

at

10

p.m.

9'0.

Weather

fine

all

day.

Light

airs

throughout

the

day.

Ci.-cu.,

direction

not

noted.
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TABLE XV. JOURNEY OF DR. KOETTLITZ TO BROWN ISLAND, DECEMBER 29, 1902, TO
JANUARY 8, 1903.
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TABLE XVI. JOURNEY OF DR. KOETTLITZ TO THE BLUFF, JANUARY 14 TO 26, 1903.

Date.
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TABLE XVI. JOURNEY OF DR. KOETTLITZ TO THE BLUFF, JANUARY 14 TO 26, 1903 (continued).

Date.
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liemarks.
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TABLE XIX. JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT BARNE, R.N., TO SOUTH, SEPTEMBER 13 TO 20, 1903.
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Remarks.
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ery

fine

cloudless,

calm

morning.

Ozone

papo

to

tt

a.m.

showed

No.

4.

p.m.

To-day

has

been

absolutely

cloudless

o

being

very

low

down

over

probable

open

water

towards

land

under

the

sun,

otherwise

the

visi

up

the

glacier

W'y

winds

are

apparently

blowi

have

had

only

light

airs,

generally

from

the

E,

frequent

calms.

ore-
ing

ift
ft

f
rom

the
blowi nd

d

y.

Durin

c'b

wind

w

high

wind

azy

in

the

e

paper

put

ld h e

.

H
zon

loudless

sky

all

tain

through

w

ld

see

the

sam

a
mountain.

marked.

O

Light

airs

during

the

night.

Perfectly

cl

noon

wr

passed

a

gully

in

the

mount

very

strongly,

force

5-8,

and

we

coul

driving

off

the

inland

ice

from

the

W.

The

2
p.m.

observation

was

in

the

lee

of

the

sun,

but

otherwise

visibility

very

8
p.m.

(17th)

to

6
a.m.

(18th)

showed
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TABLE

XXII.-JOUENEY

OF

LIEUTENANT

BAENE,

E.N.,

TO

SOUTH-WEST,

OCTOBEE

7
TO

DECEMBEE

12,

1903.
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Absolutely

nothing

visible,

fog

all

round.

At

about

'10

a.m.

it

began

to

clear

from

WSW,

lands

of

blue

sky

being

visible

m

that

direction.

.

.

_,

Noon

The

fog

cleared

from

SW

and

hanging

in

dark

heavy

banks

from

bh

through

N
to

W.

Land

to

S
and

W
showing.

Very

dark

and

stormy

looking

on

N
horizon.

Direction

of

sastrugi,

about

S
Iti

W
(true).

Small

hard

snow

Bakes

falling.

7.15

a.m.

Similar

weather

to

the

22nd.

8
a.m.

Nothing

visible

during

forenoon.

Sun

showing

through

the

clouds.

Blowing

with

heavy

drift

from

SW

at

7
a.m.,

lasting

all

day,

but

sun

shining

through

clouds,

and

blue

sky

visible

overhead.
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Weather

similar

to

yesterday's

;
no

land

visible.

1
p.m.

Complete

parhelion,

diameter

44.

Thick

above

horizon.

Later

clear

all

round,

except

to

windward.

Dark

appearance

in

direction

of

exposed

land,

which

was

faintly

visible

by

8
a.m.

9
a.m.

Break

in

sky

to

SSB

;
long

line

of

A.-cu.

coming

from

SSI-:.

Heavy

bank

of

cloud,

lately

overhead,

now

to

the

NW.

Thin

streaks

of

Ci.-s.

passing

quickly

over

to

SW.

Land

mostly

covered

in

cloud,

lower

part

faintly

visible.
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Similar

weather

to

18th.
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Lnw

S.-cu.

in

small

rolls

of

cloud

overhead,

flat

over

the

land.

H
a.m.

Observed

two

"

mackerel

skies

"

crossing

one

another,

one

E
to

W,

and

one

XKandSW.

10

a.m.

Sky

partially

covered

by

fine

cobweb-like

clouds.

tj.tfu

p.m.

Thick

fog

came

over

from

the

southward,

lifting

occasionally

and

Allowing

the

end

of

the

Bluff.

Sky

remained

clear

on

the

horizon

to

SB.
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VVSW

wind,

force

4-6,

and

heavy

surface

drift

all

night.

At

7
a.m.

there

was

a
lull.

but

at

7.30

a.m.

wind

and

drift

increased.

At

S
a.m.

Ci.-s.

radiating

from

ESE.

Weather

came

on

very

thick,

with

snow

falling

and

surface

drift.

7
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and

n
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objects

rule

limit
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TABLE XXIV. .TOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., AND MR. CLARKE TO THE
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SOUTH-EAST ACROSS THE ICE BARRIER, NOVEMBER 10 TO DECEMBER 10, 1'J03.

Ocone.

to

:; 1

1 1. ni|it ii'll alld
.lirri-1 ion

.il I'hvhns smokr.
Bcmarks.

Sun shining Going R during day, not Detached portions of Cu. and Str. appeared and disappeared during afternoon. Surface soft, with thin crust and
all day showing in evening occasional hard patches. Occasional patches of recently formed sastrugi, having been formed hy S and 8E winds.

Gleam

Gleam

Gleam

Bright

Gleam

Gleam

Gleam

B ight

Bright

Gli-ani

Gleam

Gleam

Gleam

Bright

Gleam

CHflun

Bright

Bright

Bright
'

Bright

Bright

Bright al!

day

tirelnis and Terror
oliM-ured over .

r
rtXlU feet

during the afternoon

Summit clear, E

Obscured, E

8 p.m. Cu. approaching from S and W.

8 a.m. Heavy drift, no land visible. Snow soft and Hakes small and round.

10a.m. Sun gleaming. Castle Hock and Observation Hill visible at times.

Very line fleecy Cu. in westward. Between 4 and 8 p.m. variable airs were met. The islands and most of the western
range have been partly obscured. Surface much the same as yesterday until 2 p.m., when it became harder
generally, and hard icy patches frequent.

H p.m. Very windy appearance, any little sastrugi passed indicated SE wind.

8 a.m. Sa^trugi more pronounced ; indicate SW and S'y winds.

10a.m. Blowing ft blizzard, unable to take observation. Heavy banks of Cu. and Nim. on mountains to W and SW.
Hori/.on clear in E and SE. Castle Kock and Crater Hill visible most of day.

1.30 p.m. Small portions of detached Cu. passing rapidly from S.

8 p.m. Large [>ortiuns of scud on western mountains and to southwards. Dark and threatening in N and NW.
Surface much harder than yesterday and crust not so rough, nor icy patches so frequent.

8a.m. Banks of Cu. approaching from SW. Highest peaks capped. Strong squally wind from SW, with clouds of
surface drill.

10 a.m. All land obscured. Surface mostly hard, the crust covered with rough snow. Occasional soft patches where
footprints sink 6 to it ins.

3.30 p.m. Lovely Ci. overhead ; consecutive layers of lovely white Cu. on Mt, Erebus.

8 p.m. Mt. Discovery visible ; Str. approaching from SE. General appearance threatening. Sastrugi SWr. Surface
more level, and more rough snow.

I
8 a.m. Morning bright and promising. Terror obscured at summit. Mt. Discovery clear. Dark foggy appearance

in SW.
i 10 a.m. Thin streaks of Str. approaching from S and SE. Banks of Cu. on Erebus ; summit visible.

Noon. Detached portions of Cu. over western mountains. Screen of Str. on E and NE. Surface more uniform, snow
not so rough and icy patches more j>olishe<l. 1'assed several crevasses. Sounded one ; it was 16 fathoms deep and
1* ins. wide, covered \\ ith hard icy crystals and very thin crust. It appeared to have several smaller connections.

Bright, NE in early part, of day

Bright

Bright

Bright

Bright,

Gleam

Obscured

Obscured

8 p.m. Sheet of Str. approaching from S and SW. Sastrugi much the same and lie SW. Fine wavy Str. over western
mountains.

>- a.m. llti/y appearance all round.

2 p.m. Sir. en hori/,on in E and on Erebus and Terror. Mt, Terror capped bv detached Cu. resembling smoke.
Bel \\een 2 and :i p.m. sky became overcast \\ith Str. from E and N, low horizon clear nil round. In afternoon sastrugi
became larger and more frequent and surface crust much harder and more polished.

8 p.m. All high land obscured. Fine hard crystals falling. Clear on low horizon,

'2 x

Nov. 15
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TABLE XXIV. JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., AND MR. CLARKE TO THE
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SOUTH-EAST ACROSS THE ICE BARRIER, NOVEMBER 10 TO DECEMBER 10, 1903 (continued).
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TABLE XXIV. JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., AND MR. CLARK K TO Till;



367

SOUTH-EAST ACROSS THE ICE HARRIER, NOVEMBER 10 TO DECEMBER 10, l!io:< (Voniinu^l).
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TABLE XXIV. JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., AND MR. CLARKE TO THE



359

SOUTH-EAST ACROSS THE ICE BARRIER, NOVEMBER 10 TO DECEMBER 10, 1903 (continue. I).

Ozone.
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TABLE XXIV. JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT KOYDS, K.N., AND MR. CLARKE TO THE
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SOUTH-EAST ACROSS THE ICE BARRIER, NOVEMBER 10 TO DECEMBER 10, 1903 (continued).

Ozone.



3G2

TABLE XXIV. JOURNEY OF LIEUTENANT ROYDS, R.N., AND MR. CLARKE TO THE

Date.



303

SOUTH-EAST! ACROSS THE tCE BARRIER, NOVEMBER io TO DECEMBER 10, 1903 (continued).

Ozone.





V. TWO-HOURLY OBSERVATIONS

OF

PRESSURE,

TEMPERATURE, WIND DIRECTION AND FORCE,

AND OF

SUNSHINE, AT WINTER QUARTERS.
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TABLE I.

PRESSURE IN ENGLISH INCHES, FIRST FIGURE OMITTED.

The Keadings .arc Corrected for Temperature, and Reduced to Mean Sea Level, but are not Corrected

for Variation of Gravity.

February, 1902. March, 1902.

Day.
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June, 1902.

TABLE I. (continued).

PRESSURE IN ENGLISH INCHES, FIRST FIGURE OMITTED.

The Readings arc Corrected for Temperature, and Reduced to Mean Sea Level, but are not Corrected

for Variation of Gravity.
July, 1902.
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TAJSI.K I. (continued).

I'K'KSSURE IN ENGLISH INCHES, FIRST FIGURE OMITTKD.

The Readings are Corrected for Temperature, and Reduced to Mean Sea Level, but are not Corrected

for Variation of Gravity.
October, 1902. November, 1902.

Day.



February, 1
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TABLE I. (continued).

PRESSURE IN ENGLISH INCHES, FIRST FIGURE OMITTED.

The Readings are Corrected for Temperature, and Reduced to Moan Sea Level, but are not Corrected

for Variation of Gravity.

March, 1903.

Hay. lo. Noon. 14. 16. 18. 22. Midi. Mean. Day. 2. 4.
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TANT-E I. (continued).

PRESSURE IX KXCLISH INCHES, FIRST FIGURE OMITTED.

The Readings are Corrected for Temperature, and Reduced to Mean Sea Level, but are not Corrected

for Variation of Gravity.
June, 1903. July, 1903.

J):iy.
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October, 1903.

TABLE I. (continued).

PRESSURE IN ENGLISH INCHES, FIRST FIGURE OMITTED.

The Readings are Corrected for Temperature, and Reduced to Mean Sea Level, but are not Corrected

for Variation of Gravity.

November, 1903.

Day.
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TABLE II.

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.

DRY BULB. WET BULB.

February, 1902.

l),.y.
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TAIU.K II. (continued).

TKMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DRY BULIJ. WET Bui.fi.

April, 1902.

D.y.
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TABI.K II. (continued).

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DIIY WET BULB.

June, 1902.

Day.
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TABI.K II. (continued).

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DRY BULB. WET BUMS.

December, 1902.

Dy.
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TABLE II. (continued).

TKMPERATUitE IN DEGREES FAHKENHEIT.
DRY BULB. WET BULB.

February, 1903.

Day.
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TAIILE II. (continued).

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DRY BULB. WET BULB.

April, 1903.
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TABLE II. (continued).

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DKY BULB. WKT BULB.

June, 1903.

Day.
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T.\ni.K II. (continued).

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DRY BULB. WET I5i-i.it.

August, 1903.



:JK:;

XAIH.K II. (continued).

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.

DRY BULB. WET BULB.

October, 1903.

Day.
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TABLE II. (continued),

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
DUY BULB. WET BULB.

December, 1903.

Day.
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TABLE III.

DAILY EXTREMES OF TEMPERATURE.

February, 1902.

IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
March, 1902.

Day.



:iSO

October, 1902.

TABLE III. (continued).

DAILY EXTREMES OF TEMPERATURE.

IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
November, 1902.

Day.
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June, 1903,

TABLE III. (continued).

DAILY EXTREMES OF TEMPERATURE.

IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.

July, 1903.

Day.
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TABLE IV.

WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8
= E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.

February, 1902.
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TABLE IV. (continued)

WIND DIKECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8
= E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.

April, 1902.
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June, 1902.

TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8
= E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.
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TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8
= E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.

August, 1902.



October, 1902.

392

TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND BISECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8
= E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.
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TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbefs (8
= E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.

December, 1902.
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TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8 = E, 16

February, 1903.

= S, 24 = \V, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.
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TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8
= E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.

April, 1903.



3!)G

June, 1903.

TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8 = E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.
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TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND DIKECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) iu Numbers (8
= E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.

August, 1903.
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October, 1903.

TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8
= E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.
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TABLE IV. (continued).

WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

Direction (D) in Numbers (8=E, 16 = S, 24 = W, 32 = N), and Velocity (V) in miles per hour as recorded

by the Cup Anemometer.

December, 1903.
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TABLE V.

DURATION OF BRIGHT SUNSHINE IN HOURS.
September, 1902.

D.y.
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TABLE V. (continued).

DURATION OF BRIGHT SUNSHINE IN HOURS.

November, 1902.

Day.
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TABLE V. (continued).

DUKATION OF BRIGHT SUNSHINE IN HOURS.

January, 1903.

Day.
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TABLE V. (continued).

DURATION OF BRIGHT SUNSHINE IN HOURS.

March, 1903.

Day.
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TABUS V. (continued).

DURATION OF BRIGHT SUNSHINE IN HOURS.

September, 1903.

Day.
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TABLE V. (continued).

DURATION OF BRIGHT SUNSHINE IN HOURS.

November, 1903.

Day.
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TABLE V. (continued).

DUEATION OF BRIGHT SUNSHINE IN HOURS.

January, 1904.

Day.



VI. SUMMARY TABLES OF OBSERVATIONS

OF THE

DISCOVERY" EXPEDITION

AND

OTHER ANTARCTIC EXPEDITIONS.
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VII. CLIMATOLOGY OF SOUTH VICTORIA LAND AND THE

NEIGHBOURING SEAS.

BY

M. W. CAMPBELL HEPWORTH, C.B., COMMANDER R.N.R.

[SEE TABLES, Pp. 408-415.]

IN the following memoir nil barometrical observations utilized have been corrected for instrumental error

and reduced to sea-level and to 32 F. When a maximum or minimum pressure, or temperature, is

mentioned, it is in all cases the absolute maximum, or the absolute minimum, that is referred to. The

range of pressure, or temperature, given is the extreme range. Observations for temperature on the sledge

journeys usually relate to readings of a thermometer exposed to the free air
; occasionally to those of a

sling thermometer. All wind directions are referred to the true meridian, and the wind force is estimated

by the Beaufort scale.

Among the Expeditions taking part in International Antarctic Exploration during the years 1901-04, the

British, in the "
Discovery," under the command of Commander (now Captain) E. F. SCOTT, E.N., M.V.O.,

was the only one to reach high latitudes early in the year of 1902. The inquiry relating to the general

meteorology of the Antarctic, so far as concerns the months of January and February of that year, is

confined, therefore, to the comparatively limited regions visited by the "Discovery," and, from the

9th of February, to the locality chosen by Captain SCOTT for Winter Quarters.

But, although the inquiry is thus limited, as regards the area to be investigated in those months, the

information available for discussion is nevertheless considerable, for not only are there at our disposal the

meteorological observations referred to, made by Lieutenant C. W. R. ROYDS, R.N., and his assistants,

during the first two months of 1902, but there are also, for comparison with them, a large number of data

obtained, for the most part in the same localities as those visited by the "
Discovery," by two former

Expeditions.

The first of these Expeditions was made in H.M.S.'s "Erebus" and "Terror" in the years 1841-2, under

the command of Captain Sir JAMES Ross, R.N., F.R.S. ; the second in the steam yacht "Southern Cross,"

in 1898-1900, led by Mr. C. E. BORCHGREVINK.

For a discussion relating to the general meteorology of the Antarctic, the information obtained by the

National Antarctic Expedition may, perhaps, be considered the most important of any contributed in

recent years, even if the data obtained by the Expeditions undertaken by other countries taking part in

the International Antarctic Exploration of the years 1901-4 covered the same period, for, with the

exception of the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition, under Mr. W. S. BRUCE, those of other countries

were confined to latitudes merely on the fringe of Antarctica.

Mr. BRUCE, in the "
Scotia," made two bold dashes to the southward, in the Weddell Sea, attaining

during his second cruise the 74th parallel of south latitude, where uncharted land was discovered.

From the date on which the "
Discovery

"
crossed the Antarctic Circle to the time of her arrival in

McMurdo Sound the results of her observations dealt with in this memoir relate to areas over which she

travelled during successive periodr, in the month of January and part of February, 1902. Results of

observations obtained in former years (1) by the Expedition under Sir JAMES Ross in 1841-2, (2) by the

"Southern Cross" Expedition, under Mr. C. E. BORCHGREVINK, in 1899-1900, relating to the same areas,

in the months of January and February, are then given consecutively for comparison.

The observations recorded by the "Discovery" Expedition, during the remainder of February, in

McMurdo Sound, are afterwards discussed.

In the treatment of the records of the various Expeditions which took part in recent Antarctic

3 H
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Discovery,"

uary, 1902.

Jan

' Southern Cross,"

January, 1899.

'Erebus" and "Ter-

ror," 1841-3.

exploration during the remainder of the period, viz.. from March, 1903, to March, 1904, inclusive, the

months have been grouped into seasons for convenience, and the data available for each quadrant of the

Antarctic have been dealt with in proper order, according to the season.

As regards three of these seasons, the results of observations obtained by the "
Discovery

"
Expedition

at McMurdo Sound, in 1902-3, have been compared with those recorded by the "Southern Cross"

Expedition, at Cape Adare, in 1899-1900.

Referring to the grouping of the months into seasons, March and April have been considered as Autumn

months; May to August, inclusive, as Winter; September and October as Spring; and November to

February, inclusive, as Summer.

The two tables on page 419 are given to enable the reader to follow the narrative more easily.

The "
Discovery," proceeding southward, crossed the Antarctic Circle on the 2nd January at about the

178th meridian, with the wind from west-south-westward, moderate in force. The weather had been

foggy that day until 1.30 p.m., and since 5.45 p.m. of the previous day.

Thence to a position, reached on the 9th January, about seven miles to the north-eastward of Cape

Adare, South Victoria Land, in about 70 10' S., and 170 15' E., the winds mainly were from between

north-north-east round by east to south-south-east, light to moderate in force. The mean pressure during

the period, between the positions referred to, was 29 -36 inches; a maximum pressure, 29 - 94 inches, was

recorded on the 2nd of the month, with a gentle breeze from west by south, and the minimum pressure,

29 04 inches, on the 4th, during a calm, giving a range of 90 inch.

The temperature was very even during the period ;
a maximum of 33 F., which occurred on the 2nd,

6th and 8th, with gentle to light breezes from west, south-south-east, and south-east, respectively, was only

2 above the mean of 31 F. ;
and the minimum of 29 F., recorded on the 9th, only 2 below the mean.

Snow fell on six days ;
the weather was overcast throughout ;

and there was fog on two days.

The data relating to the voyage of the steam yacht
" Southern Cross

"
have been taken from the work

published by the Royal Society in 1903, entitled 'Magnetic and Meteorological Observations made by the

"Southern Cross" Antarctic Expedition, 1898-1900.'

Traversing an area between 65 43' S., 165 47' E., and 66 46' S., 165 29' E., from January 19th to

31st, inclusive, 1899, on a course which lay to the westward of that covered by the "
Discovery," the

steam yacht
" Southern Cross," in the Expedition organised at the expense of Sir GEORGE NEWXES, Bart.,

M.P., and led by Mr. C. E. BORCHGREVINK, experienced winds chiefly from between east-north-east and

south-south-east, the predominating wind being the south-east.

The mean force of the wind was 2 of the Beaufort scale. The weather was overcast or cloudy ;
snow-

fell on four days ;
and fog was experienced on one.

Barometer observations showed a mean pressure of 29 '65 inches; the highest reading, 29-79 inches,

recorded on the 19th and again on the 30th, and the lowest reading, 29 -43 inches, on the 22nd, show a

range of 36 inch.

Observations for temperature give a mean of 29 F. for the period ;
a maximum of 35 F., registered on

the 25th, and a minimum of 17 F., on the 29th and again on the 30th, show a range of 18 for the period.

H.M.S. " Erebus
:> and " Terror

"
spent the summers of 1840-1, 2, and 3 in the far south, and the months

of January and February entirely within the Antarctic Circle. In a work compiled by Mr. RICHARD

STRACHAN, F.R.Met.Soc., formerly on the staff of the Meteorological Office, and published by the authority

of the Meteorological Committee in 1873, entitled 'Contributions to our Knowledge of the Meteorology
of the Antarctic Regions,' the meteorological observations obtained during Sir JAMES Ross's voyages in

high southern latitudes have been reduced and tabulated.

Some of the results, given in the following pages, may be considered apposite for comparison with more

recent data. They relate to observations recorded on both ships at the hours of 4 and 8 a.m., noon, 4 and

8 p.m., and midnight.

In reference to those for pressure, Captain J. E. DAVIS, R.N., who was Second Master of the "
Terror,"

supplied the Meteorological Office, in 1872, with a ' Table of the Joint Corrections to be Applied to the

Observed Barometer.' For each instrument the neutral point was 29 '922 inches, capacity correction

5V of the difference of height above this point, and capillarity correction + -012.
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have been the south-easterly; the average force 3. Oa one day only a strong wind was recorded, and on

that day the mean force was not higher than 4. Snow fell on 4 days, fog occurred on 2 days, and the

weather was overcast on 4 days.
" Southern Cross," In the year 1900, from the 10th to the 20th February, the " Southern Cross" cruised in the Ross Sea in

about the same latitudes and partly between the same meridians, viz., between 77 17' S. and 78" 35' S-

and between 168 15' E. and 164" 10' W.

During this cruise she registered a higher mean pressure than that registered by the "
Discovery," viz.,

29 '13 inches. Her highest barometer reading of 29-520 inches is entered against the 14th of the month;

her lowest, 28-830 inches, against the 17th. The moan of her observations for temperature, 14 F., is 2

lower than that of the "
Discovery." A maximum temperature of 30 F. is entered against the 20th

;
a

minimum, - 12 -5 F., against the 19th. The prevailing wind appears to have been from southward, the

average force 3, which is the same as that of the "
Discovery

"
;
but a gale, in which the extreme force

was estimated as 10, was experienced on the 13th, and winds of force 6-7 were recorded on three other

occasions. The weather was dull and overcast
;
snow fell on 6 days, fog occurred on 5 days.

Boss Expedition, From 138 observations made in the month of February, 1842, on board the "Erebus" and "Terror,"
t>-

during the Expedition under Sir JAMES Ross, between the parallels of 75 S. and 77" 30' S. and the

meridians of 165 E. and 160 W., the following results are obtained: Mean pressure, 28 -87 inches;

mean temperature, 25; prevailing winds from between south-east and south-west, the predominating wind

the south-easterly. The average force of the wind 4. Under the head "be," 21 observations were

recorded
;
under "

c," 49
;
under "

o," 68. Snow was entered 33 times
; fog 6 times.

"
Discovery," 1902, The "

Discovery
"

arrived in McMurdo Sound, as has already been mentioned, on ,9th February, and
D '

between this date and the end of the month barometer observations showed a mean pressure of 29 257

inches. The highest barometer reading, 29-580 inches, is logged on the 22nd; the lowest, 28-862 inches,

after noon on the 9th, giving a range of 0-718 inch (Table 1, p. 40S).

From observations for temperature a mean of 15 -9 F. is obtained; the maximum, 29 -2 F., occurred

on the 28th
;
the minimum, - 0-8 F., on the 22nd

;
a range of 30.

Winds from between north-east and south-east were most frequent, but by far the largest percentage of

wind observations out of 225, i.e., 45 per cent., were of east winds, and 15 per cent, of all observations

were of calms. The mean force of the wind is estimated at 3
;
but fresh gales were recorded on 3 occa-

sions, and strong winds on 7. The weather was overcast or cloudy for the most part, and snow fell on 5

days.

The vessel was made snug in her "Winter Quarters on 12th February, in latitude 77 50' 30" S.,

longitude 166 44' 45" E., and remained there until her release from the ice on the 16th February, 1904.

Describing the position of the "Discovery's" Winter Quarters, Lieutenant C. W. R. ROYDS, R.N., in

a paper read by him before the Royal Geographical Society on 27th February, 1905, said: "The ship

was in a small bay of about a quarter of a mile in depth. All round from north-north-west through east

to south-east there was land rising quickly to some height. In the north-north-west the hills were

400 feet high, and these extended to north-east, and there was a hill of 1000 feet in the east, and one of

700 feet in the south-east. Between the east and the south-east was a deep gully, or gap as we call it,

which opened out to the ice barrier. From south-east through south and west to north-west we were

entirely open, except for land 20 to 50 miles away. From north-west back to south-west was the Albert

range, rising to peaks of 15,000 feet, and to the south were some islands 3000 feet and land lising to

8000 feet."

Lieutenant ROYDS mentions, in the paper from which I have quoted, that there was a pronounced local

wind from an easterly direction in the bay in which the "Discovery" lay, frozen up; and that, not

infrequently, when the wind was blowing a fresh gale at the ship a calm prevailed a little more than

a mile and a half to the south of the ship, round Cape Armitage. This conclusion, however, is not

apparent in the recorded observations. In commenting on the experiences of a sledge party, led by
Lieutenant ROYDS, on a journey to Cape Crozier and back in March, 1902, to which reference will be

made later on, Captain SCOTT, in his book,
' The Voyage of the "

Discovery,"
'

writes as follows :

" On

comparing notes with this party we realised for the first time what a difference there might be in the
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weather conditions of places within easy reach of the ship. It was not only in the matter of temperature,

as I have already described, but also in the force and direction of the wind. On the 17th (March, 1902)

at the ship we had a very strong blow from the south, at one time rising in force to a full gale, but the

party, only some 12 miles to the eastward, had felt nothing of this; with them the day had been calm

though overcast. This difference of weather conditions could be observed throughout the journey ; neither

those on board, nor those away could have told from their own meteorological conditions what the weather

might have been with the others, and this fact was again and again impressed upon us throughout our

stay in this region. Already we had learnt that the prevalent wind at our Winter Quarters blew from

south-east through the gap, and that this wind was usually local, and frequently ceased within a mile or

two of the ship. To this we could now add some further conclusions. It was evident that the eastern

slopes of Terror were terribly wind swept, and that the prevailing direction was from south, while the

deep bay immediately to the eastward of our peninsula was a particularly windless area, where the snow

lay thick and soft and was only occasionally stirred by whirling squalls."

During the autumn months of March and April the mean height of the barometer on board the
"
Discovery.

" An-

"Discovery" was 29'369 inches; the highest reading, 30'081 inches, recorded on the 15th April, was ter Quarter*.

associated with a fresh breeze from east-south-cast ; the lowest, 28'850 inches, on the 5th of that month,

with a light air from east-north-east. This gives an absolute range of 1-231 inches.

The mean temperature during these 2 months is found to have been 0-5F.
; the maximum reading,

27'5 ., was made on the 9th March, during a calm ; the minimum reading,
- 31'6 F., on the 23rd April,

with a gentle breeze from east-north-east; showing a range of 59 -

l F. Out of 704 wind observations

59 per cent, were of winds from north-eastward, eastward and south-eastward
;
26 per cent, were of calms.

The mean force of the wind, as estimated, comes out at 2'8; but 14 gales, 12 of them of force 8 and 2 of

them of force 9. were experienced and 12 strong winds. The weather was "o" or "c" on 47 days,

"b" on 14. Snow fell on 19 days,
" m " was recorded on 12 and "f

"
on 2 days. Aurora was seen on

11 days.

During Lieutenant ROYD'S sledge journey to Cape Crozier from March 4 to 19, already referred to, the Lieutenant ROYD'S

mean of the temperature observations is found to have been - l-4 F. A maximum temperature of 22-5 F.
Croz'i'eT '"Mar'-'l'

6

is given in the Register on the 8th, a minimum of - 42 F. on the 16th
;
a range of 64'5 F. The mean force 1902.

of the wind recorded is 1 -4
;
from the 5th to the 9th inclusive, and again on the 16th and 17th, there appears

to have been little or no wind, but on the 12th the following entry occurs in the Register: "Blew hard all

night
"
(night of 1 lth-12th), and next day the entry is made :

"
High wind all night

"
(night of 12th-13th).

The wind blew hard during the night of the 18th-19th in heavy gusts, but at 5 a.m. " calm
"

is recorded,

and again at 8 a.m.; at 2.30 p.m. the entry "light variable airs" occurs. As the party approached the

land, on the afternoon of the 19th, the temperature rose and the wind freshened from south-east.

While the sledge party was experiencing the low temperatures given above, the mean of the observations

for temperature in the screen near the ship was 11-1 F., i.e., 12'5 higher than the mean of the tempera-

tures observed by the sledge party. The absolute maximum of 27' 5 F., observed during the period at

Winter Quarters, occurred on the 9th, a day after the sledge party's absolute maximum ; the absolute

minimum of - 8-5, on the 15th, or a day before the sledge party's minimum.

A sledge party led by Captain SCOTT, on a journey a few miles to the south, to a position half-way Captain SCOTT'S

between the ship and White Island, for the purpose of laying out a depot, left Winter Quarters on the
{v'l iiuP" I ,

to
''i

ar
'-

1

31st March and returned on the 3rd April. March and April,
1 QQ9

During this time, the mean of the temperatures observed is as low as - 36 F., while in the screen at the

ship it is found to have been -8'4F., or 27'7 higher. Captain SCOTT recorded his maximum tempera-

ture,
- 25 F., at 2 p.m. on the 3rd April, when the thermometer in the screen at the ship showed

- 7-8 F.,

and his minimum temperature,
- 47 F., at 9 p.m. on the 2nd April, when the screened thermometer at

the ship was not lower than - 9 '2 F.

The " Southern Cross
"
Expedition was in Winter Quarters at Cape Adare during March and April, 1899,

" Southern Cross,"
Cape Adare 1809

and a comparison of the results of the observations obtained there in those months with those of the March and April.

'

"Discovery" in McMurdo Sound in 1902 may be of interest.

In regard to the site of the station at Cape Adare, a headland at the extremity of a peninsula about
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20 miles long, Mr. Louis BERNACCHI, magnetician and meteorologist to the Expedition, has made the

following statement in his introduction to the meteorological portion of the work, entitled '

Magnetic and

Meteorological Observations made by the "Southern Cross" Antarctic Expedition, 1898-1900,' published

by the Royal Society and already alluded to :

" The meteorological station was situated on a pebbly bank

facing the open sea on the north and west, and Robertson Bay on the south and south-west. Behind, to

the east and south-east, was a range of mountains averaging 3000 feet in height, the base of which was

1000 yards from the meteorological screen. The height of the station above mean sea-level was 19 feet."

Mr. BERNACCHI says that the coldest weather prevailed during calm, clear days, or with light south-

west winds
;
and that the lowest pressures and highest temperatures were associated with winds from east-

south-east
; but that the barometer prior to these conditions fell with winds, as a rule, from north-westward.

There appears some evidence for the assumption that the diminution of pressure and rise of temperature

mentioned by Mr. BERNACCHI was intimately connected with the near approach and passage to eastward

to the north of Cape Adare of a low-pressure system ;
for he states :

" The prognostics of an approaching

storm from a south-easterly direction were as follows : Generally, a gradual and simultaneous rise of

temperature, a fall of the barometer some hours previous ; frequently, however, only a rise in temperature

with little warning from the barometer, a very rapid fall of the barometer about. 30 minutes before the

bursting of the storm, with light variable winds, and occasionally strong whirlwinds, loaded with drift-

snow, then a dead calm for a few minutes, followed by a great rush of wind from the east-south-east

having a velocity of about 60 miles an hour and bringing with it for the first few hours masses of drift-

snow from the mountains. The sky above, however, was usually clear. During the course of the

storm the wind frequently dropped quite suddenly and a perfect calm ensued which .lasted a few seconds,

then the rush of wind would come again with redoubled fury. During the winter months most of the

storms ended as abruptly as they had commenced, and sometimes the minimum pressure occurred just as

the storm ended, but the barometer would take nearly 24 hours to recover. The summer storms were

less severe, but were of much longer duration, lasting on one occasion a whole week."

The rise of temperature in these gales from south-east and east-south-east, doubtless, is in some measure

due to the Fohn effect produced dynamically by the descent of air from the mountain tops ;
and also to

the check given, by wind in motion, to cooling by radiation. But may it not, to some extent at least, be

attributed to the conveyance of warmer air drawn from lower latitudes, circulating about a low-pressure

system and conveying to the locality the higher temperatures of the regions whence it originated ?

It will be shown later that the increase of temperature with gales from eastward at the Winter Quarters

of the German Expedition in the Antarctic was probably due to this cause.

The gustiness of the gales is characteristic of all winds which blow over mountain ridges.

During March and April, 1899, the mean pressure at Cape Adare is found to have been 29'161 inches,

which is 208 inch lower than the mean pressure at the "
Discovery's

" Winter Quarters in March and

April, 1902.

The mean temperature at Cape Adare during the months referred to, 13 -9 F., is 13' 4 higher than the

"Discovery's" mean for the corresponding months in 1902. The absolute maximum temperature, 31 -5,

recorded on the 3rd April at Cape Adare, is 4 higher than the "
Discovery's

"
;
the absolute minimum,

- 10 - 3 F., recorded on 20th April, is 21 3 higher, and the extreme range for the period, 41 8, is 17 '3

smaller.

The prevailing winds at Cape Adare, during the time, were from between north-east and south, but the

commonest wind was the south-east
;
there was, however, a large percentage of calms. The mean force,

as estimated, was 2 -4. Ten gales were experienced. The weather for the greater portion of the time

appears to have been overcast or cloudy ;
rain fell on 3 days, and snow on 9.

German Expedition, The German Antarctic Expedition, under the leadership of Dr. ERICH VON DRYGAI.SKI, left Kerguclen
Island on the 3rd February, 1902, for the Antarctic Regions, and discovered land on the 21st of the

month, near the Antarctic Circle, on, about, the 90th meridian of cast longitude, between Knox Land and

Kemp Land. On the following day the " Gauss
" was frozen in and remained imprisoned in the ice for

12 months, in latitude 66 2' 9" S., longitude 89 38' E.

Describing the locality in which the " Gauss "
was situated, Dr. HANS GAZERT, the meteorologist to the
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Expedition, s;iys in
'

VerofFentlichungen des Instituts fiir Meereskunde, etc.,' Heft 5, 1903, published in

Berlin : "The ship lay amongst pack and loose ice, the ice being 4 to 7 metres (13 to 23 feet) thick in

Autumn, but increasing in thickness in parts, through snow-drifts, to over 11 metres (nearly 36 feet) in the

Spring. The condition of the ice around was similar in character for a distance of 2 kilometres

(2187 yards) on the north, 4-5 kilometres (4375-5468 yards) on the west, nearly 2 kilometres

(2IS7 yards) on the east, and four kilometres (4375 yards) on the south, in which direction, beyond our

icefields, lay an even expanse of older fixed ice
;
but in the other directions it consisted of open holes,

until March, when they froze up. To the oast, beyond a field of young ice, at a distance of 6-8 kilometres

(6562-8749 yards) we frequently noticed, from September onwards, open water, in the shape of an

extensive ice hole, which expanded and contracted according to the direction of the wind find

current."

Dr. GAZERT goes on to say that numerous bergs surrounded the ship, and that south of the depdt the

old solid ice, interspersed with bergs, stretched, without interruption, to the inland ice barrier 53 miles

distant from the ship, the barrier having a general trend cast and west.

At the barrier, rising abruptly out of the sea, to a height of 1200 feet, was the Gaussberg, in latitude

66 48' S., longitude 89 30' E.

The meteorological hut was at first situated from 44 to 55 yards to the south-south-east of the ship, but

had to be moved several times during the year owing to snow-drifts in Winter and thawing in Summer.

In January, 1903, it was moved to a position from 55 to 65 yards to the north-east of the ship.

Through the courtesy of Professor VON DRYGALSKI, important information relating to the meteorology

of the region in which the "Gauss" was imprisoned can be employed in connexion with the present

discussion.

Table 2, giving a Monthly Summary of observations taken at the Winter Quarters of the German

Aniarctic Expedition from March, 1902, to February, 1903, inclusive, has been kindly contributed by its

distinguished leader for inclusion in this memoir. From this Summary we find that during March and ^e an Expedition,
Winter Quarters,

April, 1902, the mean barometric pressure was 29-188 inches. This is 0-181 inch lower than that which March and April,

obtained at the "Discovery's" Winter Quarters in latitude 77 50' S., for the same period. The highest

pressure recorded during the two months, 29-749 inches, registered on 17th March, is 0-332 inch lower

than the "
Discovery's

"
highest (luring the same time

;
the lowest, 28 '434 inches, which was registered on

27th April, is 0-416 inch lower than the "Discovery's" lowest during the same two months. The extreme

range, 1-315 inches, is 0'084 inch larger than that shown by the British Expedition at McMurdo Sound,

during March and April, 1902.

The mean temperature during these two months at the "Gauss" station comes out at 10 -4 F., which

is considerably higher than the "
Discovery's

" mean for the same months, as may be expected for a locality

nearly 14 north of it.

The maximum temperature obtained by the German Expedition during the two months under notice

was 31 -1 F. and was registered on the 10th March; the minimum, -22'4F. on the 19th April, showing

an extreme range for the period of 53 '5 against the "Discovery's" 59 -1 for the same period. The mean

wind force during the two months is estimated at 3-2 of the Beaufort notation. The force of the wind

was estimated at G, and above, on 17 days, and on 6 of these days attained a force of 8, or above. There

were 7 cloudless days during the two months, when the proportion of sky clouded was less than 2 in 10;

and 27 cloudy days, when the proportion of cloudiness was more than 8 in 10. Precipitation, in the form

of rain, snow, or snow-drift, occurred on 32 days.

As regards the direction of the wind, Dr. GAZERT has stated that it was usually easterly during the

whole of the time the Expedition was in the Antarctic, and that during the frequent gales experienced

was almost exclusively so. It was chiefly, he says, from between east and east by north from May to

September! subsequently still more easterly or to the southward of east, between east and south.

In 'The Proceedings of the Fifteenth German Assembly of Geographers at Danzig in 1905
'

is published

a lecture delivered by Dr. W. MEINARDUS, of Berlin, upon
" Wind Conditions at the ' Gauss

'

Winter

Quarters." In this paper valuable data relating to wind frequency are presented in two tables, one of

which is here reproduced (Table 3, p. 410).

3 I
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From these tables it is found that during March and April, 1902, no less than 46" 5 per cent, of the

winds WCMV from eastward, /.-.. lictween east by north and east by south; and of these 23 '6 per cent, were

from east by north.

\\V are told by Dr. GA/KKT that the wind in gales at the "Gauss" station in the Antarctic frequently

reached 12 of the Beaufort scale; he mentions, however, that the greatest velocity measured by hand

anemometer was 24 -5 metres per second, or, say, 55 miles per hour, while the estimated force was given as

11 of the Beaufort scale; but that in the squalls the velocity of the wind, without doubt, frequently

exceeded 24 5 metres per second.

Other winds than those from eastward were light and variable, except those from westward, from which

direction they had winds force 3 to 5, nearly every month. Occasionally these westerly winds blew with

greater strength, as on 23rd May, when force 6 was experienced, and on 25th of that month, when the

wind attained force 8. On 3rd August a west-north-west wind force 5 to 6 was recorded, and on the 14th

and 15th of that month force 6. These strong winds from westward were always associated with a clear,

or nearly clear, sky, and low temperatures.

Referring to observations of precipitation, Dr. GAZERT says that measurements of snowfall were almost

impossible, as during the gales the air was full of driving snow.

The same difficulty was experienced in measuring snowfall at the "
Discovery's

"
Winter Quarters, and

for the same reason.

Swedish Expedition. The Swedish Antarctic Expedition, under the leadership of Dr. OTTO NORDKNSKHILD, left Port Stanley,

Falkland Islands, on 1st January, 1902, in the "Antarctic" for the far south. After cruising among the

islands in the neighbourhood of Louis Philippe Land and Danco, Land where some important discoveries

were made, a spot was selected by the leader, on the island of Snow Hill, in which to winter. Dr. GOSTE

BODMAN, of Upsala, the meteorologist and magnetician to the Expedition, has kindly supplied 8 a.m.

observations (about noon G.M.T., i.e., 11.48 a.m.) taken at Snow Hill during the period March, 1902, to

October, 1903, inclusive.

While recognising that the information relating to the meteorology of any region obtained from mean

results of single daily observations is extremely limited, it is nevertheless considered that monthly means

of 8 a.m. observations for pressure, temperature, and wind for so important an outpost of Antarctica as

Snow Hill Island should furnish information of interest in connexion with the present inquiry.

The island is one of a group situated off the north-eastern extremity of Danco Land, which is a

continuation north-eastward of Graham Land, and lies to the south of the Louis Philippe Peninsula and to

the south-south-west of Joinville Island.

Ross Island, the largest of the group, is separated from the mainland by a channel discovered by
Dr. NORDENSKIOLD, and named by him " Crown Prince Gustav Channel." On Ross Island, and situated

towards its western shore, rises Mount Haddington.

The spot chosen by the leader of the Expedition for Winter Quarters lies at the north-eastern extremity

of the island, in latitude 64 30' S., longitude 56' 56' W., named by Ross " Snow Hill," of which Dr. OTTO

NoRi)KNsKi(iLi) has said that it consisted for the most part of an unbroken dome of ice.

It should be borne in mind that when mean results of observations relating to Snow Hill are given in

this memoir, they refer to means of 8 a.m. observations only, and that maxima and minima values stated

are also those for 8 a.m. only (Table 4).

Swedish Expedition, During March and April, 1902, the mean of the 8 a.m. observations recorded at Snow Hill is found to

and April,' 1902.
')e 29 '30 inches; the highest reading, 29 '90 inches, was noted on the 5th March and again on the

12th April. At the time of the second maximum the wind came from south-east as a gentle breeze ; the

direction and force of the wind at the time of the first maximum is not known. The lowest reading,

28 -24 inches, was taken on the 29th March, when a fresh gale was blowing from the south-west. These

extremes of pressure show a range of 1 66 inches.

The mean temperature at 8 a.m. during the two months comes out as 10 -2 F. A maximum reading of

37 F. was recorded on the 2nd March, and a minimum of - 8 F. on the 24th April, the latter associated

with a fresh gale from west-south-west. The extreme range of temperature at 8 a.m. therefore was 45 .

The average direction of the wind at 8 a.m. during the period is found to have been south by west, and
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the average force 3-3. The number of strong winds, 6-7, recorded at 8a.m. is found to have been 12;

the number of gales, 8-10, 2
;
the mean cloud amount, 5.

In ii paper read by Dr. OTTO NoKDKNSKloi.n before the Royal Geographical Society on the 21sf Man-h,

1904, tho eminent explorer mentioned a violent hurricane experienced at Snow Hill Island in the middle;

of March, and spoke of the severe storms and great cold the Expedition was exposed to in far southern

latitudes. " No words," he said,
" can suffice adequately to describe the terrible violence of these south-

west hurricanes, which are accompanied by the severest cold ever experienced where we were.' Ho
commented on " the frequent occurrence and protracted duration of the storms

"
at Snow Hill, which

sometimes attained a velocity of 70 to 90 miles an hour. " The average velocity of the wind," ho

continued, "for the eight months (March to October) in 1902 was 31 feet per second, which is probably a

record for so cold a climate."

At tho "
Discovery's

" Winter Quarters the long polar night commenced on the 20th of April, when tho

sun disappeared from view for four months.

During the winter months of May to August, 1902, inclusive, the mean pressure at McMurdo Sound "Discovery," May
was 29 '172 inches, and the extreme range of pressure 2-041 inches. The highest barometer,

30 '181 inches, was recorded on the 19th of May, when a gentle breeze from east obtained; the lowest,

28-140 inches, on the 28th June, during a calm.

As regards temperature, the mean was - 13 -3 F., and the extreme range of temperature no less than

69 -5. The maximum temperature, 19 F., occurred on the 4th of May, when a fresh south-easterly breeze

was blowing ; the minimum, - 50 -5 F., on the 7th of August, when there was no wind.

The prevailing winds were from between north-eastward and south-eastward, the predominating direction

being easterly. Out of 1476 observations of wind direction, 15-3 per cent, fall under the head "calm,"

and only 0"7 per cent, under the head "variable." The mean force of the wind as estimated was 2-7,

and, on 12 days, gales, varying in force from 8-11, were experienced. Strong winds, 6-7, were recorded

on 30 days.

May appears to have been the stormiest month of the four, June the quietest. On 89 days the

weather was overcast or cloudy, on 62 days misty, on 9 days foggy, and on 34 days the sky was clear.

Snow fell on 49 days.

In July and August, 1902, observations of temperature were made, when possible, at Cape Armitage, Cape Armitage.

from a spirit minimum thermometer, the readings at the time of observation being recorded, as well as the

minimum temperature registered.

The observations for this period were made, generally, at or about noon, and 48 observations obtained

during these two months give an average temperature for the period of -21 -7 F., while at Winter

Quarters the mean temperature in the screen was -12-3F. The maximum temperature observed at

Cape Armitage during the time, -l-5 F., was recorded on the 20th July, on which day the maximum

temperature at the ship was 14 -2 F. The maximum in the screen near the ship for the whole period,

16 -7 F., was registered the day before. The minimum reading registered at Cape Armitage, -62 F.,

was taken on the 7th August, and on the same day the minimum for the period at the ship, -50 '5 F.,

was registered.

Observations made during the two months therefore showed a range of 60 J- 5 at the former station and

67 "-2 at the latter.

The " Southern Cross
"
Expedition at Cape Adare during the 4 months, May to August, 1899, recorded "Southern Cross."

a mean barometric pressure of 29 '076 inches, or 0'096 inch lower than that recorded on board the

"Discovery" at McMurdo Sound, from May to August, 1902, inclusive. A mean temperature of

-9 -8 F. obtained at Cape Adare during the period referred to, which is 3'5 F. higher than the

"Discovery's" computed mean for the corresponding 4 months in 1902. An absolute maximum tempera-

ture of 23-6 F. was observed at Cape Adare on the 15th July, which is 4'6 F. higher than the

"Discovery's" absolute maximum, and an absolute minimum of I3'5 F. on the 5th and 6th August,

which is 7 F. higher than the "
Discovery's." The extreme range of temperature at Cape Adare in

May-August, 1899, was therefore 67 -1 F., as against 69 5 F., the extreme range of temperature at

McMurdo Sound in May-August, 1902. At Cape Adare, during the period under notice, the wind came

3 I 2
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chiefly from an easterly, south-easterly, or southerly direction, l>ut the commonest winds were the south-

easterly and southerly. Out of 244 observations of wind, 112 come under the head " Calm." The wind's

mean force, as estimated, is computed as 1-4, yet gales occurred on 24 days. On 41 days the weather

was noted as overcast, and on 22 days the sky was cloudless. Rain fell on 1 day, snow on 30.

A* *ke "Discovery's" Winter Quarters, in McMurdo Sound, a severe gale was experienced in May, 1902,

a gale which Captain SCOTT considered one of the heaviest, if not the heaviest, which visited the locality

during the time the Expedition remained there.

On the 2nd of the month, at noon, the barometer stood at 29 '057 inches, and the thermometer at

- 7 '2 F. Pressure was diminishing and temperature increasing. The wind, at east-south-east, was then

estimated at force 6, and the weather was overcast and squally. Between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. the wind

veered and increased rapidly from southward. From 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., wind force was estimated at 8
;

and at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., at 9. At midnight the wind's force was estimated at 10, but the Robinson

anemometer recorded a velocity of only 39 miles an hour between 10 p.m. and midnight. The remark is

made at 10 p.m., however,
" furious gusts." At midnight the mercury had dropped to 28 '999 inches, and

the temperature commenced to rise slowly. The gale continued to blow until 6 a.m. of the 4th, with a

velocity varying from 44 to 25 miles an hour, and with an estimated force of from 9 to 10; the

temperature fluctuating between - 7 F. and 18 F., but rising steadily from 6 or 8 p.m. on the 3rd up

to 8 a.m. on the 4th.

At 8 a.m. of the 4th the wind had backed to south-east, and moderated to a fresh breeze, while the

temperature had risen to 19 F.

Of this gale Captain SCOTT says, in his '

Voyage of the "
Discovery

" '

:

" The wind swung round in a

manner which gave all the indications of a revolving storm whose centre narrowly missed us
; the

temperature remained extraordinarily high for several days (with the wind between south and east, north-

east, or calm, but principally at south-east) after the storm
;
and it was not until the 9th (1 6th) that it

again fell below zero, and then it fell rapidly (the wind being from east). On other occasions the

temperature rose regularly with a southerly wind, but fell when the wind dropped or changed direction."

Another notable gale, which may be regarded as typical of the gales experienced by the Expedition

while in McMurdo Sound, occurred on the 18th and 19th of July, 1902. On this occasion the wind

appears to have blown with greater violence, but for a shorter period, not lasting for more than 24 hours.

At 4 a.m. on the 18th the barometer, which gave a reading of 29 -707 inches, commenced to fall

slowly ;
and at the same time the thermometer, then reading 8 F., began to rise slightly. The wind,

from south-south-east, was moderate in force, the sky overcast, and snow was falling. At 4 p.m. the

mercury had fallen to 29 '492 inches, and the temperature had risen to 12 F. The wind which since

8 a.m. had been moderate to fresh, but squally from between south and south-south-east, then commenced

to freshen and the squalls to become more violent ; snow was still falling, and continued to fall until the

gale was over. At this time pressure began to increase slowly. Between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. the

anemometer showed a wind velocity of 47 miles an hour
;

and at 10 p.m. the wind was logged as a

whole gale from south-south-west. Except for a few lulls, which occurred at 2 a.m. on the 19th, the wind

continued to blow from between south-south-west and south with an estimated force varying from 10 to

11, until noon on the 19th. Between 10 a.m. and noon of that day the anemometer, records of which had

not been entered since 6 p.m. of the 18th, showed a velocity of 55 miles an hour. The weather was

squally throughout. At 4 a.m. pressure had increased to 29 '660 inches and began to decline slightly ;
at

6 a.m. the gale increased and the mercury had fallen to 29-620 inches. At 8 a.m., the barometer, still at

29-620 inches, commenced to rise; the force of the wind was then estimated at 11. A lull took place at

11 a.m., lasting for three-quarters of an hour,
" when the wind drew to west-south-west, but went back to

south by west, and blew strong again in heavy gusts." At 2 p.m. the wind had backed to south-east, and

the barometer was rising steadily; the temperature was then 14 -8 F., no observation for temperature

having been recorded between 10 p.m. of the 18th and 2 p.m. of the 19th. From 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. the

wind velocity, by anemometer, had decreased to :)") miles per hour, between 4 and S p.m. to about 27 miles

an hour, at 4 p.m. the gale was over, and at 10 p.m. the wind was from east-south-east, a moderate breeze.

In regard to these two gales, it will be seen that pressure decreased and temperature rose prior to the
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freshening to gale force of the wind, while veering from cast south-east, or south-south-east to south wc-t,

or south-south-west, pointing to the passage, seaward, of a low-pressure system across the Koss Sea.

During these gales atmospheric pressure fluctuated slightly, but was for the most part .steady, and

temperature rose as the wind veered to southward and south-westward. When the barometer showed a

decided rise the wind backed to the eastward of south and abated, temperature remaining relatively high

for some time after the gale was over.

The rise of temperature associated with strong winds and gales from a polar quarter, at Victoria Land,

has been freely commented on, and has, by some, been attributed to the Fohn effect, to the warming,

dynamically, of the air in its descent after passing over the mountain ranges. There is considerable

evidence, however, to show that these strong winds from southward had their origin in, and owed much of

their relative warmth and their moisture to, lower and warmer latitudes over the ocean.

It seems probable that areas of low pressure, on their passage eastward north of Victoria Land, after

passing the meridian of Cape Adare, not infrequently take a more southerly path, striking south-eastward

and penetrating into, or skirting, the Ross Sea.

Circulating about an area of low pressure, situated over the Ross Sea, the winds would be northerly to

north-easterly in the eastern segment of the system, to seaward; easterly to south-easterly in the southern

segment, along and over the ice barrier; and southerly to south-westerly in the western segment imme-

diately to the eastward of the mountain ranges.

Thus the southerly wind should be a relatively warm sea wind, coming from lower latitudes, circulating

in the western segment of the ocean wind system.

McMurdo Sound, it is contended, is situated too far south of Cape North and Cape Adare to experience

as strong winds the northerly and north-easterly winds blowing in front, i.e., in the eastern segment of a

low-pressure system travelling eastward to the north of these capes ;
and the locality, moreover, is

protected somewhat from northerly winds by the high land to the northward.

At Snow Hill, the Winter Quarters of the Swedish Antarctic Expedition, conditions were somewhat

similar.

Cyclonic wind systems, travelling eastward, after passing south of Cape Horn, apparently did not, as a

rule, during Ur. NOKDKNSKIOLD'S stay on the island, cause an increase of wind there until the system had

passed the 56th meridian of west longitude and to the eastward of Joinville Island. Then the wind

increased from southward, usually from south-south-west, taking the direction, roughly speaking, of

Graham Land and Danco Land and blowing toward the low pressure, still retaining its southerly direction

even when the central " low
"
of the system had passed sooth-eastward into the Weddell Sea.

To revert to Victoria Laud
;
with the arrival of a depression over the Ross Sea the pressure gradients

would become steeper, but a marked diminution of pressure over the land to the westward would not

necessarily result, and, as observations show, rarely did result.

At the Winter Quarters of the German Expedition in the Antarctic, during the winter months of May
"

Gauss'," May to

to August, 1902, inclusive, observations for pressure showed a mean of 29 '101 inches, which is 0-071 inch

lower than the mean pressure during the same period which obtained at McMurdo Sound.

The highest pressure for the period at the " Gauss
"

station, which was recorded on the 16th June, is

given as 29-922 inches, and is 0-259 inch lower than the highest pressure recorded on board the

"
Discovery

"
for the same period.

The lowest pressure at the " Gauss
"

station during the four months referred to, which is as low as

27 '808 inches, was recorded on the 1st August, and is 0-332 inch lower than the lowest pressure recorded

on board the "
Discovery

"
in those months.

The range of pressure therefore is found to have been 2-114 inches at the more northern station during

the period as against 2-041 inches at McMurdo Sound.

The mean temperature at the " Gauss
"

station, from May to August, inclusive, was - 0" -2 F.
; the

maximum temperature was 23' "9 F. and was registered on the 7th May; the minimum temperature

-41-4 F. and was registered on the 14th August. These extremes give a range of 65 -3 as against a

range of 69 5 at the British station during the same period ;
the mean temperature at the British station

was, however, 13 -1 lower than the mean temperature at the German station.
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Tin 1 mean force nf the wind during these four winter months ;it the German station conies out at I .'! of

tlie Beaufort scale. The prevailing wind was from east l>y north, the percentage of frequency of winds

from that point being 43. But 12 '6 per cent, of the winds were from east; 3 -8 per cent, from east )>y

south; 7 7 per cent, from east-south-east
;
and 12-9 per cent, of the observations for wind came under

the head " calm."

On 79 days the force of the wind rose to 6 or 7, .and on 38 of these days to 8, or above 8.

There were 5 days noted as cloudless, when the amount of cloud was less than 2, and 72 cloudy days,

when the amount of cloud exceeded 8.

There were 101 days on which rain, snow, or -snow drift, was entered.

In regard to the sequence of weather during the gales experienced at the German Antarctic station,

Dr. GAZEKT says :

" The course of the gales, especially the heavy Winter ones, was as follows : With a falling barometer

and a wind springing up, or freshening from east, we noticed in that direction a bank of dark clouds, from

which fragments were given off, which soon covered the whole sky. The wun disappeared, often having

previously been surrounded by halos and mock suns. The barometer fell slowly at first, then more

rapidly, frequently with a sharp curve. Thus we observed from (he beginning to the climax of a gale on

the 30th July to the 1st August a fall of 35 millims. (1-378 inches) in 52 hours, when the minimum

reading of 706 '3 millims. (27-808 inches) was reached. The mercury fell almost us much in 30 hours, on

August 9 to 10, on which occasion, in the middle of a fall, a pause of 4 hours took place. On the

22nd August it fell 16 millims. (0-630 inch) in 22 hours
; and, on the 12th and 13th October, 27 millims.

(1-063 inches) in 32 hours.

" As the storm progressed the wind increased more and more
; driving snow filled the air, most thickly

near the surface of the ground, and movement against the wind soon became a great effort; nothing could

be seen for the driving snow from which we had to protect our faces. The ship was often invisible by

day at a distance of 40 to 50 metres (44 to 55 yards), and in the worst storms at even a shorter

distance.

" The gale reached its climax occasionally in a few hours, but usually in from 24 to 48 hours, and

remained at its height for 12 to 24 hours, being of a squally character. In the quiet intervals the force

was possibly 3, in the squalls 11. These squalls appeared on the barograph curve in the form of a saw-

like jagged line.

"
It was at this stage, as a rule, that the air pressure reached its maximum. With a decreasing but

squally wind the barometer began to rise. A slow rise was a good sign, a quick rise a bad one, as it

usually meant an equally quick fall and another gale. With the decrease of the wind the driving snow

lessened and we frequently could see the sun, or stars, faintly shining.

"The storm was often followed by a period of bad weather which was a longer or shorter prelude to

another gale, or to better weather.

" The temperature always began to rise with the beginning of the gale, and only readied its maximum,
as a rule, when the gale commenced to moderate, or in the unsettled weather period which followed, and

was also characterised by easterly winds. If the gales followed at short intervals, the temperature did

not fall at all in the pauses; at times it even rose, the rise accompanied by a lighter east wind.
" The storms usually lasted 3 to 5 days, the intervals between the gales varied, sometimes being only

12 to 24 hours, with wind force 5 to 7
;

this was especially the case during August. The influence of the

easterly wind upon the temperature was considerable
; during easterly winds the temperature often rose to

- 14 C.,
- 13 C., and - 11 C. (6 -8 F., 8 -6 F., and 12 -2 F.). An increase in the mean temperature

of May, as compared with that of April, was attributed to the strong easterly gules which occurred in the

former month."

Lying to the south of the westerly winds of the Southern (Venn, and at the extreme limits of the

southern segment of those low-pressure areas which move from west to east with the westerly air current

of the Southern Hemisphere, the Winter Quarters of the German Anlan -tic Expedition was exceptionally

well situated as an observing station from a meteorological point of view.

It has been thought by meteorologists, who have attacked the problem, that, associated with the
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depressions which traverse the Southern Oceans, depressions which are usually elliptical in shajx; and have

their major axes extended in a northerly and southerly direction, the easterly winds in the southern

segment of the system are almost always light or moderate in force. Ships running down the easting in

high southern latitudes seldom experience strong winds or gales from eastward, even when there appears to

be evidence to show that they .are situated well to the south of the central " low
"
of a cyclonic wind

system. It has, therefore, been assumed that in these systems the gradient polewards is normally slight

and that on its southern side the low pressure dominates but a small area.

The results of observations obtained by the Gorman Expedition at Kerguelen Island and at,

Kaiser Wilhelm II. Land go far to prove that depressions which traverse the Southern Ocean cover

a much larger area on their southern side than was hitherto supposed ;
and that although easterly gales

are seldom met with, on the trade routes referred to, nevertheless they occur considerably further south,

it is true, but still within the limits of the system and forming part of their circulation.

The rise of temperature which was associated with gales from eastward at the " Gauss "
Winter station

and which, as a rule, continued until the wind began to moderate, was, no doubt, due to the fact that the

air, circulating about a minimum pressure far north of the station, was being drawn from lower and

warmer latitudes.

Frequently the daily noon G.M.T. observations of barometer and wind recorded by the German Antarctic

Expedition at Kerguelen Island and at the " Gauss
" Winter Quarters respectively the former supplemented

and confirmed by similar observations made on board ships situated in the neighbourhood of the island

indicate a connection between the strong winds and gales from northward and westward associated with

diminishing pressure at Kerguelen with strong winds and gales from eastward experienced at the " Gauss "

station. The distance between the meridians of these two stations respectively, on a middle latitude of

57 43' S., is about 630 miles. The following are a few of the instances in which the common origin of

these increases in wind force, experienced at the two stations, is shown. Doubtless the fuller data in the

possession of the German meteorologists bring into greater prominence the connection referred to. It

should be understood that noon G.M.T. observations only are cited.

At Kerguelen Island on the 18th February, 1902, at noon, G.M.T., the barometer stood at 29'75 inches,

the thermometer at 45 F.
;

the wind was from west, force 5. Next day the mercury had fallen to

29'43 inches, the temperature had risen 1
;
and the wind, still from west, had increased to a fresh gale,

indicating a gradient to the south. On the 20th the barometer had risen to 29-80 inches, the thermometer

showed a drop in the temperature to 42 F., and the wind had backed to west-south-west. The depression

was passing away to the eastward.

By this time, at noon, G.M.T., on the 20th, on board the "
Gauss," in latitude 65 55' S., longitude

90' 20' E., the barometer indicated a pressure of 29'55 inches which was diminishing, the thermometer

marked 28 F., and a fresh breeze was blowing from east. The mercury had fallen to 29*28 inches on

the 21st, in latitude 66 17' S., longitude 90 43' E. ; temperature had risen to 31 F., and the direction

and force of the wind were the same as on the previous day. On the 22nd, the "Gauss" being then in her

Winter Quarters, the mercury had fallen but slightly : to 29'25 inches; the temperature had dropped to

25" F. and a strong gale was blowing from east by south. The gale had not abated at noon, G.M.T., on

the day following, when the direction of the wind had changed to east. The barometer then stood at

29 '23 inches, the thermometer at 24 F. The mercury had fallen to 29'14 inches on the 24th
; tempera-

ture had risen to 29 F., but the gale was abating.

On the 23rd April of the same year, at noon, G.M.T., pressure at Kerguelen Island had fallen

0-7 1 inch and temperature had risen 8 F. during the preceding 24 hours. The barometer then read

29'20 inches and the thermometer 48 F.
;
the breeze blew freshly from west-north-west. At the same

(!..M.T. a barometer reading of 29'58 inches was recorded at the " Gauss" station; the temperature was

9 F. and the wind gentle from east-south-east. On the 24th the mercury had risen to 29 -33 inches at

Kerguelen Island, the temperature h'ad dropped to 34 F., and the wind had backed to south-west by west

and moderated. The disturbance, with which the diminution of pressure at the island had been associated,

was then passing away to the eastward. At the
" Gauss

"
station the mercury had by this time fallen to

29'35 inches, the thermometer had risen to 17 F., and a strong gale from east by north had set in. The
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mercury continued to fall : on the 25th it had fallen to 29'11 inches and the thermometer marked 16 F.
;

the direction of the wind had not changed, but the force had increased to 10.

The barometer was down to 28'49 inches on the 26th
;
the thermometer hud risen to 17 F. and the

wind still blew with the force of a whole gale from east by north. On the day following the mercury had

risen to 28'72 inches and was still rising; temperature had dropped to 16 F. and the gale continued,

unabated, from the same point. The wind moderated on the 28th, when the mercury had risen to

29-23 inches.

Between the 2nd and 6th of May, 1902, pressure at Kerguelen Island diminished from 29'92 inches to

28-84 inches, and fresh winds were experienced from north-westward, backing to westward. The temper-

ature between the 4th and 5th had risen from 34 F. to 42 F. From the 4th to the 7th of the month,

inclusive, the "Gauss" station was visited by a strong to whole gale from east by north, pressure having

diminished from 29-24 inches, on the 3rd, to 28-52 inches on the 6th, and temperature risen during that

period from - 4 F. to 23 F. Again, between the 15th and 17th of the same month, pressure at Kerguelen

Island declined from 29 -33 inches to 28 '90 inches, and temperature rose from 30 F. to 42 F. Strong

winds from between west-north-west and west-south-west were recorded at this time and also on the 18th

at the island, and strong winds and gales on board ships in the neighbourhood of the island.

At the German station in the Antarctic the barometer showed a fall from 29-23 inches to 29-09 inches

between the 17th and 18th, the thermometer a rise from 9 F. to 13 F., and the wind, from east by north,

increased in force to a fresh gale. On the 19th the barometer had risen to 29-24 inches, and the wind

increased from the same point to a whole gale. Next day the mercury had risen to 29-43 inches, temper-

ature had dropped to 8 F., and the gale was over.

A rapid diminution of pressure, rise of temperature, and increase of wind to gale force which occurred

from the 4th to the 6th June at the Antarctic station was evidently associated with a diminution of

pressure and increase of wind to gale force previously recorded (between the 3rd and 5th of the month) at

Kerguelen Island and on board the S.S. " AVaimate
"
in a position, on the 4th, rather more than 100 miles

south of the island.

Subsequently, between the 6th and 7th of June, the "Waimate," passing the meridian of the "Gauss"

station in latitude 50.V S., experienced a fresh to strong gale from west-south-west, veering to north-west,

while pressure increased at the Antarctic station, and the wind moderated from a whole gale to a strong

breeze.

On the 5th July a rapid fall of the mercury recorded at Kerguelen Island and on board ships

approaching the neighbourhood of the island resulted in an increase of wind on the 6th, which had backed

from north-west to west, and blew a fresh gale from the latter direction. During these two days the

mercury at the "Gauss" station fell
- 58 inch, and the thermometer rose 11, and on the 7th an

increasing wind attained the force of a fresh gale. The barometer then commenced to rise
;
the temper-

ature had risen 5 since the preceding day, and marked 21 F. Next day the gale was over.

From the 12th to the 13th of the same month barometric pressure at Kerguelen Island declined from

29-82 inches to 28*84 inches, the wind at the same time backing from north-west to west, and freshening.

Between the 1 1th and 12th the thermometer had risen 4.

On the 13th a light south-west breeze obtained at the Antarctic station, pressure increasing, the temper-

ature - 11 F. On the 14th the barometer there read as high as 29-58 inches
;
the temperature had risen

to - 4 F., but the wind had backed to east by south, and was logged as a fresh breeze. On the 15th the

mercury had fallen half an inch, the thermometer risen 19, and the wind was blowing with storm force

from east by north. With a slight recovery of pressure on the 16th, it moderated to a fresh gale, but

subsequently increased to a strong gale, still from the same point, and this continued, pressure the while

declining, until the 18th, when the barometer had fallen to 28 '61 inches, and the thermometer marked

17 F. Pressure recovered next day and the wind moderated, but the temperature had risen to 20 F.
;

it fell, however, on the 20th to 1 F.

A rapid fall in the barometer from 30-37 inches to 29 '62 inches occurred at Kerguelen Island between

the 30th and 31st July, occasioning an increase of wind, and associated with a slight rise of temperature.

On these days the mercury fell 0'4 inch at the "Gauss" station, and the direction of the wind changed
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from west-north-west on the 30th to oust by south on the 31st, increasing in force at the same time. On

the 1st August the mercury had fallen as low as 27 '82 inches, and a whole gale was blowing from east by

north. The temperature hud risen 10 since noon, G.M.T., of the preceding day.

A diminution of pressure and decrease in wind force recorded at Kerguelen Island and on hoard ships in

the neighbourhood of the island, on the 6th and 7th August, appear to have been associated with a

diminution of pressure, rise of temperature, and increase of wind from east by north to gale force, recorded

on board the " Gauss
"
on the 7th and 8th of the month.

Reduction of pressure at the island, again, on the 15th to the 17th of the same month, was followed at

the "Gauss" station by a rise of temperature between the 16th and 17th of 25, and a fall in the

barometer of 0-74 inch between the 17th and 18th, together with an increase of wind from east by north

on the 18th to storm force.

Diminishing pressure, accompanied by increase of wind, recorded at Kerguelen Island and by ships in

the neighbourhood of the island on the llth and 12th October, and again on the 20th and 21st of that

month, was followed at the German Antarctic station by decline of pressure, rise of temperature, and

increase of wind to whole gale force.

On the llth December a fall in the barometer of more than half an inch had been recorded at Kerguelen

Island for the previous 24 hours, and the ship
"
Niagara," some 250 miles north-eastward of the island, was

experiencing a strong gale from north-north-west. On the following day the centre of disturbance,

progressing eastward, had passed the meridian of the station at Kerguelen, and the S.S.
"
Salamis," in the

immediate neighbourhood of the island, had a strong wind from south by west. At the German station in

the Antarctic pressure was then giving way, but the wind, from east-north-east, was light. About

1300 miles due north of the "Gauss "
the " Loch Torridon" recorded a strong wind from north by west

and a barometer reading of 29 -56 inches, which was 0'28 inch higher than the reading recorded at the

same time on board the " Gauss."

The "Niagara," then in about 45 S. latitude, 81| E. longitude, still had the wind from northward, and

was therefore in front of the trough of the depression. On the 13th the "Loch Torridon" and the

"
Niagara

"
carried a westerly wind, and the latter, in about 45 S. latitude, 86| E. longitude, was running

before a fresh gale, with the central low to the southward of her.

The Antarctic station, where pressure had continued to give way, was now under the full influence of

the disturbance, and a fresh easterly gale was blowing there, but the wind moderated next day. During
this gale temperature appears to have changed very little.

A diminution of pressure recorded at Kerguelen Island and on board ships in the neighbourhood of the

island
,
between the 6th and 8th February, 1903, which was accompanied by an increase of wind, was

followed on the 9th by a diminution of pressure and a strong gale from east, in 65 53' S., 89 21' E., the

position in which the " Gauss
"
was situated.

Other instances furnished by synchronous G.M.T. observations could be cited to show how the gales

experienced at Kaiser Wilhelm II. Land, during the sojourn there of the German Exploring Expedition,

frequently owed their origin to systems of low pressure travelling eastward, which had previously affected

the weather conditions of Kerguelen and ships in the neighbourhood of the island, giving rise to strong

winds and gales in those localities.

At Snow Hill, during the four months May to August, 1902, the mean pressure at 8 a.m. was Snow Hill, May-

29 '21 inches. The highest 8 a.m. reading of the barometer during the time was taken on the 16th

August, and was as high as 30 '01 inches, which is the highest 8 a.m. barometer observation recorded by
the Expedition in that year. There was no wind at the time of observation. The lowest 8 a.m. reading,

28'45 inches, was taken on the 16th May, when there was a moderate breeze from south-west.

The mean temperature at 8 a.m. was - 5 1 F., the lowest mean temperature for that hour experienced

by the Expedition. The maximum 8 a.m. temperature, 36 F., registered on the 12th May, was associated

with a moderate breeze from south-west; the minimum 8 a.m. temperature
- 35 F., registered on the 7th,

with a light air from the same direction.

Dr. NORDENSKIOLD has laid stress upon the severity of the weather in July and the first half of August,

1902, and states that the temperature fell as low as - 42 F.

3 K
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"
Discovery," Sep- At McMurdo Sound, during September and October, 1902, atmospheric pressure diminished, the mean

1902.
'

for the two months being 29 - 161 inches, and the range of pressure 1 -535 inches. The highest barometer

reading, 29 '854 inches, was recorded on 24th September, with a gentle breeze from east; the lowest,

28 '31 9 inches, on the 14th October, with a moderate gale from south.

The observations for temperature, during the two months, give a mean of -1(T'3 F., and both the

maximum and minimum temperatures occurred in September; the former, 15 F., on the 29th of the

month, associated with a gentle south-easterly breeze; the latter,
- 43 -5 F., on the 20th during a calm :

a range of 58- 5 F.

The prevailing winds during the period were from eastward, between north-ease and south-east
;
out of

732 observations of wind, the largest number for any point, 33 per cent, of the whole, were of winds from

east, but 26 per cent, fall under the heads " calm
"
or "

variable."

The mean force of the wind, as estimated, is found to have been 2 -5; 3 gales, force 8 to 10, were

recorded; and 15 strong winds, force 6 to 7.

Overcast or cloudy weather was noted during the greater part of the period, and snow fell on 28 days.

At Cape Armitage, during the same months, the mean of the temperatures observed comes out as low

as -15-9F.
;
the highest reading, 10 -5 F., was taken on the 28th September, the lowest, -57 '5 F.,

was registered on the 12th October.

" Southern Cross
" The " Southern Cross

"
Expedition, in 1899, had a lower mean pressure at Cape Adare during September

tomber'^October, and October 28 '735 inches than had the "Discovery" at McMurdo Sound in the corresponding months

I899 - of 1902; but their mean temperature of -7 '2 F., as might be expected, was rather higher than the

"
Discovery's." A maximum of 19 -4 F. was registered during the period, and a minimum of - 36 '5 F.,

giving a range of 55 9 F.
"
Discovery." Lieu- Reverting to the National Antarctic Expedition ;

in September, Lieutenant EOYDS and party made a
tenant ROTDS to

south-west. sledge journey south-westward, starting on the 10th and returning on the 19th, reaching a position on the

15th in latitude 78 15^' S., longitude 165 24' E. From observations taken during this journey the

mean temperature was found to be - 35 1 F. for the period, while the mean temperature at Winter

Quarters was - 18 ! F. The weather was calm during the greater portion of the journey, but a fresh

gale was experienced on the 15th and again on the 18th.

Lieutenant ARMI- Qn a journey to the west, undertaken during the same month, between the 10th and 26th, led by

Lieutenant ARMITAGE, on which the party attained a position on the 19th in latitude 77 38|' S., longitude

164 10' E., the mean temperature was - 29 1 F., when it was - 20 1 F. for the same period at Winter

Quarters.

From the 18th to the 20th, inclusive, the sledge party, however, were travelling at an elevation estimated

at 500 feet above sea-level. The weather remained fine for the greater part of the journey, and there was

little wind; what little there was came from eastward, from some point between north-east and south-fast.

A blizzard struck the camp at midnight on the 25th
;
the direction of the wind was not noted, but the

force was registered as 9. The sledge party must have been not far from the ship when this occurred, and

there a light south-east air was stirring. The lowest temperature registered during the journey,
- 45 F.,

is entered against 8 a.m. on the 14th, in latitude 77 46' S., longitude 165 45' E., when there was no

wind and the sky was clear; and also against 5 a.m. on the 20th, in latitude 77 40' S., longitude

164 27' E., when again there was no wind and the sky was clear. At this time, calm, clear weather

obtained at the ship, but the temperature in the screen was not lower than - 23 F.

Lieutenant ROYDS to A sledge journey to Cape Crozier from the 4th to the 24th October, led by Lieutenant RoYD.s, again

Cape Crozier.
exhibited the great differences existing between the screen temperatures at Winter Quarters and the

temperatures obtained at no great distance from the ship. Fur instance, on the 9th October, in latitude

77" 36' S., longitude 169 10' E., the mean of the thermometer readings taken by the sledge party gave a

temperature of -36 -4 F., the minimum value being
- 50 -2 F., while the mean temperature at the ship

was -18 -7 F. and the minimum -32 -2 F. Again, on the 22nd, the sledge party's mean temperature

comes out at -20 -7 F., the minimum being -39 -2 F., and at the same time at the ship a mean of

- 6 -7 F. obtained and the minimum was - 14-5 F. On both of these days the sledge party recorded a

calm, and at the ship there was a
light air from eastward, ^"hile camping in the neighbourhood of Cape
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Crozier, from the 10th to the 18th of the month, during mngh uv.it her, Lieutenant ROYDS made the

following entries in his journal :

IQt/i Orlnlirr.
"
Height above sea-level 940 feet. Summit of Mount Terror very misty. Arrived at

furthest camp."

(The mean of the temperature observations on that day comes out as - 33" -6 F., as against
- 26 '2 F.

at Winter Quarters. The minimum temperature was - 58' 5 F., against
- 32 8 F. at Winter Quarters.

The weather was cloudy and calm to commence with, at camp, and was followed by a gentle breeze from

south-west
;
at Winter Quarters the weather was cloudy and the breeze gentle from east-south-east.)

llth Octolie,:
" Record was deposited at Cape Crozier."

(Mean temperature on that day was - 28 -0 F. ;
minimum temperature

- 35' -5 F.
; sky blue; no wind.

At Winter Quarters the mean temperature was -26'8F.
;
the minimum temperature -40-8F. ; sky

blue
;
wind light from east-north-east at first, then calm.)

12th Orto/irr.
" Wind rose gradually all day, ugly appearance to south."

(Mean temperature
- 28 'IF.; minimum - 40 F. ;

wind gentle from south-west ; weather overcast,

misty. At Winter Quarters mean temperature -27'6F.
;
minimum -37' - 2F. ; breeze light from east-

south-east
;
weather overcast.)

13th October. "Wind sprang up very strong during night and blew hard all day, with a short lull at

4 p.m. Enormous quantities of drift collecting round tents."

(Temperature
- 18" 5 F. (one observation); minimum temperature during previous 24 hours -30" F.

;

mean wind direction and force, south-west, 8
; weather overcast.)

14//1 October.
"
Exactly similar weather as yesterday. Wind lulled for about half an hour at 4 a.m., but

again came on, with increasing heavy gusts. Drift very thick."

(No instrumental observations are given on this day. The mean wind direction and force, at Winter

Quarters, was south, 4; the weather was overcast and snow was falling.)

15th October.
" Wind about the same, blowing a whole gale, accompanied by heavy drift."

(No instrumental observations given on this day. The mean wind direction and force at ship was east-

south-east, 4
; the weather was overcast and snow was falling.)

16th October. "Similar conditions as yesterday, wind still a strong south-west gale, with heavy drift.

In the afternoon the sun shone out a bit and the wind began to lull."

(No instrumental observations given. Mean wind at Winter Quarters east by north, 3
; weather

overcast.)

11th October. "Wind still remains strong, about force 7, but sky was cloudless and wind gradually fell

towards evening."

(Temperature, 8 p.m., -11F.
;
mean wind south-west, G; general weather "blue sky." At Winter

Quarters the mean temperature was - 2 - 2 F.
;
the mean wind east, 3

;
the weather clear to cloudy.)

18//i October. "Glorious day; sky cloudless."

(There was no wind.)

In his '

Voyage of the "
Discovery,"

'

Captain Scon' mentions that gales at Cape Crozier grow exces-

sively violent towards the end of September and in October, and that the ice sheet by this time has

probably commenced to weaken.

During the twenty days occupied by Lieutenant ROYDS on his journey to Cape Crozier, the mean of the

temperatures observed is found to be - 20 F., and the mean minimum - 34 2 F. During the same

period the mean temperature at Winter Quarters is found to have been - ll-9 F., and the mean minimum

temperature -21 -2 F. ;
but it must be mentioned that for five out of the twenty-one days Lieutenant

ROYDS'S observations were made in camp, near Cape Crozier, at an elevation estimated at 940 feet above

sea-level.

During the months of September and October, 1902, mean pressure at the Winter Quarters of the "
Ghiuss," September

German Expedition is found to have been 28-900 inches, which is 0'261 inch lower than that which

obtained at McMurdo Sound during the same period. The highest pressure during the two months

29-634 inches, recorded on the 28th September is 0'220 inch lower than the "
Discovery's" for the same

period; the lowest pressure 27 '922 inches, recorded on the 13th October is 0'397 inch lower than the

3 K 2
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"Discovery's" for the same period. The extreme range of pressure, 1-712 inches, is 0-177 inch larger

than that recorded on board the "
Discovery."

The menu air temperature of 4 -4 F. is 14- 7 F. higher than the mean temperature at McMurdo Sound

during September and October, 1902; the maximum of 25 '7 F., registered on the 23rd October, is

10 '7 F. higher than the maximum at Mc.Mimlo Sound in those months, and the minimum of - 26 -9 F.,

registered on the 14th September, is no less than 16 -6 higher than the minimum of - 43 -5 F. registered

at McMurdo Sound six days later. The extreme range of temperature, 52 -6, is about 6 smaller than the

extreme range at McMurdo Sound for the two months.

The mean of the observations for wind force at the German Antarctic Station in September and

October, 1902, is found to be 2-8; on 21 days the wind's force was estimated at 6 or 7 ;
on 11 of these

days at 8 or above 8. The prevailing winds during this period were from eastward, 17' 2 per cent, of the

total observations of wind falling under the head "east," and 18 -8 per cent, falling under the head "east by

south," but 15-9 per cent, of the observations fall under the head "calm."

There were 4 cloudless days, when the proportion of cloud to blue sky was less than 2 in 10
;
and 31

cloudy days, when the proportion was more than 8 in 10. Entries of rain, snow, or snow-drift, occur on

50 days in the 2 months.

Gaussberg. From a comparison of observations made at an observing station, situated on the ocean ice, at the foot

of the Gaussberg, with those taken on board the "Gauss "
at the same hours, it was found that both

pressure and temperature were somewhat higher at the former station. On one of the sleighing

expeditions to the Gaussberg, which took place from the 28th April to the 10th May, 1902, it was found

that pressure was T7 millims. (0-067 inch) higher and the temperature 30- 1 C. (5 -6 F.) higher at the foot

of the mountain than were pressure and temperature on board the " Gauss "
at the same time. On another

expedition made to the Gaussberg, from the 25th September to the 9th October, the pressure was found

to be 8 millim. (0 032 inch) higher at the station at the foot of the mountain than that observed at the

ship, and the temperature 1 9 C. (3 4 F.) higher. The range of temperature at the former station, moreover,

was smaller. It is to the steepening of the pressure-gradient southward, over Kaiser Wilhelm II. Land,

associated with the decrease of pressure during the passage eastward of cyclonic systems to the north of

the station, that the violence of the easterly gales experienced at the Winter Quarters of the German

Expedition must be attributed.

The prevalence of winds from eastward in Kaiser Wilhelm II. Land is probably due, not only to the

increase of pressure landward, but also to the contour of the coast line.

The "
Discovery

"
and the "

Morning
"
in the Ross Sea had winds from eastward no more frequently

than winds from other quarters, in parallels much further south than that on which the " Gauss
"
was

situated during her stay in the Antarctic.

At the end of December, 1901, and in the beginning of January, 1902, the "
Discovery," proceeding

southward, had winds principally from east-north-eastward and west-south-westward, but mostly from the

latter direction between the parallels of 50 S. and 60 S., and principally from west-south-west between

the parallels of 60 S. and 67 S. Thence to 70 S. the winds were from between north-north-east and

south-south-east round by east
;
but from that latitude to 75 S. she had winds from south to west-

south-west.

In December, 1 902, the "
Morning," steaming southward, had winds chiefly from between south-south-

east and west-north-west, round by south, between the parallels of 50 S. and 65 S. ;
and winds from

between north-east and west-north-west, round by north, between the latter parallel and 70 S. Thence,

to McMurdo Sound, in January, 1903, 1st to 22nd, she experienced winds from between south-east and

south-south-west, the principal directions being south-south-east and south-south-west.

From the 1st to 10th of March, 1903, the "
Morning," proceeding northward from McMurdo Sound,

met with winds mainly from between north-west and south-south-west to latitude 65 S.
; thence to

latitude 50 S. winds from between west and north-north-west. During the period 13th December, 1903,

to 5th January, 1904, the "Morning" and "Terra Nova," making for McMurdo Sound from the

northward, had southerly and south-westerly winds for the most part from 50 S. to 65 S.
; subsequently

to 77 S. winds between east-south-east and south-west round by south.
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bar-October, J902.

From the 19th February to the 5th March, 1904, the "Discovery," homeward bound from McMurdo

Sound, recorded winds from between east-south-east and west-north-west, round by south, but principally

from between south-east and south-west to the 66th parallel. The "
Morning," from the 1st to the

25th February of that year, while in McMurdo Sound and traversing the same route, had winds from

between east-north-east and west-south-west round by south, but principally from east-south-east. Thence

to the 50th parallel both vessels experienced westerly winds, chiefly from between west-south-west and

north-west.

Cruising in the Weddell Sea, during February and March, 1903, between the parallels of 60 S. and

68 S., the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition in the " Scotia
"

recorded 427 observations of wind

from north to north-east and 255 from south to south-west out of a total of 1142 wind observations
;
and

from the 21st February to the 20th April, 1904, between the parallels of 45 S. and 72 S., 767 south-west

to north-west winds were recorded and 309 north to north-east winds out of a total of 1440 wind

observations.

At Snow Hill, the mean of the barometer observations recorded in September and October, 1902, at Snow Hill, Septem-

8 a.m., by the Swedish Expedition, is found to be 29 09 inches. The results for this period compared
with those of the period May-August show a diminution of mean monthly pressure at this station of

- 37 inch from June to October, but a recovery of pressure of 0'15 inch from August to September.

The highest 8 a.m. pressure, in September and October, was recorded on the 29th September and was

29 - 77 inches, a moderate breeze from south-south-west being noted at the time ; the lowest pressure in

the 2 months, 28 -38 inches, was recorded on the 14th September and was associated with a gentle breeze

from the same direction. These extremes show a range of pressure at 8 a.m. of 1 39 inches.

The mean of the 8 a.m. observations for temperature during these 2 months is 7 1 F. ;
the maximum

8 a.m. temperature, 38 F., was registered on the 16th September, when there was a light air from north ;

the minimum, - 27 F., on the 1st September, when there was no wind, and again on the 2nd September,

when there was a light air from north-east. The range of temperature at 8 a.m. therefore was 65.

The prevailing wind during this period was from south by west, and this was the prevailing wind in

March and April and from May to August inclusive. The average force of the wind at 8 a.m. is found to

have been 3-4; the number of strong winds recorded at 8 a.m. was 10; the number of gales 7. The

mean amount of cloud was 8. Dr. NORDENSKIOLD mentions that a strong, warm wind from north-west

set in about the middle of September and lasted for a few days, and that it drove the ice from the land
;

but that gales and cold returned at the end of the month.

At the "Discovery's" Winter Quarters during the summer months November, 1902, to February, 1903,

inclusive, a mean pressure of 29 '405 inches obtained.

The highest barometer reading, 30 '112 inches, was taken on the 22nd November during a calm; the

lowest, 28-758 inches, on the 23rd February, also during a calm. A mean temperature of 18 -1 F.

obtained during the period, and the range of temperature was 48 -5. The maximum temperature was

39 F., and it was registered on two occasions : on the 26th December, in a calm, and on the 8th January,

with a light air from east-north-east. The minimum temperature, -9 - 5 F., is entered against the

24th February, with a light air from north. The winds were principally from between north and south-

east. Out of 1440 observations of wind recorded during the four months, when referred to 8 points of

the compass, 18 3 per cent, come under the head "north," 28- 3 per cent, under the head "east," 10 '2 per

cent, under "
north-east," and 12' 7 per cent, under " south-east." But 19 3 per cent, of the observations were

under the head " calms'' and 3 - 5 per cent, under "variable." The remaining 7
- 7 per cent, of the obser-

vations were of winds principally from south and north-west. The mean force of the wind as estimated

was nearly 3, and no gales were recorded. Blue sky was noted on 25 days ;
the weather was cloudy on

61 days, overcast on 34, misty on 14, foggy on 10. Snow fell on 37 days.

At Cape Armitage only three observations for temperature were recorded during the four months Cape Armitage, De-

November-February, 1902-3. On the 17th December a reading of 28 F. was noted, and the maximum

temperature at Winter Quarters on that day was 27 - 2 F. ;
on 5th November the minimum thermometer

registered
- 14 F., and the minimum temperature in the screen at Winter Quarters registered on the

same day was 4 4 F.

'

Discovery," Novem-
ber, 1902, to Feb-

ruary, 1903.

cember - February,
1902-3.
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"Southern Cross" From November to January, 1899-1900, inclusive, the "Southern Cross" Expedition had a mean

vembor- January, pressure of 29 '245 inches; a mean temperature of 27 '6 F.
;
a maximum temperature of 48 '7 F. (on tli<>

_ I tli January); a minimum temperature of -4"'3F. on 2nd November; giving a range of 53". The

wind cam
(.-, mainly, from south-east, but there was a fair proportion of winds from south and east, and a

large proportion of calms. The mean force of the wind as estimated comes out at 2 2, although no less

than 25 gales were experienced.

S.S.
"
Morning," De- From the 25th December, 1902, to the 25th January, 1903, the relief ship "Morning," under the

1902-3
*ary> command of Lieutenant W. COLBECK, E.N.R., was making her way from the 67th parallel of south latitude,

and about the 179th meridian of east longitude, to McMurdo Sound. During the remaining days of

January, and during the whole of February, the ship was anchored in the Sound, not far from the

"Discovery." Four-hourly observations were made on board the "Morning" throughout this period, and

a brief summary of the results is given in Table 5.

Sledge journeys, No- A comparison of the results of observations obtained during the sledge journeys undertaken by the

190''-"
m17 ' National Antarctic Expedition during the Summer of 1902-3 with the corresponding results registered

at the same time at their Winter Quarters shows in a marked degree how much lower were the temperatures

experienced by the respective sledge parties, even at no great distance from the ship, than those experienced

at Winter Quarters. The direction of the wind observed at Winter Quarters is also frequently in marked

contrast with the wind observations recorded on these journeys. For instance : on a sledge journey, led

by Lieutenant ROYDS, to Cape Crozier, from the 3rd to the 17th November, inclusive, the mean temperature

was 9 -3 F., when the mean temperature at Winter Quarters was 12 -

1 F. The highest reading of the

thermometer was 17 F., but the maximum temperature at Winter Quarters during the period was 27 8 F.

The minimum temperature registered on the journey was - 18" F., and the minimum at Winter Quarters,

zero, F. The average direction of the wind was south by west on the journey, while it was east by north

at Winter Quarters.

Sledge journey. During a journey to the Western Mountains, led by Lieutenant ARMITAGE, from the 29th November,

1902, to the 19th January, 1903, inclusive, the contrasts in temperature between the localities visited by
the sledge party and Winter Quarters are not so marked, considering the elevation at which the sledge

party's observations were made during the greater part of the journey. The wind directions recorded by
the travellers are, however, very different from those experienced at Winter Quarters, and correspond with

those recorded on journeys to the south-east, south, and south-west of the ship.

In the four days 6th to 9th December, between 77 47' S., 165 21' E., and 77 45|' S., 164 45' E.,

at an average approximate elevation of 3600 feet above mean sea-level, the mean of the temperature

observations noted by the sledge party was 16 '7 F., and the average direction of the wind south, while

at the ship the mean temperature is found to have been 23 F., and the average wind direction east

by south.

During the four days llth to 14th December, between 77 49' S., 164 21' E., and 77 51' S.,

163 45' E., at an average elevation approximately of 3600 feet above sea-level, the sledge party had a

mean temperature of 21 ! F., and an average wind direction south by west. At the same time at the

ship the mean temperature was 27' 7 F., and the average direction of the wind south-east by east.

From the 1st to the 6th January, inclusive, between 77 42' S., 160 9' E., and 77" 43' S., 159 38' E.,

at an average elevation approximately of 7500 feet, a considerable fall in temperature was experienced by
the travellers, and the mean temperature during the time is found to have been - 1 F., with an average

wind direction south-west by south, while at the ship the mean temperature was 28' 3 F., and the average

wind direction north by east.

On the return journey, from the 12th to the 15th January, between 77 51' S., 162 56' E., and

77 48' S., 164 34' E., the sledge party recorded temperatures giving a mean of 27 3 F., at an average

elevation approximately of 2840 feet, and calms, while at the ship the mean temperature was 27 -2 F., but

the average wind direction was east.

Captain SCOTT s Table 6 gives some mean results of observations made during Captain SCOTT'S famous journey farthest
journey south.

south, with corresponding values at Winter Quarters for comparison.

Readings of aneroid barometers, for pressure, were supplemented during the journey by occasional
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hypsometcr observations. At first two aneroids were in use, differentiated in the Register by the numbers

1 and 2, but the readings of No. 1 have not hero been used, as the error of the instrument was found to

have varied more than j$ of an inch between the date of issue and the 2nd November. No. 2 (Aneroid,

M.O. No. 2) agreed very nearly with the ship's standard mercury barometer at the beginning of

November, and the correction then obtained was in good agreement with the Kew correction, at 29 inches,

viz.,
- "02. After the 5th November the observations noted were of one aneroid only, and the instrument

is distinguished in the Register as H.O. 4 and M.O. 3. The mean correction for this aneroid was found to

be + '01 at 29 inches, when the returning sledge party was near to, or at, the ship from the 1st to the

3rd February, 1903, the error varying between - -01 and + '03. The correction, when issued, was + '02

at 29 inches
;

it is fair, therefore, to consider + '02 as an approximate correction for this aneroid throughout

the journey.

The results of the observations for pressure, to which the above corrections have been applied, are in

fair agreement with the results of the same observations corrected by applying the errors obtained from

time to time by comparisons of hypsometer observations with simultaneous reading of the aneroid. Both

are here given.

As the height above sea-level was not known, it has been assumed that the area over which Captain

SCOTT and his party travelled was not much higher during the greater portion of the journey than the

height of the ice barrier at its edge, and in reducing the observations for pressure to mean sea-level a mean

altitude of 150 feet has been assumed. It is recognised at the same time that the assumption of a mean

altitude is scarcely admissible, as the whole mechanism of ice distribution implies some gradual elevation

southward how much is an open question.

In 'The Voyage of the "Discovery,"' Captain SCOTT states that on the 19th December "Everywhere

apparently there is a sharp and definite line between the land and the level surface of the barrier as exists

on an ordinary coastline between land and water." He was then in latitude 81 5' S., 162 6' E.

If the barrier upon which the explorers were travelling did not rise with latitude to a much greater

altitude than that which has been assumed here as the mean altitude during the journey, then the increase

of pressure, with increase of latitude, confidently expected by former explorers of this quadrant of the

Antarctic, did not obtain.

The results of observations show that the mean pressure to the south differed but little from the mean

pressure at Winter Quarters during the same periods. The differences between the two means are

curiously constant throughout, the average difference being about 0'05 inch, using the Kew correction,

and nil using the correction obtained by hypsometer observations.

An increase in mean pressure between the first and second period of 0'37 inch is found at Winter

Quarters', against 0'34 inch on the sledge journey, using the Kew correction; and a diminution of mean

pressure between the second and third periods of 0'29 inch at Winter Quarters, against 0'24 inch on

the journey. Again, a diminution is shown between the third and fourth periods, which is only

0" 09 inch at Winter Quarters and 0' 14 inch on the journey. An increase of mean pressure is shown

between the fourth and fifth periods of - 14 inch at Winter Quarters, against 0'15 inch on the

journey, and a diminution between the fifth and sixth of
- 27 inch at the former and of

- 29 inch on

the latter.

This similitude, in the rise and fall of mean pressure, between the Winter Quarters' pressure results on

the one hand, and the pressure results of observations made on the southern journey during the same

periods, suggests a mean distribution of pressure over the areas traversed to the eastward of the mountain

ranges, represented by an isobar running about N.N.E. and S.S.W.

This supposition gains some confirmation by the fact that, during the journey to the south, the wind's

direction was mainly from south-south-westward.

It siwms not improbable, indeed, that from Cape Adare to Mount Longstaff, and even still farther to the

south, the distribution of pressure conforms largely to the configuration of the high land, and that an area

of relatively high pressure lies over the land to the westward of the coast ranges, and relatively low over

the Ross Sea, giving gradients for southerly winds during the greater portion of the year.

The tendency for the formation of a pressure gradient, with isobars along the coastline is generally
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noticeable wherever land meets sea and may probably be attributed to the temperature gradient between

the land and the water.

On the coastlines of the great continents the phenomenon is for the most part marked by the tendency

of the average wind to follow the direction of the littoral. This is well shown in the ' Wind Charts of the

Coastal Regions of South America,' prepared in the Meteorological Office and published by the Admiralty.

There is also evidence in favour of the existence of a similar state of things in high latitudes.

The point is strikingly illustrated in the pressure and temperature maps given in the 'Atlas Climato-

logique de PEmpire de Russie,' published in St. Petersburg, in 1900, by the Observatoire Physique

Central Nicolas.

In this atlas the maps devoted to mean monthly temperature of the air show that during the four

months December to March the isotherms along the eastern seaboard of Siberia and, to some extent, along

the northern seaboard also, run almost parallel to the coast, and that the temperature gradient is inland

towards a minimum situated on about the 135th meridian of east longitude, in the neighbourhood of the

Arctic Circle.

The maps dealing with atmospheric pressure and wind resultants for the same months exhibit isobars

which also run almost parallel to the northern and eastern seaboards, and the pressure gradient is seaward

from a maximum situated over some locality in about the centre of Asia.

In the maps relating to the three months April to June, the temperature gradient is shown to be from

the south towards a minimum over the Arctic Ocean
;
but in May and June a gradient is indicated towards

the eastern seaboard as well.

In the maps for pressure for the three months the isobars display, by their tendency to turn northwards

as they approach the Arctic Ocean, the transitional condition of the atmosphere characteristic of the

season.

In July and August the conditions which obtained during the four months December to March are more

or less completely inverted. Isotherms affect the contour of the northern seaboard, and incline coastwise

on the eastern coast also, but the temperature gradient is from inland towards the sea. The isobars for

these months outline roughly the trend of the littoral, but the pressure gradient is inland from the sea.

For the months of September to November, inclusive, the general distribution of temperature and

pressure indicated differ but little from those which characterise December to March, but, while the

relation between temperature and pressure is almost as clearly defined in the former period as it is in

the latter, the September to November period is, in addition, marked by some features which appertain to

the three transitional months April to June. Thus we should not be surprised to find some correspondence

between the general run of the isobars and the coastline of the Antarctic Continent. The variation from

Winter to Summer is less marked, possibly because the cold centre remains in approximately the same

position in both seasons and the arrangement is subject only to variation of a local character.

From the 6th to the 9th November, between latitude 78 15' S., longitude 168 10' E., and latitude

78 40' S., longitude 167 53' E., there occurred a period of unsettled weather which may be touched on in

order to illustrate conditions occasionally experienced by Captain SCOTT and his party during their

southern journey.

At 2 p.m. on 6th November the barometer, corrected for an altitude of 150 feet to sea-level, stood at

29 30 inches, and the thermometer at 1 5 F. There was a light air from north-west, and the " weather

throughout the day beautifully fine." At 9 p.m. pressure and temperature had not changed, but the light

air had died away. At 10 p.m. on the 6th to 4 p.m. on the 7th a hard blizzard was blowing from south-

west, with exception of a lull at 2.30 a.m. The smoke from Mount Erebus was observed to be moving
from south-west. The wind moderated and the weather improved at 5 p.m., and an hour after there

was only a light air from north-west. The mercury had dropped very little, and at 9 p.m. stood at

29 27 inches, but the temperature had fallen to - 4 F. The weather was noted as "
b."

A light air continued to come from north-west until after 4 a.m. on the 8th, and at 6 a.m. a blizzard was

again experienced which lasted throughout the day, with the wind from south-south-west, force 2-5. The

barometer was rising ; temperature fluctuating, but higher. The snow drift is described as heavy all day.

The wind dropped towards 6 p.m., but freshened at 10 p.m.
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The blizzard did not moderate until 3 p.m. on the 9th, the wind continuing from south-south-west, and

the barometer now rising. After that, although the breeze was light, the drift continued until 5 p.m.,

when the smoke from Mount Erebus was seen to be "going to north-east and east." The barometer then

rose briskly and ut 8 a.m. had risen to 29 66 inches
;
at the same time the thermometer marked 6

'

F.

At the Winter Quarters of the German Expedition in the Antarctic during the three months November "
Gams," November

to January, 1902-3, observations for pressure show a mean of 29 -293 inches, which is 0'112 inch lower

than the mean of the pressure observations taken at the Winter Quarters of the "
Discovery

"
during the

four months' period November to February, 1902-3.

The highest barometer reading in the three months, 29-800 inches, was recorded on the 24th November.

It is 0-312 inch lower than the highest barometer reading recorded by the British Expedition in the

November to February period, and relates to a date two days later. The lowest reading recorded during
the three months, 28-390 inches, observed on the 20th January, is 0-368 inch lower than the lowest at

the "
Discovery's

" Winter Quarters for the four months November to February, which was observed on the

23rd February. The range of pressure, 1 -410 inch, is 0'056 inch larger than the range of pressure which

obtained at the "
Discovery's" Winter Quarters.

The results of temperature observations at the German station give a mean of 26 -8 F. for the three

months, which is 8 -7 higher than the mean temperature at the British station during the same period.

The maximum temperature, 40 -8 F., registered on the 22nd December, is l"-8 higher than the maximum

temperature at the British station for the four months November to February, 1902-3; the minimum,
- 17 '7 F., registered on the 1st November, is 8 -2 lower than the lowest registered at the British station

in the Summer of 1902-3. The range of temperature, 58 -5, is 10 larger, for the three months' period, at

the German station than it is for the four months' period at the British.

The average force of the wind at the German station, as estimated, was 2-8. On 21 clays during the

three months the wind rose to force 6 or 7, and on 8 of these days it attained to gale force. The direction

of the wind, mainly, was from between east by north and east by south. 26 -5 per cent, of the total wind

observations made in the three months under notice were of winds from east; 16 "2 per cent, of winds

from east by north ;
14-7 per cent, of winds from east by south

;
and 8 per cent, were of calms. There

were 6 cloudless days, when the proportion of cloud to blue sky was less than 2, and 44 cloudy days, when

the said proportion was more than 8. On 51 days rain, snow, or snow drift was recorded.

At Snow Hill, during the four summer months of November to February, 1902-3, the Swedish Swedish Expedition

Antarctic Expedition recorded observations for pressure at 8a.m. which give a mean of 29 -26 inches. ember *- February

The highest 8 a.m. reading, 29-85 inches, relates to the 2nd December, when a gentle breeze from north- 1902-3.

east was stirring; the lowest 8 a.m. reading, 28 '56 inches, was noted on the 14th February, and was

associated with a strong breeze from west-south-west a range of l
- 29 inches.

The mean temperature at 8 a.m. in these months is found to have risen from 7 1 F., the mean for

September and October, 1902, to 24 -7 F. The maximum temperature, 35 F., occurred on the 23rd

January, with a light breeze from south-south-west ;
the minimum, 2 F., on the 1st November, with a

strong breeze from south-south-west. The range of the 8 a.m. temperatures was therefore 33. The

prevailing wind at 8 a.m. is found to have been south by east during these summer months
; the average

force, 2-3
;
the mean cloud amount, 8. Strong winds were noted on 14 occasions at 8 a.m.; no gales

were recorded at that hour.

The information relating to the meteorology of the Weddell Sea and of Laurie Island, South Orkneys, Scottish National

incorporated, by permission of the author, in this memoir, is summarised from the Reports contributed by Expedl
,

t

o?'i'
Feb"

*
riiivrv, 1 .)()(>.

Mr. ROBERT C. MOSSMAN, F.R.S.E., the meteorologist of the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition, to

' The Scottish Geographical Magazine,' Tables VII. and VIII. The valuable information thus obtained

has been supplemented by additional data, kindly supplied by Mr. MOSSMAN, whose generous assistance

in this matter is greatly appreciated.

Mr. MOSSMAN states that, after leaving Port Stanley, Falkland Islands, in the S.Y. "
Scotia," the edge

of the ice pack was reached on the 2nd February, 1903, in latitude 60 S. During the first half of

February the mean position of the "Scotia" was latitude 60 5' S., longitude 37 45' W. The mean of

the temperature observations recorded every hour during the first half of the month is found to be

3 L
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30" '3 F. and the extreme range of temperature only 6 -2, viz., between a maximum of 32 F. and a

minimum of 25' 8 F.

The mean pressure during theperiod is given as 29' 186 inches. The prevailing winds were from

between north-west and north-east, and south and west-south-west
;
the former, presumably, blowing in

front of, and the latter in rear of, depressions travelling to the eastward and south-eastward and passing

over the area of observation. Once only, on the llth February, the wind attained to the force of a gale,

and then for not more than an hour.

During the second half of February the ship's mean position being in latitude 67 55' S., longitude

21 45' W., the weather was considered by the explorers unusually cold for the season, the mean

temperature being as low as 25 '4 F., with a range of temperature of !8 1-
6, i.e., from a maximum of

32 F. to a minimum of 1 3 '4 F. In the second half of the month under notice, in the mean position

referred to, the mean pressure declined to 28-966 inches. Mr. MOSSMAN states that during this time the

most frequent wind was the south-west, which was closely followed by winds from cast, south-east and

north. The frequency of the south-west wind may have been due to a relatively high pressure over

Graham Land, Danco Land, and the neighbouring islands, the north wind to the air circulation in front of

approaching low-pressure systems, and the south-east wind to the circulation in the rear.
" Winds from

west-south-west and north-north-west were of rare occurrence," says Mr. MOSSMAX, and the reason seems

obvious, for these winds belong to the northern segment of cyclonic systems in the southern hemisphere,

and the
"
Scotia's

"
average position during the second half of February lay to the south of that part of

the circulation and in the southern segment of the systems.

"Discovery," March During the autumn months of March and April, 1 903, observations for pressure at the "
Discovery's

"

Winter Quarters give a mean of 29-354 inches, which is 0-015 inch lower than the mean pressure of the

corresponding month in the previous year. The range of pressure in March and April, 1 903, 0-987 inch,

is 0-244 inch smaller than the range in the corresponding two months of 1902. The highest barometer

reading, 29 -782 inches, was recorded on the 25th March, the lowest, 28-795 inches, on the I2th April.

The mean temperature during these two months was - 8 9 F. and is 9 4 lower than the mean

temperature of the corresponding period in 1902, and the range of temperatures, 67-5, is 8-4 larger.

The maximum temperature was 25 -5 F. and is entered against the 6th March; the minimum, - 42 F.,

against the 26th April.
( npe Armitagc, ^t Cape Armitage, 57 observations for temperature, taken between the hours of 10 a.m. and noon, give

1903.
'

a mean of -1 8 -6 F. ;
the highest reading, 25 -5 F., was taken on the 5th March, the lowest, -56 F.,

registered on the 22nd April showing a range of 81 '5.

"Discovery," Winter The prevailing winds at McMurdo Sound during March and April, 1903, were north-easterly or easterly,

April, 1903.

"
tne percentage of frequency of the former being 23 '5, and of the latter 34 '0; but 24 '5 per cent, of the

total wind observations for the period were of calms.

Blue sky was recorded on 17 days, and cloudy, or overcast, sky on 44 days.

Snow fell on 25 days, and the weather was misty on 10 days.

Strong winds were recorded on 15 days, and gales on 2 days.
Relief Ship ''Morn. The Relief Ship "Morning," returning northward from McMurdo Sound between the 1st and 10th

March, 1903, reached a position in latitude 65 36' S., longitude 173" 57' E., on the latter date. She

recorded a mean pressure of 29-41 inches during this time. Her highest barometer reading, taken on the

5th 29-69 inches was associated with a fresh south-westerly breeze, her lowest of 28 -99 inches on the

8th, with a strong northerly wind, which attained the force of a fresh gale.

Her mean temperature was 22 F.
;
mean wind force 5. Strong winds were experienced on 3 days,

and gales on 3 days.

iisli Expedition, At Snow Hill Island, the Swedish station, in March and April, 1903, the mean 8 a.m. pressure had

,
1903. declined from 29 -26 inches, the mean pressure during the summer months of November to February, to

29-05 inches. The highest 8 a.m. reading was no higher than 29 '58 inches, and this was noted on the

20th April during a calm; the lowest 8 a.m. reading, 28-44 inches, was noted on the 24th March, and a

fresh gale was blowing from west-south-west at the time. The resultant range, 1 14 inches, is not large.

In these months Snow Hill Island had a mean temperature, at 8 a.m., of 8 '9 F., which is 1"8 F. lower
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Scotia," Scottish

tion, March,' 1903.

than tlio mean 8 a.m. temperature of the four summer months of 1902-3. The maximum temperature,

42 F., was observed on the 18th April during a calm; the minimum, - 13" F., on the 2-Uh April, when

a fresh gale was blowing from south-west. In the two mouths, therefore, the range of temperature
was 55 F.

At 8 a.m. the prevailing wind during these autumn months proved to be from south, and the mean

force 4-2, which shows an increase of 1-9 on- the 8 a.m. Summer mean. The mean cloud amount was

again 8. Strong winds were recorded at 8 a.m. 11 times during the period, gales 12 times.

From the 1st to the 20th March, 1903, the S.Y. "Scotia" was cruising in the Weddell Sea, and her

average position, from the 1st to the 10th inclusive, is given as latitude 67" 55' S., longitude 34 35' W.

Observations made during this ten-day period give the following results : Mean pressure, 29 168 inches
;

highest barometer reading, 29 -610 inches, taken on the 6th; lowest, 28-367 inches, on the 9th. Mean

temperature, 27 F.
;
maximum temperature, 29 -5 F., observed on the 9th; minimum, 20 -8 F., on the

6th. The sky was overcast during the whole of the period ;
the average wind force was 2 -6, and gales

were experienced during 27 hours. The prevailing winds were from between north and south-east, north-

easterly winds predominating. During 53 hours snow fell, and sleet was noted against 2 hours. Rain

fell on 5 hours, and the weather was misty, or foggy, on 9 hours.

From the llth to the 20th March the average position of the "Scotia" is given as latitude 63 40' S.,

longitude 42 50' W. Pressure diminished during this period, and the mean is found to have been

29-00 inches.

The highest barometer reading, 29-362 inches, was recorded on the 13th
;
the lowest, 28-396 inches, on

the 20th. Temperature fell for the most part during this time, although the maximum temperature,

32 -1 F., was registered on 20th, and the minimum, 6 -9 F., 7 days before.

The total observations for temperature during the 9 clays yield a mean of 24 4 F.

The sky was cloudy, or overcast, during the greater portion of this period, the average amount of cloud

being 9 8.

The average force of the wind was the same as the average of the previous period, 2 6, but only one

gale was experienced.

Out of 240 observations of wind direction, 91 were of winds from north-eastward; 45 of winds from

northward
;
45 from southward

;
and 28 from north-westward. Snow was recorded on 37 hours, sleet on

1 hour, and rain on 9 hours; the weather was misty or foggy on 13 hours.

Observations made at Laurie Island, South Orkneys, by the Scottish Expedition during the month of

April, 1903, give the following results: Mean pressure 29 204 inches ; highest pressure 29 '859 inches,

observed on 2nd of the month; lowest 28 -279 inches, on the 24th. Mean temperature 20 -6 F. ;

maximum temperature 36 '2 F., registered on the 15th; minimum -8 -

l F., on the 29th. The weather

was cloudy; snow was noted on 119 hours; sleet on 32 hours; rain on 48 hours; and hail on 2. Mist or

fog was noted on 51 hours. The average force of the wind, as estimated, is found to have been 1 '7, and

no gales were recorded.

Out of 710 observations of wind direction, 510 were of winds from between south and north-west, round

by west, and the north-westerly wind predominated. Only 21 observations were of winds from eastward

and north-eastward.

The north-westerly winds were doubtless occasioned by the approach of low-pressure systems, the wind

shifting to the westward and southward as the trough of the depression neared, passed over, and receded

from the station.

At the "Discovery's" Winter Quarters, in McMurdo Sound, from May to August, 1903, inclusive, the "
Discorery," May to

mean pressure was 29-223 inches, or 0-051 inch higher than the mean pressure in the corresponding

months of 1902; and the range of pressure, 1-761 inches, 0-280 inch smaller. The highest pressure,

30-061 inches, noted on the 31st July, associated with a fresh breeze frm east by south, is 0-120 inch

lower than the highest recorded during the corresponding period of the previous year. Readings of

30 037 inches and 30 027 inches were also recorded, the first on the 3rd June and the second on the

1st August. The lowest pressure, 28-300 inches, recorded on the 10th August, associated with a strong

aouth-south-west wind, is 0- 160 inch higher than the lowest pressure noted in the four months May to

3 L 2
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August, 1902, which was the lowest reading recorded during the "Discovery's"' stay in tin- Antan-tir

regions.

As regards temperature, the Winter of 1903 was rather more severe than the Winter of the previous

year. The mean temperature, for the four months under notice, is found to have been as low as

- 16"9 ., whereas the mean temperature of the winter months, May to August, 1902, was - 13'3 F.

Cape Armitage. The mean temperature at Cape Armitage during the months under notice, obtained from 203 observations,

generally taken twice a day, i.e., at about noon and 4 p.m., comes out as -28- 5 F. The range of

temperature during these months was 71 -2 F. at Winter Quarters and 76' 2 F. at Cape Armitage. The

maximum temperature of 17 F. at Winter Quarters was registered on the llth June, when there was a

light breeze from east, and this is 2 F. lower than the maximum reading of the corresponding period of the

previous year. The maximum temperature observed at Cape Armitage was not higher than 8 '5 F.

The minimum for the period, -54 -2 F., registered on the 30th July at Winter Quarters, in a calm, is

3 '7 F. lower than that of the previous year. At Cape Armitage the minimum temperature of the four

months, - 67 -7 F., registered on the 16th May, is as much as 5 -7 F. lower than the lowest registered in

the two months July, August, 1902, which are the only months for which observations are available for

comparison in that year at Cape Armitage.

As regards the weather experienced at Winter Quarters in the four 'winter months of 1903, 52 days

were cloudy, 19 overcast; but blue sky was recorded on 52 days. Snow fell on 40 days; the weather WHS

misty on 54, foggy on 21. Strong winds blew on 40 days, and attained force 8, and upward, on 24 days.

Aurora was observed on 76 days.

Out of 1476 observations of wind direction, 29 2 per cent, were of winds from an easterly direction,

17 - 8 per cent, of winds from a north-easterly direction, 27 '5 per cent, were of calms, and 4 '2 per cent, of

variables.

Snow Hill Island, At Snow Hill Island, during the four months May to August, 1903, the mean pressure at 8 a.m.

19^ ''

increased to 29-13 inches from 29-05 inches, the mean for the two previous months. The maximum

8 a.m. pressure, 30-01 inches, occurred on the 12th May, during a calm; the minimum 8 a.m. pressure,

28-25 inches, on the 3rd June, when a strong south-west wind was blowing; thus a range of 1'76 inches

is shown for the period.

A mean temperature of - 1 2 F. is found from the 8 a.m. observations. A maximum of 40 F. relating

to the 31st May, and a minimum of - 32 F. to the 20th June, both associated with a calm, give 72 F. as

the range of temperature at 8 a.m. a large range.

The average direction and force of the wind, estimated at 8 a.m. during the four months, is found to

have been south, 2-7; the average amount of cloud 7.

On 18 occasions, at 8 a.m., the wind was estimated at force 6-7, and on 5 occasions as force 8-10.

Laurie Island, South The results of observations made at Laurie Island during the four months May to August, 1903, exhibit

August, 1903. a mean pressure of 29-250 inches, being 0-027 inch higher than the mean pressure at McMurdo Sound

for the same months. The highest pressure during the period, 30-013 inches, observed on the 13th May,
is 0'048 inch lower than the "Discovery's" lowest, covering the same months; the lowest pressure,

28-231 inches, observed on the 3rd July, is 0'069 inch lower than the "Discovery's" for the same months.

The range of pressure during the period, 1 -782 inches, is 0-021 inch larger than the range at McMurdo
Sound during the same period.

The mean temperature in these months is found to have been 15 4 6F.
;

a maximum of 46 F.,

registered on 31st May, and a minimum of - 26 F. on the 19th June, show a range of 72.

Cloudy weather appears to have prevailed during the four months, the mean amount of cloud being

estimated at 7 -5. Snow fell on 765 hours, sleet on 29 hours, rain on 152, and hail on 21.

Fog, or mist, is entered on 144 hours. The mean force of the wind, as estimated, is 2 1
; no gales were

experienced in May or June, but in July and August winds of force 8, and above, are noted on 71 hours.

Out of 2952 observations of wind direction made during the period, 392 were of northerly winds, 732

of north-westerly, 463 of westerly, 308 of south-westerly, and 405 of southerly. There were 172 obser-

vations <if calms, and 25 of variables; so that only 455 observations were of winds from the north-east,

east, and south-east directions, and of these not more than 109 were of winds from eastward.
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The South Orkneys, therefore, would appear to lie within the region of the westerly winds. The centres

of low-pressure systems, moving eastward over the islands, usually passed south of the station. Yet the

Winter Quarters of the German exploring ship "Gauss," situated on a parallel only 318 miles south of the

station on Laurie Island, lay for the most part well on the southern side of these eastward-moving

depressions, and was visited by easterly gales associated with the passage eastward of cyclonic systems,

the centres of which passed well to the north of the station.

Areas of low pressure, after passing south of Cape Horn, do not appear, as a rule, to have influenced

the weather at Snow Hill during the sojourn there of the Swedish Expedition, until the trough of the

depression had reached the 56th meridian of west longitude and had passed to the eastward of the

mountains of Danco Land.

In September and October, 1903, mean pressure was at its lowest at McMurdo Sound, for the period
"

Discovery," Sep-

iluring which the "
Discovery

"
remained there. It was as low as 28 957 inches, which is 204 inch lower iJos"

than the mean pressure of the corresponding months in 1 902. The highest barometer reading, 29 586 inches,

was taken on the 1st September, when there was no wind, and is 0'268 inch lower than the highest in

September and October, 1902; the lowest, 28 '303 inches, was observed on the 23rd of the same month,

when there was a fresh breeze from south, and is 0'016 inch lower than the lowest in the corresponding

period of the previous year. This range of 1 283 inches is 252 inch smaller than the range of pressure

in the corresponding months of the previous year. The mean temperature in the two months, - 12 -7 F.,

is 2 '4 lower than the mean temperature of September and October, 1902. The maximum temperature,

13 - 2 F., noted on the 28th September, with a fresh breeze from south-east, is l
- 8 lower than the

maximum registered in the same months of the previous year, when the wind came from the same

direction as a gentle breeze. The minimum, -58 - 5 F., registered on the 20th September and

associated with a calm, is 15 lower than the minimum of September and October in the previous year,

which occurred in a calm. The range of temperature, 71' 7, is 13' 2 larger than the range in the same

season of 1902.

At Cape Armitage during these months the thermometers were read twice a day, usually at about noon Cape Armiiage, Sep-

and 4 p.m. ;
and these observations, 106 in all, give a mean of - 18 '6 F., or 2 0- 7 lower than the mean of 1903

49 observations obtained at, or about, noon each day in September and October, 1902. The maximum

temperature in these months at Cape Armitage, 10 '5 F., observed on the 27th October, is also the same

as the maximum temperature in the same months of the previous year; the minimum temperature,

-64 - 6 F., registered on the 20th September, is 7
-
l lower than the minimum in the corresponding

months of 1902, and the range, 75'l, is 7'l larger.

The weather at McMurdo Sound was characterised by blue sky on 13 days ; by cloudy, or overcast, sky

on 48- days; by snow on 20 days ; by mist on 12 days; and by fog on 19 days. Aurora was observed

on 12 days. Strong winds, force 6-7, were experienced on 31 days; and the wind attained gale force,

8-10, on 9 days. Out of 732 observations of wind direction, 24 per cent, were from north-eastward,

29 per cent, from eastward, 7 '5 per cent, from northward, and 11 per cent, from south-eastward; 23 per

cent, were of calms or variable*) ;
and the remainder were of winds from the remaining directions other

than west.

On a sledge journey to Cape Crozier, undertaken by Lieutenant RoYDS and party, from the 7th to the 17th Lieutenant ROYDS to

September, 1903, inclusive, a mean temperature of -37 F. obtained. The mean temperature during the tomber'lQoa'
**^'

same time at Winter Quarters was -20 -7 F. The maximum temperature recorded, -5 F., on the 7th,

when the wind was from south-east, force 5, is 9 lower than the maximum during the same time at Winter

Quarters, registered on the same day, when the wind was from south-east, force 3
; the minimum,

- 61' 2 F., noted on the 16th, when there was no wind, is 24 lower than the lowest during the same

period at Winter Quarters, which occurred on the same day, associated with a breeze from east-north-east,

force 7.

On 5 days of the journey the sledge party had the wind from cast Ky north
;
on 2 days the direction

was south-west; and on 4 days there was no wind. At Winter Quarters during the whole of this time the

wind came from east-north-east. The mean of observations for wind force, as estimated by the travellers,

comes out at 1'4, while at Winter Quarters the mean force was 3.
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As regards weather, the sledge partv liail less cloud and less fug than obtained at Winter Quarters, and

no snow
;
at Winter Quarters snow fell on 3 days out of the 1 1 under notice.

Lieutennnt BABNK to Journeying to the south from the 13th to the 20th September, inclusive, Lieutenant BAKXK and party
* mill, .September, obtained values for temperature from the 13th to the 17th which show a mean of - 45 8 F., against

28 9 F., the mean of temperature observations at Winter Quarters. The maximum temperature,

-36 ''5 F., was registered on the 13th, with a light breeze from south-west; at Winter Quarters the

maximum, - 20 F., occurred two days after, with a light breeze from east-north-east. During a light

breeze from south-west, on the 15th, the minimum temperature, -66"'8F., was registered, and a day

later the minimum for the same period, -37 '2 F., was recorded at Winter Quarters, a wind from east-

north-east, force 7, blowing at the time. The mean wind directions during the journey are found to have

been 3 days south-south-west, 1 day north, and 4 days of calm; the force, 1. It was north-east by east,

2 -5, at Winter Quarters during the period. The atmosphere was clearer on the journey than at Winter

Quarters, otherwise the weather appears to have been similar.

Dr. WILSON to Cape From the 12th October to the 4th November, 1903, inclusive, a sledge party made a journey to Cape

ber'to"' 4Ui'' 'NOV."
Crozier and back

>
in charge of Dr. E. A. WILSON. From the time of starting to the end of the month the

ember, 19 . mean temperature was - 8 F., while it was - 3 -3 F. at Winter Quarters. The maximum for the period,

G -5 F., occurred during a gale (force 8) from south-west on the 27th ;
the maximum at Winter Quarters,

12 F., registered on the same day, was associated with a moderate breeze from south-east. The lowest

reading on this part of the journey, -33 '4 F., was noted on the 15th and again on the 17th, during

calms; the lowest at Winter Quarters,
- 27' 2 F., registered on the 19th, was likewise noted in a calm.

The mean direction and force of the wind, as estimated by the travellers, is found to be south-west by

south, 3, while at Winter Quarters it was east, 2 -

6. The weather was overcast or cloudy, alike on the

journey and at the ship, but rather less so on the journey. The travellers recorded snow on 7 days

only, and no fog ;
while at the ship snow fell on 11 days, and the weather was foggy on 6.

From the 1st to the 4th November, inclusive, the difference between the temperature experienced by
the sledge party and that which obtained at the ship was still more accentuated.

On the journey the mean temperature is found by the observations to have been 5-3 F., against

11'8F. at the ship. The maximum, 29'5F., noted on the 4th in a calm, may be placed against

24 - 5 F., the maximum at the ship, recorded on the 2nd, also in a calm. The minimum, - 16" F., noted on

the 2nd by the travellers when a calm prevailed, is 10 -5 lower than the minimum at the ship during the

same period, which occurred on the 3rd, with a light air from north. The mean direction and force of the

wind, as estimated by them, was west by south, 1'3; at the ship it was east-north-east, 2 "4. The weather

experienced by the travellers was similar to that which obtained at the ship, except that the ship had fog

on 1 day, while the travellers had no fog.

Lieutenant BABNE to Between the 7th October and the 12th December a journey was undertaken to the south-west, led by

O,Ttober"

e

to' 12th Lieutenant BARNE. Lieutenant BAENE arrived in latitude 79 16' S., longitude 165 48' E. on the 31st

December, 1903. of October. During this part of the journey the observations for temperature show a mean of -15 -

3,

while the mean at the ship was -4'l F. The maximum temperature, 4 - 5 F., was observed by the

sledge party on the 31st, with a light breeze from south by east, and the maximum at the ship for the

23 days, 12 F., occurred on the 27th, with the wind from east-south-east, force 3. The minimum

temperature,
- 50 -5 F., entered in the Journal of the sledge party on the 8th, with the wind's direction

south, force 2, is 23 -0 lower than the minimum at the ship during the same time, which was associated

with a light breeze from north. The average direction and force of the wind on this part of the

journey is found to have been south-south-west, 2
;
at the ship it was east by north, 2 -6, during the time.

Overcast or cloudy weather was experienced by the sledge party as well as at the ship; but while the

former had snow on 6 days, at the latter there was snow on 12 days ;
and while the travellers had fog on

3 days, there was fog at the ship on 8. On the 20th November Lieutenant BAKXE had reached a position

in latitude NO' 7' S., longitude 161 4' E., and the return journey commenced. During November

observations for temperature show a mean of 11 F., while the mean at McMurdo Sound was 15-4F.

The maximum temperature, 31 '2 F., registered on the 30th in a calm, is only 2 - 8 lower than the

maximum for the same period at the ship, registered on the 22nd, also in a calm. The minimum,
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- 11 -2 F., registered on the 5th, with ;i light breeze frc>m south by east, is 5-7 lower than the minimum

at the ship, noted with a light air from north. The mean wind direction and force is found to have been

south-west by south, 2 -6, while at the ship it was east by south, 2 '8. The weather experienced by the

travellers was similar to that recorded at the ship, except that at the latter fog was noted on 7 days and

mist on 3; but the travellers recorded neither fog nor mist. From the 1st to the 12th December mean

temperature on the sledge journey was 17 '6 F., 5'-0 lower than the mean in the same time at the ship.

The maximum, 30'2 F., recorded on the 9th, with a light breeze from north-east, is 3' -8 lower than the

maximum at the ship, recorded on the llth with the entry "calm." The minimum, 3 '4 F., also noted

on the 9th, but with a light breeze from south-west, is 4 '2 lower than the minimum at the ship entered

against the 6th, with a gentle breeze from east. The average wind direction and force comes out as

south-west, 1
- 7

;
at the ship it was east, 2. Again there was but little difference between the weather on

the journey in the last 12 days and that experienced at the ship, with the exception that on 3 days fog

was noted at the ship, but no entry of fog occurs in the Journal of the sledge journey for those days.

At Snow Hill, during the months of September and October, 1903, mean pressure showed a slight
Snow

increase on the mean of May-August, the result of the 8 a.m. observations giving 29 -16 inches. This is her, J!n:i.

0'07 inch higher than the mean 8 a.m. pressure for the corresponding months of the previous year.

The highest 8 a.m. reading, 29 '86 inches, was taken on the 7th September, when the wind was moderate

from south-south-west
;
the lowest, 28 -43 inches, on the 23rd October, when there was a moderate breeze

from the opposite point, north-north-east.

The mean of the 8 a.m. observations for temperature is 9 7 F., in the two months
;
the maximum,

41 F., occurred on the 27th October, associated with a light air from north-east ;
the minimum, - 23 F.,

on the 1st September, with a light breeze from south-south-west : a range of 64 F.

The wind's average direction was south-east by south, its average force 2 '5. Strong winds were

recorded at 8.m. on 6 occasions, gales on 3. The average cloud amount, 7, is the same as that which

obtained during the period May-August.
At Laurie Island, in September and October, the mean of the observations taken by the Scottish Laurie Island, South

Orkneys, feptern-
Expedition for pressure is 29-288 inches, which is 0-331 inch higher than the mean pressure, during ber-October, 1903.

the same period, in McMurdo Sound. The highest reading, 30 113 inches, entered against the 3rd October.

appears also to have been the highest recorded by the Swedish Expedition during Dr. NORDENSKIOI.D'S

stay on Snow Hill Island; the lowest, 28-444 inches, is entered for the 24th of the same month. The

range of pressure in October, 1 -669 inches, is found to be the largest for any month at Snow Hill while

the Expedition was stationed there.

The mean temperature, during September and October, was 20 2 F.
;
a considerable rise of temperature

occurred in October, and the mean for that month was 27' F. The maximum for the two months, 42 F.,

observed on the 28th October, and the minimum, -25 -8 F., on the 2nd September, show a range

of 67 -8 F.

The mean amount of cloud is estimated as 7 '7. The prevailing winds were westerly; out of 1464

entries of wind direction, 366 pertained to winds from north-westward, 216 to winds from northward,

210 to winds from westward, and 177 to those from south-westward. But 197 entries were of winds from

southward, 110 from south-eastward, and 87 of calms. The average force of the wind is estimated to have

been 1'8
; gales were recorded on 16 hours. Entries were made of snow on 334 hours, sleet on 31 hours,

rain on 25 hours, hail on 4, mist or fog on 31. The observations for wind, pressure, and temperature,

obtained at Laurie Island and Snow Hill Island, respectively, appear to show that eastward-moving areas

of low pressure, after passing Cape Horn, frequently take a path to the north of Joinville Island, and then

strike to the south-east, to the westward of the South Orkneys.

For the summer months of November, December, January, 1903-4, and the first 15 days of February, "Discovery," Nov.

1904, the barometer observations taken at McMurdo Sound show a mean pressure of 29 '082 inches, which 1003-4.

is 0- 323 inch lower than the mean pressure results for the four months November to February of the

previous Summer.

The highest reading, 29'598 inches, was noted on the 8th December, with a light breeze from north-

north-west ;
the lowest, 28-508 inches, on the 26th November, with a light air from south. The range of
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pressure, during the period (1st November to 15th February), 1 090 inches, is 0'264 inch smaller than

the range during the previous Summer (1st November to 28th February),

The mean temperature was 21 -3 F., or 3' -2 F. higher than that of the previous Summer, and the range

of temperature, 47 - 5 F., 1 smaller. The maximum temperature for the period, 42" F., was registered

on the 26th December, when there was no wind ; the minimum, - 5 -5 F., on the 3rd November, when a

light air came from north.

Cap* Armitnge, 1st At Cape Armitage the temperature was taken during the three months November to January on 13

February"" 1903-4
'

occasions. The mean temperature was 13 -8 F.
;

a maximum temperature was recorded on the 25th

November, 23 -8 F.
;
and the minimum, - 14 -2 F., on 27th January.

MfMurdo Sound. At McMurdo Sound the prevailing winds during the period 1st November to 15th February were from

north-east to south-east, the percentage of frequency of the former being 34 '5 and of the latter 14 2
; but,

out of 752 observations of wind direction, 17-5 per cent, were of winds from south-eastward; 3 - 7 per

cent, were variable; and 15 '0 per cent, of the observations were of calms.

The average force of the wind, throughout the period under notice, is found to have been 2 2
;
in the

four months November to February, 1902-3, it was 2 -9. The force of the wind rose to 7, or 8, on 18

occasions, and to 9 on one occasion.

In regard to the weather during the time, the sky was clear on 19 days; cloudy on 46; and overcast

on 42. Snow fell on 35 days ;
mist was noted 5 days ;

and fog on 24. These conditions of weather

closely resemble those of the four months of the previous Summer.

Captain SCOTT'S On the journey made by Captain SCOTT to the westward, and while on the Western Mountains, the ship

26th
1C

'October ""to
was l^t on ^e 26th October, 1903, and at the end of the month a position in latitude IT 42' S., longitude

16th December, 164 44' . was reached.
1903.

During this portion of the journey the mean temperature, 0'6 F., was 2 '0 F. lower than the mean

temperature at the ship. The maximum and minimum temperatures, which will be referred to in

connection with this journey, are the maximum and minimum observed by an ordinary thermometer.

The maximum, 10 -2 F., was observed on the 27th, when a light breeze was noted from north-east;

the minimum, - 9' 8 F., on the 29th, and there was no wind at the time of observation. The maximum
and minimum temperatures registered at the ship during the time were 12 F. (on the 27th) and

- 12 -3 F. respectively (on the 26th). The results of observations of wind direction and force show that

south-south-west was the predominating direction, and the average force 2'6. At the ship the average

direction and force is found to have been east-south-east, 3-4. The sledge party recorded snow on 1 day,

and fog on 1 day. At the ship snow fell on 4 days, and the weather was foggy on 4 days.

In November Captain SCOTT, pushing westward, and over a plateau more than 7000 feet above sea-level

during the second half of the month, reached a position in 77 59' S., 146 31' K, on the 30th SCOTT'S

furthest west and during the time experienced a mean temperature of -16 -9 F., while the mean

temperature at the ship was 15' 4 F. The highest reading during the month, 8 F., was noted on the 1st,

with a light breeze from south; the maximum registered at the ship during the month, 34 F., relates

to the 22nd, when a light breeze was stirring from north-east by east. The lowest reading recorded by
the travellers,

- 44 '3 F., was entered on the 16th of the month, with the wind observation " calm "; at

the ship the minimum, - 5 5 F., registered on the 3rd, was associated with a light breeze from eastniorth-

east.

On the Western Mountains the average direction and force of the wind during the month is found to

have been south-west by south, 2 7
;
at the ship it was east by south, 2 8. Out of the 30 days, 23 were

overcast, or cloudy, on the journey; 18 foggy. Snow fell on 12 days. At the ship the sky was overcast,

or cloudy, on 26 days; fog was recorded on 7 days, and mist on 3. Snow fell on 12 days.

From the end of November to the 15th of December, when the party had reached latitude 77 46' S.,

longitude 159 53' E., on the homeward journey upon the plateau a mean temperature of 3 -5 F. was

recorded, while the mean at the ship was 23'4 F. The highest reading recorded by Captain SCOTT during
these 15 days, 28 -0 F., was taken on the 15th, the wind being light from east-south-east at the time;
the maximum at the ship, 34 -

F., registered on the llth, occurred in a calm. Captain SCOTT'S lowest

for the 15 days,
- 27 '5 F., was read on the 3rd, when the wind was blowing strongly from west-south-
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west
;
the minimum at the ship, 7 - 6 F., was registered on the 6th, when there was a gentle breeze from

east. The average direction and force of the wind is found from Captain SCOTT'S observations to have

been south-west by south, 1 7, while at the ship the prevailing direction and force was east, 2. The

travellers had a clear sky on 8 days ;
a cloudy, or overcast, sky on 7

;
snow on 3 days ; fog on 5. At the

ship the sky was clear on 7 days ; cloudy, or overcast, on 8. Snow fell on 4 days, and the weather was

foggy on 3 days.

Referring to the snowfall on the plateau in his book,
' The Voyage of the "

Discovery,"
'

Captain SCOTT

says: "The layer sandy layer of loose ice-crystals grew heavier as we approached the edge of the

plateau; this was an interesting observation, for it shows that the plateau snowfall takes place in

December and that it is far heavier on the edge than in the interior of the continent. Another interesting

fact was observable, in this connexion, for while the light snow had been falling the wind had crept round

to the south, sometimes to such an angle with our course that it was difficult to trim our sledge sail to

derive any benefit from it. In the most southerly direction it brought a desirable increase of temperature,

and on some days we had a fair imitation of the mild southerly blizzards which were such a conspicuous

feature at the ship."

This rise of temperature with south winds and snowfall on the plateau appears to be connected with

the passage eastward of low-pressure systems, having their centres over the sea, whence the milder air was

drawn, and these concurrent conditions go far towards proving the truth of the surmise that the rise of

temperature in the southerly gales experienced at Winter Quarters, usually associated with snow, was not

due to Fcihn effect, as has been generally supposed, but to the wind's origin in warmer latitudes. The

southerly snow-bearing winds of the plateau and the ice barrier alike probably owed their relatively high

temperature and humidity to their place of origin in lower latitudes and belonged to cyclonic wind systems

that had their centres situated far out at sea.

A journey was made by Lieutenant ROYDS and party to the south-east, across the ice barrier, in November Lieuienant ROYDS to

and December, 1903, which yielded interesting results for comparison with meteorological conditions at ^nber^nd Dec"

Winter Quarters. Lieutenant ROYDS left the "
Discovery

" on the 10th November, and between this date ember, 1903.

and the last day of the month, when he was in latitude 79 20' S., longitude 174 32' E., the mean of the

observations for temperature is found to be ll'l F., while that at Winter Quarters comes out as 17 '7 F.

The maximum temperature during these days, 25 -5 F., was observed on the llth, in a calm; the

maximum at Winter Quarters, 34 F., was registered on the 22nd, also in a calm. The minimum tempera-

ture, -12 '6 F., was observed on the loth in a calm; the minimum at Winter Quarters, -2 '2 F.,

occurred on the 19th, when there was a light breeze from south-east. The average wind direction and

force, as recorded by Lieutenant ROYDS, is found to have been south-south-west, 2
;
at Winter Quarters it

was east-south-east, 2 4. The sky was clear for 3 days on the barrier, for 4 days at the ship ; cloudy for

7 days on the barrier, for 1 1 days at the ship ;
overcast for 1 1 days on the barrier, for 6 days at the ship.

Snow fell on 4 days at the barrier, on 7 days at the ship ; fog was experienced on 5 days on the barrier,

on 2 days at the ship.

Lieutenant ROYDS arrived at his most southerly and easterly position on the 28th, when he retraced his

steps. From the 1st to the 10th of December, inclusive, between his position on the last day of November

and that of the ship, the mean of the observations for temperature is 16 0- 4 F., against 21'8 F., the mean

temperature at the ship during the same time.

The maximum temperature of 24 -5 F. was observed on the 2nd of the month, the wind being light

from south-west at the time; the maximum temperature at the ship during the same period, 32' 2 F.,

was registered on the 10th, when there was no wind. The minimum reading taken on the barrier during

these 10 days,
- 3 F., is noted on the 4th, and again on the 6th, with gentle breezes from south-west

;

the minimum at the ship, 7 '6 F., was recorded on the 6th, with a moderate breeze from east.

The average wind direction and force, as estimated by Lieutenant ROYDS, was south-west by south, 1 7, on

the barrier
;
at the ship it was east by north, 2 -3. During the period the sky was clear for 4 days, cloudy

for 4 days, and overcast for 2 days on the barrier
; clear for 3 days, cloudy for 5 days, and overcast for

2 days at the ship. On the barrier, snow was experienced on 3 days, fog on 4 days ;
while at the ship

there was snow on 4 days and fog on 3.

3 M
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Scottish Expedition, At Laurie Island, South Orkneys, during the four months November to February, barometer observations

NovomWr lo Fob'
*'">we( l il nlcan pressure of 29-150 inches. The highest pressure, 29-902 inches, was recorded on the

riiary. 1903-4. ir,tli February ;
the lowest, 28-338 inches, on 14th November a range of 1 -564 inches.

The station on Laurie Island during this time had a mean temperature (if 31 -4 F., the maximum

temperature, 47" -5 F., occurring on the 11th February; the minimum, 14" '9 F., on the 2nd November

a range of 32" 6.

The prevailing winds appear to have been those from north-westward, but south-easterly winds were

frequent, and there was a large percentage of calms. The average force of the wind, as estimated, may 1x3

gi ven as 1'5, and there were 5 entries of gale force during the time. The weather was overcast or cloudy

during the greater part of the period, the average amount of cloud being estimated at 9.

Under the hourly observations of weather, snow is noted on 572 hours, sleet on 50, rain on 241, hail on

1C, fog or mist on 115.

Commenting on the wind observations during this period, Mr. MOSSMAN states that the position of the

station was not a good one for such observations. The station was moved from the ship to the shore on

the 1st November, 1903. The shore station was situated under the lee of a high cliff, and in this

position the south-west wind of the island was deflected to south and south-east; north-west winds

were not materially affected, but there was a tendency for west-north-west winds to be deflected to

north-west.

"Scotia," February, From the 21st to the 29th February the "Scotia" was cruising in the Weddcll Sea, during which time

her average geographical position is represented by the parallel of 64" S. and the meridian of 36] W.

The mean of the barometer observations taken during this cruise, 29-030 inches, is 0-043 inch lower than

the mean of similar observations taken at Laurie Island during the same time. The observations for

temperature taken on board the "Scotia" give a menu of 29 F., which is l-3 lower than the mean

temperature at Laurie Island attained in the same period. The " Scotia's
" maximum reading was 31" 8 F.,

her minimum 25 9 F.

Out of 216 observations of wind direction, 70 were of winds from south-westward, 53 from southward,

and 38 from south-eastward. The average force of the wind was 1 -7.

"Discovery" Home- ^nc "Discovery" left McMurdo Sound, on her homeward voyage, on the 19th February, 1904, aecom-

ward, 19tU Ffb.
paiiicd by the Relief Ships

"
Morning

"
and "Terra Nova." From that date to the 25th, when she was in

Mardi, 1904. latitude 71" 2' S., longitude 169 32' E., at noon, the four-hourly barometer observations taken on board

show a mean pressure of 29-36 inches. The highest barometer reading recorded on these 7 days.

29-57 inches, relates to the 24th, and at the time of observation there was no wind; the lowest reading,

29-20 inches, noted on the 20th, was associated with a moderate breeze from west by north.

The mean of the temperature observations, taken at this period of the voyage, is 27 F.
;
the maximum

temperature, 33" F., was noted on the 21st, a light air stirring at the time; the minimum, 22 F., on the

19th, with a fresh breeze from south-east by south, and again on the following day, with a gentle breeze

from west by north.

The average direction and force of the wind is found to have been south-west by south, 1-6. The

weather was noted as oven-ast mi 1 day, and snow fell on 2 days.

During the next 7 days, while the "Discovery" was proceeding northward to a position in latitude

67 35' S., longitude 159 54' K, which she reached at noon on the 3rd March, observations lor pressure

wore made which show a mean of 28-83 inches. The highest barometer reading recorded during these

days, _'!> 17 inches, relates to the 2Gth February, and a light air from west-north-weal was noted at the

time; the lowest reading, 28-29 inches, to the 28th, and at the time of observation the wind blew strongly

from south-cast by south (force 7).

(>t the observations for temperature, the mean is found to be 29 F. for the period: the maximum

tvnip.Taiiire, .'!:.' F., was recorded on the :iril .March, with a light breeze from east by north, in latitude

67| S.
;
the minimum, 26 F., on the 26th February, with a moderate breeze from north by west, in

latitude 70.1 S.

The ;i\crage direction of the wind, on these days, was from between southeast and north-west, round by

BOUth, except on the ,'Jrd March, when the .v.crage direction was north -north-east. The mean force is
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found lt> have IILTII '1 7. The weather was noted as "
<i\ ercii.-l

''

each day, and MIOU fell nil 6 (lays

out of the 7.

The "Scotia" was cruising in the Weddell Sea during March, 1
(

JO-1, between I he parallels of (JO ''>!' S., ''Scotia," Mnrcli,

and 71
J

1' S., and the meridians of 10 li1

'

W. anil 23 5,')' W. Slie was in her most southerly position, in

latitude 74" 1' S., longitude 22 0' W., near the ice hairier of the land discovered by Mr. l!i;n K and

named by him Coat's Land, on the 7th of the month and remained in the locality until the 12th.

From the 7th to the 9th a hard easterly gale is said to have been experienced, accompanied by thick

driving snow, and associated with a low temperature.

The hourly observations obtained during the month of March, 1904, on board the "Scotia" show a

mean pressure of 29'007 inches, and at Laurie Island the mean pressure is found lo have been

29' 106 inches during the same time. The highest barometer reading recorded on board the "Scotia"

during the month, 29 '708 inches, was taken on the 12th in latitude 74" 1' S., longitude 22 0' \V., when

near the ice barrier, a light air from south-south-west stirring at the time. The highest reading at Laurie

Island during the month, 29 '71 3 inches, was taken on the llth.

The lowest reading noted on the "Scotia" during the month, 28 '142 inches, was taken on the 27tli, in

latitude 6(V 57' S., longitude 13" 13' W., with a moderate breeze from north
;
the lowest at Laurie Island,

28'280 inches, noted on the 8th, was associated with a light breeze from south-east. The "Scotia's"

range of pressure, 1'56G inches, is therefore 0'133 inch larger than the range of pressure at Laurie

Island in March, 1904.

It is worth noting that although the "Scotia's" highest barometer reading was observed when the vessel

had reached her position farthest south, yet mean pressure in the Weddell Sea, between the 60th and 74th

parallels of south latitude and the 10th and 28th meridians of west longitude during March, 1904, was

nearly a tenth lower than the mean pressure at Laurie Island in that month. Moreover, from the 1st to

the 10th of the month, when the "Scotia's" mean latitude was 72 39' S., she recorded barometer readings

which show a mean pressure of 28 '789 inches, while pressure at Laurie Island was 29 '075 inches, or

0-286 inch higher. Again, from the llth to the 20th, the "Scotia," in an average latitude of 72 22' S.,

recorded observations for pressure giving a mean of 29 '200 indies against 29-181 inches, the mean of the

barometer observations recorded at Laurie Island, which is only 0' 019 inch lower than the "Scotia's"

mean pressure for the period. There seems, therefore, no evidence to show that pressure decreased in the

higher latitudes visited by the Scottish Expedition in the Weddell Sea; the reverse appears to have

obtained.

Observations for temperature made on board the "Scotia" during the month of March, 1904, yield a

mean of 24 - 9 F. The maximum temperature, 32 F., was registered on the 31st, on which date at noon,

G.M.T., she was in latitude 60 37' S., longitude 12
3

16' W., when the wind was blowing with fresh to

strong gale force from north; the minimum, -0 - 3 F., on the 12th, on which date at noon, G.M.T., she

was in latitude 74 1' S., longitude 22 0' W., when there was no wind.

At Laurie Island the mean temperature is found to have been 32" '4 F. during the time; the maximum

temperature recorded, 39''9 F., relates to the 4th; the minimum, 20"'8 F., to the .'{.1st.

The range of temperature exhibited by the observations of the "Scotia" in the Weddell Sea, 32' '3 F., is

therefore, 13 2 F. larger than the range shown by the observations taken at Laurie Island.

The "Scotia" had cloudy weather in the Weddell Sea; the average amount of cloud, as estimated, is

found to have been 8 '7.

The prevailing winds were from westward and north-westward. Out of 743 observations of wind. 142

were of those from north-westward and 136 of winds from westward. But 121 of the observations related

to winds from northward, 96 to those from north-eastward, 92 from eastward, and 43 were of calms and

variables. The mean force of the wind, as estimated, is found to have been 2'8.

June, 1907.

.'5 M
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1. Table I. gives the diurnal inequality of temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, as derived from the

2-hourly readings of the ordinary mercury thermometer, corrected for non-cyclic or a-periodic change.

The non-cyclic element was eliminated in the usual way by the correction

where ra and r^ are the mean readings answering to the first and second midnights of the day, while n is

the hour interval since the first midnight.

TABLE I. Diurnal Inequality of Temperature.
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In addition to data tor single months of the year the table gives diurnal inequalities for the year as a

whole, and for midwinter (May, June, July), equinox (March, April, September, October), and mid

summer (November, December, January). Midwinter was limited to three months, so as to include only

days in which the sun never rose, and a corresponding limitation was, made to midsummer. In the three

midsummer months the inequality for the month is based on only a single month's observations
;

in ihr

other nine months the results are means from two years.

In the table "
Itange

"
denotes the difference between the algebraically greatest and least of the mean

2-hourly values.

'2. The data recorded in Table I. were employed for the calculation of Fourier coefficients. Even at a

first class European station with hourly readings, two years is too short a period to furnish thoroughly

representative values for Fourier coefficients, especially those for periods shorter than 12 hours. In the

Antarctic the regular diurnal inequality is so small, and the irregular changes so large, that 2-hourly

readings from two years seemed too slender a basis for the calculation of more than the 24- and 12-hour

terms.

In Table II. ^ and :, denote the amplitudes of the 24- and 12-hour terms, unity representing 1" F.
; aj

and a. are the corresponding phase angles. The series would run

O sin (/ + a-i) + c.-> sin (21 + a-i) + ...,

t being counted from (local) midnight, and 1 hour being taken as equivalent to 15.

TABLE II. Fourier Coefficients, Diurnal Inequality.
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According to the table the amplitude e, diminishes markedly as we pass from February to March, or

from October to September. This wo should of course expect, but it does appear a little curious that c\

shows no marked further tendency to reduction as we approach midwinter.

In the 12-hour wave the phase angle varies somewhat irregularly from month to month, but the

irregularity is no greater from April to August than during the rest of the year. The times of occurrence

of the positive crest (in either forenoon or afternoon) are approximately as follows :

Year 3h. 50m., midsummer 4h. Om., equinox Ih. Om., midwinter 4h. 30m.

The amplitude r* seems greatest in winter and least in summer.

The tendency in f->/f\ to increase as we pass from summer to winter is even more marked than in

temperate climates.

3. In examining the data one could not but be impressed by the variability of the temperature,

especially in winter. In the middle of an intensely cold period there would appear a sort of oasis of

warmth. Table III. has been prepared with a view to bringing out this fact. It gives the mean tempera-

ture of the hottest and coldest days of each month, as derived from the 2-hourly readings. The days

TABT.E III. Hottest and Coldest Days.
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Table IV. shows the mean difference of the minimum from the arithmetic mean of adjacent ordinary

leadings, for each 2-hour interval, during each individual month from February, 1902, to October, 1903.

Subsequent to the latter date the number of observation hours was reduced, and so the results ceased to

be comparable. Table IV. shows also the mean of the twelve 2-hourly differences for each month.

TABLE IV. Excess of Mean of Ordinary Readings at Beginning and End of 2-hour Interval over

Corresponding Minimum Heading.
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regular annual variation, with a minimum in the hottest months, December and January, and a maximum

in July and June. The minimum thus occurs at a season when the periodic diurnal changes of temjwra-

ture are greatest, the maximum when they arc least ; moreover, the maximum is fully double the

minimum. The hours at which the difference between the ordinary and minimum readings is greatest

and least vary a good deal from month to month, especially in winter. In summer the phenomena are

fairly regular. From the three midsummer months, November to January, we get a very regular diurnal

inequality in the difference, having a maximum for the 2-hour period 2 to 4 a.m., and a minimum for the

period 2 to 4 p.m., the "range" amounting to 0'99. These two periods immediately follow the hours

of minimum and maximum respectively in the diurnal inequality of ordinary temperature for the season.

This shows that if a diurnal inequality were formed from the minimum thermometer readings of the

month, it would resemble that deduced from the ordinary thermometer ;
the two inequalities would show

maxima and minima about the s une hours, but the range from the minimum readings would be about 1"

the larger.

In equinox the difference between the ordinary and minimum readings shows a less regular diurnal

inequality, but there is a distinct maximum for the period 6 to 8 a.m., and a distinct minimum for the

period 2 to 4 p.m. These periods again follow immediately the minimum and the maximum of the

ordinary temperature. In these two seasons, then, the difference between the ordinary and minimum

readings has a diurnal inequality resembling that of ordinary temperature, but having a smaller range.

In the case of the ordinary temperature the diurnal inequality for midwinter differed from that for the

two other seasons in showing very distinctly two maxima, the larger at from 2 to 4 p.m., the smaller

from 4 to 6 a.m., with intervening minima. It is thus with considerable interest that one turns to the

diurnal inequality obtained in Table V. for midwinter. Clearly a marked double period in that inequality

would be evidence in favour of the reality of the diurnal inequality of ordinary temperature. On

examining ths figures assigned to midwinter in Table V. one sees traces of apparently three maxima ; the

two largest and best defined answer to the periods 2 to 4 p.m. and 6 to 8 a.m.

5. The twelve 2-hourly readings of the minimum thermometer supply information as to the time at

which the lowest temperature for the day is reached. Supposing that in a month of 30 days the lowest

temperature occurred on 6 days between and 2 a.m., then the percentage of occurrence of the minimum

in this 2-hour period for the month in question is (6/30) x 100, or 20 '0.

Table VI. gives the percentage occurrence of the minimum throughout the 24 hours for each month of

the year, for the year as a whole, and for three seasons made up as explained in describing Table I. The

results, except in November, December, and January, are means from two years.

TABLE VI. Percentage Occurrence of Minimum for the Day.
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Taking the year as a whole, we see a marked maximum frequency of occurrence between 10 p.m. and

2 a.m., the frequency being very nearly the same for the two hours before and the two hours after

midnight. There is a slight indication of a double period in the frequency, with a secondary maximum

near noon, the principal minimum occurring between 2 and 4 p.m. The number of occurrences of minimum

in the 12 hours ending at 8 a.m. bears to the number in the 12 hours ending 8 p.m. the ratio of 8 : 3.

In the three midsummer months as a whole the occurrences between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. form only 10 per

cent, of the total number, and in no single occasion did the minimum occur between 2 and 4 p.m.

In the equinoctial season the occurrences between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. rise to 30 per cent, of the whole,

and a minimum appears between 8 and 10 a.m., which differs but little from the principal minimum

between 2 and 4 p.m. While at midsummer only 28 per cent, of the minima occur in the afternoon,

in the equinoctial season the afternoon occurrences are slightly more numerous than the forenoon

occurrences.

Coming to midwinter, we find a most interesting and well-marked diurnal inequality in the frequency

of occurrences. As at other seasons, the frequency of incidence between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. is notably in

excess of that at other hours. But there is a well marked secondary maximum of frequency from noon

to 2 p.m., and the forenoon minimum is unmistakably the principal one of the day. Each of the

midwinter months shows the double period very clearly. The phenomenon is perhaps the strongest

evidence yet advanced that temperature in the Antarctic night is affected by decided diurnal and semi-

diurnal influences.

6. The maximum thermometer being read and reset only twice a day at 8 a.m. and 8 p.m.

information as to maximum temperatures is much less extensive than that as to minimum temperatures,

and it is affected in addition by several uncertainties. If the highest temperature of a particular day, say

day n, occurred between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m ,
then it is given by the corresponding 8 p.m. reading of the

maximum thermometer
;
but if it occurred before 8 a.m. or after 8 p.m. it may not be recorded at all. If

TABLE VII. Means of Daily Maxima and Minima and of Daily Ranges.
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case, but in a great many days, especially in winter, it was otherwise. As the 8 a.m. reading applied to a

period of which 8 hours belonged to clay n, as against 4 belonging to day n- 1, the reading was assigned

to day n when the general trend of temperature was not sufficiently definite to settle the question. When

temperature showed a general trend downwards after 8 p.m. on day n, the 8 a.m. reading on dy n+ 1

was assigned to day n; in such a case, however, the maximum at 8 p.m. was practically certain to be tho

real maximum for day n. When temperature showed a general trend upwards after 8 p.m. on day n, the

8 a.m. reading next morning was assigned to day m + 1, and the ordinary reading at 10 p.m. or midnight

on day n, if greater than the 8 p.m. maximum, was accepted as the maximum for day n. In March, 1902,

maximum thermometer readings were lacking in about half the days of the month
;
on these days the

highest of the ordinary thermometer readings was taken as the maximum. There were very few other

occasions throughout the two years when maximum readings were lacking, and the days when this

occurred were left out of consideration.

When ordinary thermometer readings were accepted as maxima the consequence was, no doubt, as a

rule, an underestimate of the maximum, and thence of the daily range (maximum less minimum) and

the figures for March, 1902, probably are slightly affected by this cause. With the exception of this one

month, whilst individual daily ranges were doubtless occasionally in appreciable error, there can be but

little doubt of the substantial accuracy of the mean data given in Table VII.

It shows for each month of the two years the means of the daily maxima and of the daily minima, and

the mean of the daily ranges (maximum less minimum).
Mean results are also given for the two years combined.

The seasons are taken as in the previous tables.

Data are omitted for the whole year and for midsummer in 1902, because January results were lacking

for that year; those entered in brackets really belong to 1904.

Even at a temperate station the daily range from the maximum and minimum thermometers is

considerably in excess of that derived from the highest and lowest of the hourly readings, and increasing

the interval between readings from one hour to two naturally reduces the range. The differences,

however, between the ranges in Tables VII. and I. are on an enormously enhanced scale as compared to

the corresponding differences in a temperate climate.

The five months November to March in all of which the mean maximum temperature for the day

exceeds F. show ranges which differ comparatively little amongst themselves, but which are consider-

ably less than those in the other months. On the average of the two years the range is largest in June,

and only slightly less in July and August.

7. In some places the mean of the daily maximum and minimum is on the average of the days of a

month, a very close approach to the mean temperature of the 24 hours. Table VIII. gives, for each

TABLE VIII.
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month of the two years, the mean derived from the daily maxima and minima, and the amount by which

it falls short of the corresponding mean derived from the 2-hourly readings. In two months, December,

1902, and January, 1904, the mean from the 2-hourly readings was the smaller. In the latter month the

night readings were curtailed, and allowance had to be made for the fact, so that the result is exposed to

greater uncertainty than in the other months. It is clear, however, from the table that, while the mean

from the 2-hourly readings is in general decidedly the higher, its excess is decidedly less in the summer,

and even in the equinoctial months, than in winter. Taking the two years, the mean from the daily

maximum and minimum is on the average only 1 less than that from the 2-hourly readings. It would,

in fact, form a not at all bad approximation to the true mean temperature, though somewhat over-

estimating the cold of winter.

8. The amplitude of the daily range as derived from the daily maximum and minimum is a quantity

varying immensely from day to day. Table IX. is intended to give an idea of the extent of this variation.

It records the greatest and the least daily range actually observed during each month of the two years.

TABLE IX. Greatest and Least Daily Ranges.
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there is a decided tendency for exceptionally low temperatures to occur between, say, a.m. and 2 a.m.,

then we may reasonably expect a lower mean value for the six lowest readings during this interval than

for the corresponding quantities for the other eleven 2-hour intervals. Table XI. shows the results thus

obtained for the twelve months, the year, and the usual seasons
;
the data are means from two years.

TABLE X. Extreme Monthly Temperatures and Monthly Ranges.
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4 p.m., the range being 4 6. In the corresponding inequality of ordinary temperature in Table I. the

minimum and maximum appear at 2 a.m. and 2 p.m. respectively, the range being 3 '4.

At equinox, the most prominent feature in Table XL, as in Table I., is the maximum in the early

afternoon. The lowest value for the day occurs at 6 to 8 a.m. in Table XI. as compared to 6 a.m. in

Table I.; in both tables the values from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m. are below the mean. The range is 2 - 8 in

Table XI. as against l-4 in Table I.

For midwinter, Tables XI. and I. both show lowest temperatures at or near midnight, and both show

two fairly distinct maxima, one in the forenoon, the other in the afternoon. The difference between

the extreme values is 2 -4 in Table XL as against l'l in Table I.

Thus, on the whole, exceptionally low minima follow much the same law as ordinary minima. Both

show a diurnal inequality resembling that for ordinary temperature, but possessing in most months a

decidedly larger range. On the average the diurnal range is larger for the extreme than for the ordinary

minima.
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IX. NOTES ON OPEN AIR TEMPERATURE, SCREEN TEMPERATURE,
AND ON TERRESTRIAL RADIATION.

BY

W. H. DINES, F.R.S.

REGULAR 2-hour observations were commenced on February 9, 1902, and were continued until

February 15, 1904. A few observations are missing between February and .March, 1902, and only a few

readings of the wet bulb were taken between May 6 and September 10, 1902. From this date until

November, 1903, the observations are practically complete.

On November 9, 1903, the night observations from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. inclusive ceased, and after the

middle of January, 1904, four observations only at 8 a.m., noon, 4 p.m., and 8 p.m. were taken.

The information with regard to the thermometers is not as full as might be desired, and there are

some points which have required investigation. The thermometers were mercury ones, and 'on several

occasions the entry
" Frozen

"
occurs. Many times the temperature given is below the freezing point of

mercury ; on some of these occasions the note "
spirit thermometer

"
occurs, but temperatures of - 45 F.

and even lower are frequent. In some of them the wet bulb is stated to be frozen, but it is not

uncommon to find both wet and dry bulb thermometers agreeing well, and both below - 40 F. This

question has been investigated at the National Physical Laboratory at Bushy (see p. 15), and it has been

proved that mercury may remain unfrozen and contract at temperatures considerably below its freezing

point. The whole question of these temperatures and of the corrections of the thermometer has been

investigated by Dr. CHREE, and I have accepted the temperatures with which he has supplied me, feeling

quite certain, in view of his experience and knowledge of the subject, that it would be superfluous for me

to enter into any further investigation.

The period spent in the Antarctic region was just two years, and the annual temperature curve in

fig.
1 is obtained from the daily observations. The 2-hourly observations were not maintained during
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Fig. 1.

the last three months, the officers and crew being fully occupied with the more important work of

extricating the ship from the ice. Two years are not enough to give a reliable curve of the monthly

temperatures, and we have no knowledge whether the years in question were mild, average, or severe.
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The results are shown in tabular form in Table 1. Columns A and B give the mean of the 2-hourly

observations of the dry and wet bulbs. Column C gives the mean of the warmest day, and column D of

the coldest day in each month.

TABLE I.
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without direct influence during that period, Imt in similar latitudes in the Arctic zone it is usual to find

the lowest temperatures most decidedly at the end of the long winter.

The observations of the "
Discovery

" show a fall of temperature to - 12 in April, which should hardly

be called a winter month, a mean through the winter of about - 15. September, the month about

equally distant on the other side from midwinter, has 15 -4. If these results had been obtained from

one year's observations only, it would be reasonable to think that the autumn had been unusually severe

and the spring unusually mild
;
but the same peculiarity is observed in both years, and it is further borne

out by the mildness of June when compared with July.

The low mean temperature of the summer is also strange, and very difficult to explain. In lower

southern latitudes, in the neighbourhood of Gape Horn, for example, the summer is very cold compared
with that of places with the same northern latitude, but in this case the explanation is simple. The

annual change of temperature over the great oceans is small on account of the large thermal capacity of

the water and the constant mixing together of the surface layers, and a small annual change produces a

cool summer and a warm winter, as is notably the case in England.

The insolation in the Antarctic in summer is greater than the insolation on any other part of the earth

at any other time, this being the date at which the sun is nearest to the earth, and if temperature

depended only on solar radiation we should have the highest terrestrial temperatures occurring in

December in the neighbourhood of the South Pole. A largo mass of ice prevents the temperature from

rising much above the freezing point, because the air, being nearly pervious to radiation, takes its

temperature chiefly from the surface with which it is in contact, and if that surface be ice or snow it

cannot be above 32 F. But ice, except in its power of evaporation, is in no way more efficacious than any
other rock in checking a rise of temperature up to its own melting point. Why then does not the mean

summer temperature at least reach the freezing point, as indeed it does in the North Polar regions, where

the insolation is less intense ? During the two years that the "
Discovery

" was in the Antarctic circle

there were only five days with a mean temperature above the freezing point ; the mean temperature of the

warmest month was 26'2, and the mean temperature of what in other localities would be called the six

summer months (three each year), was 20 -

7. In further proof of the lowness of the summer temperature,

the fact that no rain ever fell may be cited, the precipitation always taking the form of snow.

These low summer temperatures in the Antarctic region are fully supported by the results of the

Swedish expedition under Dr. OTTO NORDENSKJOLD, and that of the "Southern Cross
"
under BORCHGREVINK.

The following figures are taken from the '

Meteorologische Zeitschrift
'

for July, 1905, p. 320 :
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The following figures taken from ' Davis' Elementary Meteorology
'

are of interest in this connection.

Taking the amount of heat received from the sun in one day at the equinox on the equator as the unit,

the amount received on December 21 at the South Pole is l
-284. This is greater than the amount

received at the North Pole on June 21st by 0-082, owing to the greater proximity of the sun. So far as'we

know, in the North Polar regions the summer temperature rises to the freezing point, and a reason why it

should not rise much beyond it has already been given, but in the Antarctic the summer temperature is far

below freezing. The reason must, I think, be sought for in the dryness of the air. The question is discussed

elsewhere
;

it will suffice here to say that the wet bulb readings indicate a relative humidity that may

compare favourably with some of the dryest regions of the earth. There can, I think, be no doubt that

the presence of carbonic acid and aqueous vapour in the air tends to raise the mean annual temperature

of the earth. Indeed, a change in the amount of carbonic acid has been suggested as a likely cause of

the large alternations of temperature that geology shows to have occurred. This question has been very

fully discussed by Dr. NILS EKHOLM ('Quarterly Journal of the Eoyal Meteorological Society,' Vol. XXVII,

p. 1). The amount of carbonic acid is presumably much the same in all parts of the earth that are not

near some large city, but the Antarctic regions probably possess the minimum of aqueous vapour. There

would, therefore, be very little check to the free radiation of dark heat into space.

It would almost appear as though this must be the cause of the low temperature, for one cannot

suppose that there is any colder part in the neighbourhood from which cold winds can blow, the whole

region, except where there is open water, being subject to the same conditions, namely, a snow-covered

surface and intense insolation. Neither can it be supposed that the sun has no time to warm the surface

of the snow and ice up to the freezing point after the winter's cold, since the months of March to April

on the one side and October to November on the other show changes of nearly 20 F.

There appears to be no source, so to speak, from which the cold of July can be supplied, save that of

radiation from the snow, but if the radiation of heat into space is active, the solar radiation should

be equally so, and the more capable of raising the temperature to 32 F. and then supplying heat to

melt the ice. That the solar insolation is extremely powerful was proved by the fact noted by the

members of the expedition, that as soon as a slope of rock became bare, the sun melted the ice and snow

near, and a pond was formed below it. This proves what was well known before, that snow is capable

of reflecting the solar heat, but unless it be an exception to the common rule, which is hardly credible,

this power of reflection implies a low power of radiation. The thermal capacity of the atmosphere as a

whole is small, being equivalent to a depth of about 8 feet of water, but it is useless to look for an

explanation in this direction, because similar conditions hold in the Arctic regions and do not produce

the same effect. There is one other point which must be mentioned not that it is a possible source of

cold, but because it has sometimes in the past been fallaciously put forward as such and that is the presence

of a current of air descending from the upper and colder layers of the atmosphere. Such a current

must, of course, in virtue of its dynamic warming as it experiences a higher pressure, be a source of heat

and not of cold, arid were it not that old fallacies die hard it would not be necessary to refer to it,

Whatever the cause of this low summer temperature may be, the fact is interesting and important,

since it throws some light on the question of the glacial epochs of the northern hemisphere, and shows

that an intense solar insolation may be so modified by other circumstances that it does not produce the

effects which one would naturally expect.

From the fact that for long periods in each winter the mercury never rose much above F., and

yet winds from an equatorial point were frequent, it may be inferred that there was very little open
water in the neighbourhood. The absence of fogs leads to the same conclusion. Lower mean

temperatures from July to September might therefore have been expected, since in the northern

hemisphere, in much lower latitudes, temperatures of - 30 F. and less are not uncommon, and the

mean temperature of the southern hemisphere, as a whole, is less than that of the northern. Perhaps
an explanation may be sought for in the more active circulation of the southern hemisphere. As soon

as the sun has nearly reached the horizon, the radiation of heat into space, intensified by the prevailing

dryness, has full play, and since snow is a bad conductor of heat, the only source of heat is the supply

by convection through the atmosphere. Owing to the absence of land, the temperature in the belt
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between 40 and 60 S. Lat. is certainly higher in the winter than in the corresponding part of the

northern hemisphere, and this may tend to prevent the occurrence of such low temperatures at the South

as at the North Pole. Possibly, however, a greater supply of heat from the tropics may be carried by the

upper currents to the south, but we are as yet so entirely ignorant of the movement of the layers of air

which lie above the cirrus, that is to say roughly of half the atmosphere, that speculation on the subject

is useless.

DAILY TEMPERATURE CURVES.

Professor MOHN, discussing the results obtained by the voyage of the "Fram," finds during the dark

months in the Arctic circle a daily variation of temperature. It is of course obvious that, since the sun

is far below the horizon, the effect must be an indirect one, and he considers that it is due to a diurnal

change in the direction of the wind. Dr. CHKEE has discussed the question with reference to the

observations made by the "
Discovery," but the matter is one of considerable interest, and hence I trust

I may bo pardoned for going over somewhat the same ground, and I have drawn the curves of fig. 2.
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Fig. 2.

The amount of material hardly suffices to make these curves trustworthy, especially when the very rapid

changes of temperature which the figures, and more particularly the self-recording instruments, show

are taken into account. This is fairly obvious when we compare the daily course of the temperature in

August, 1902, with a variation of barely I" F., with that of August, 1903, showing a difference of 3 F.

between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. In the sunny months the oscillation is perfectly clear and distinct, although

the amplitude is small, being less than 5 F. for January, 1902, the month in which it is most marked.

The warmest time in summer appears to be about 4 p.m., but the number of observations only allows

3 O 2
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of a rough approximation to either the time of the maximum or minimum or to the amplitude. The

rise during the day may be traced from October to February, perhaps to March.

The mean obtained from combining the eight dark months spent by the "
Discovery

"
in the Antarctic

regions is shown in the diagram, fig. 3.

6A.M. Noon 6P.M.

Vertical Scale ^in. to iF.

Fig. 3.

The maximum occurs at 4 a.m., the minimum at 10 p.m., but there is a secondary minimum at noon.

The difference between the highest and lowest temperatures is considerable, amounting to about 1 F., but

to what extent this curve is indebted to chance values and how far it represents a real phenomenon, it is

difficult to say.

It is hard to believe that the rapid rise from 2 to .4 a.m. has any physical cause, but, on the other

hand, one can hardly doubt that the temperature is generally lower in the evening, or, since the word

can have no meaning in a place and time where the sun never appears, perhaps we should say lower from

8 p.m. to 2 a.m. than from 4 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Every change in the height of the barometer produces a change in the temperature, for dynamic heating

or cooling of the air is produced by a change of pressure, no matter how that change is brought about.

We are too apt to consider a rising or sinking air current as the only natural cause of dynamic cooling or

heating, but, of course, the passage of air horizontally between two places under different pressure is

equally efficacious. The daily oscillation of the barometer, whether we consider the 12- or the 24-hour

period, inevitably produces a corresponding change in the temperature, although the converse of this is

not necessarily true. It is of . no consequence for this result how the barometric oscillation may be

produced, ceteris paribu.", a rise of temperature of
0- 5 F. accompanies a rise of O'lO inch of pressure, and

even though the actual rise may not occur, since some other more powerful cause may be producing a fall

of temperature, yet it is safe to say that, given the barometric rise, the temperature must be higher than

it would have been had no increase of barometric pressure occurred. Possibly, therefore, the 12-hour

period of the temperature may be a consequence rather than a cause of the pressure variation, but in this

particular instance I doubt the existence of any real temperature variation with the daily or half-daily

period during the winter.

Observations with a black bulb thermometer in vacua are, unfortunately, not of great scientific value,

for it appears to be impossible to make two thermometers which will read alike, and it is most likely that

the reading of the same thermometer will vary with age. Under these circumstances, readings are not

comparable one with another. Indeed, this is evident from the above short table, for the size of the

bulb has in general made a difference of 20 F. in the monthly averages. But notwithstanding this, the

series of observations commencing on September 8 and ending in the beginning of April, 1903, are well

worth all the trouble expended on taking them, for they show the great permeability of the air to

radiation.
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RADIATION Thermometers.

Date.
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observations were mostly in the day, and often were taken several times in the same day. On each

occasion the minimum since the last visit was observed.

The figures do not suffice to show the mean temperature in the light season, or, strictly, in the dark

season, though in the absence of the sun a chance visit once a day at various times should give a fairly

good average.

A glance at the figures shows at once very great discrepancies between the temperatures of the two

places, both at sea level and not far apart, and it seems certain that the differences are not due to

instrumental errors or to careless observations. Differences of even 25 F. between the two places occur

at times, and differences of from 10 to 20" in the recorded minimum are quite common in the winter.

The observations during the summer are very few, and some of those there are have a note attached ' in

the sun,' but during the summer there does not seem to have been any striking difference. The winter

differences invariably give the lower temperature to Gape Armitage, and there is little doubt that the

mean at the ship during the dark months was quite 10 F. above the mean at Cape Armitage.

HIGH-LEVEL TEMPERATURES.

Some forty temperature observations were made at an elevation o'f 960 ft., about two miles to the

eastward of the ship, during the winter of 1902. A comparison of these values with those observed at the
"
Discovery

"
is given below :

1.
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X. NOTES ON THE READINGS OF THE ASPIRATION PSYCHROMETER,

AND OF THE DRY AND WET BULB THERMOMETERS, AND ON

THE OBSERVATIONS OF EVAPORATION AND PRECIPITATION,

AND OF THE EVAPORATION OF ICE.

BY

W. H. DINES, F.R.S.

A CONSIDERABLE number of observations relating to humidity, precipitation and evaporation were made

during the two years that the "
Discovery

"
remained in the Antarctic regions.

These consist of two-hourly readings of the dry and wet bulb thermometers, of a large number of

independent observations of the humidity taken with an ASSMANN'S aspirator, of measurements of snowfall

(there was no rain) in a rain-gauge, of measurements of the depth of snow by means of stakes driven in to

show the change of level, of evaporation from the surface of a frozen pond, from lumps of ice, and from

ice exposed in shallow metal trays.

The value of the observations would have been greatly increased if more particulars had been given, and

one cannot help feeling regret that the opportunity to revise the humidity tables at low temperatures

could not have been utilised. On the other hand, the zeal shown, and the trouble taken by the officers of

the ship in making the observations, deserves the highest praise.

The humidity observations consist of the readings of the dry and wet bulbs taken at the regular two-

hourly intervals. Gaps in the series occur, most noticeably during the first winter, the observations being

absent for the period May to September, 1902. During the second winter, many observations were made

with an Assmann aspirator. Great care seems to have been bestowed on these, and they form a very

useful chepk on the dry and wet bulb readings. The difficulty of obtaining accurate values of the humidity

when the temperature is below the freezing-point is well known even in our mild climate, and it must be

greatly increased when the temperature approaches the freezing-point of mercury. The general opinion

of meteorologists seems to be that the tables by which the relative humidity is obtained from the wet and

dry bulb readings are open to doubt at very low temperatures and very low values of the humidity, and

hence it hardly seems worth while calculating the values of the humidity from these readings. It is,

however, plain, from a study of the figures, that values of the humidity of less than 50 per cent, occur

frequently, and, quite apart from any doubt of the tables, there are many instances of extremely low

values. Hence one may say that whatever else the climate may be, it is certainly dry.

The observations on precipitation were made with a rain-gauge, but there are no details given as to its

size and position, or the height of its rim above the surface of the snow. Precise observations are utterly

impossible in such a climate, indeed the observers state that during the blizzards they did not and could

not know whether the snow was actually falling from the clouds, or whether it was merely drift from the

surface of the snow. Often, too, the gauge had to be dug out of the drift. On calm days the amount of

snow was measured, but what proportion the fall on such days bears to the total fall it is impossible to say.

The whole precipitation took the form of snow, there being no record of rain, during the two years that

the "
Discovery

"
remained at her Winter Quarters.

An attempt was made, also, to measure, by means of stakes, the depth of snow that fell, the graduations

on the stakes showing the level of the upper surface of the snow.
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TABLE I. Snow Gauges (Centimetres).

Date.
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It will he seen that the change of level between March 24, 1902, and February 15, 1904, the time

during which the observations were in progress, was small. The observer writes: "On the whole, the

snow appears to have risen, but this is hardly the general result, for the rise was a ridge, the footpath,

between the successive stakes." One must conclude from this that the locality was more windswept, on

the average, than the surrounding district, for tho continual use of a definite track in soft material leads

to a sinking, and not a rising, of the track, and the only way to account for the "
ridge

"
is to suppose

that the freshly fallen, or drifted, snow was consolidated by the feet of those passing over it and, in

consequence, was less liable to be blown off. The evidence tends to show that the amount of precipitation

during the year was small, for if many heavy falls had occurred they could hardly have failed to have

considerably altered the level at the stakes from day to day, and no such alteration seemed to have

occurred.

It may also be noted that practically no thawing of the snow occurs, except here and there where the

sun shines on a neighbouring exposed surface of rock, and, in general, the summer temperature is so low

that the only appreciable loss is by evaporation.

The evaporation experiments give very interesting results. Shallow dishes were filled with water, which

was allowed to freeze, and then the dish and ice were weighed day by day and the difference between two

consecutive weights gave the loss by evaporation. Three dishes were used, two giving an area of

12 sq. inches (3 in. by 4 in.), and the third an area of 24 sq. inches. This latter was blown away before it

had been very long in use and was not reinstated. As might bo anticipated, the loss of weight from the

two similar dishes was not invariably the same, but, on the whole, the agreement was very fair. The

evaporation from the third and larger dish was less than double that from the smaller, this being in

accordance with the result found in England when the evaporation from small surfaces of water of different

areas is observed.

The observations were discontinued in the summer, because when any of the ice was melted it was

difficult to avoid losing some of the water before or during the weighing.

The following table is formed from the mean of the two 4-in. by 3-in. dishes. In some cases one only

was available, and in such cases the one was used. The figures do not give strictly the evaporation for

the month, partly because here and there a day's record is missing, partly because the observations were

taken once each day, generally between Noon and 4 p.m., and thus the record for June, say, omits

12 or 14 hours at the beginning of June and includes a similar period in July.

Occasionally a small increase of weight was noted. These increases have uot been subtracted from

the total.

The losses given in the observer's book are in grammes; these have been put into losses of thickness,

expressed in inches by using the factor 0'051.

TABLE II. Monthly Evaporation.

Date.
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It is a pity that there are no figures available for the summer. The values for the winter, when we

take into account the lowness of the temperature, seem to me very striking. In ' British Rainfall

for 1905,' p. 41, a table is given showing the evaporation at Camden Square from 1885 to 1905. The

monthly mean for the winter is there shown to be - 14 in. The corresponding temperature mean is close

to 40 F. The mean of the five winter months in the Antarctic is 25, which is nearly double that for

Camden Square, London, and this excess of evaporation occurs notwithstanding the very low temperature.

Many factors are required to make the conditions favourable for evaporation, but undoubtedly the capacity

of the air for taking up moisture is the most important. A low relative humidity and a high temperature

are necessary to ensure a high capacity, and how very important the temperature must be is shown by the

following data. Equal quantities of perfectly dry air at F., of air with a humidity of 83 per cent, at

40 F., and with a humidity of 91 per cent, at 60 F. are capable of taking up the same approximate

amount of water before becoming saturated. This explains, to a great extent, how it is that though in

England the summer and winter rainfall are much the same, yet in summer the ground is generally dry
and in winter generally wet; but it also shows how very low the humidity of the air at the Winter

Quarters of the "
Discovery

"
must, in general, have been in order that, notwithstanding the prevalence of

temperatures far below zero, it might be capable of absorbing such comparatively large amounts of water

vapour. This is the more striking when it is remembered that the whole surface was covered with ice and

snow, and was therefore capable of yielding an unlimited supply. The mystery is how, in the presence of

such an extensive evaporating surface, any very dry air can be found.

Observations on evaporation were also made by driving nails into the surface of a frozen pond, and

noting the difference of level between the surface and the top of the nails. The gradually increasing

TABLE III. Measured Evaporation.

Nails driven into frozen pond. Measurement made from ice to top of nail.

Date.
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it is problematical to what extent the head of a nail driven into ice may be considered as a permanent
level relatively to the ice. Most certainly with the prevalence of sunshine, and a temperature not too far

below the freezing point, it would not bo permanent, for any small black object which does not float on

water sinks rapidly into ice under the influence of sunshine, even when the temperature is below the

freezing point, the ice thawing underneath under the influence of radiation, but in the actual Antarctic

winter this cause could not come into play.

The general evidence seems to show that the air was very dry. It must not be forgotten that for some

unexplained cause the temperature at the "
Discovery

" was higher than at other places in the immediate

neighbourhood ;
and greater dryness generally accompanies greater heat, but, notwithstanding this, it

may, I think, be safely asserted that a low relative humidity prevailed generally in the district, and this

conclusion is supported by the fact of the intense solar radiation shown by the temperatures of the black

bulb in vacua. In the free atmosphere the humidity is an unfailing test of the vertical circulation, a low

humidity indicating a descending current and a high humidity an ascending one. Indeed, were it not

for the formation of rain and the accompanying extraction of water vapour the laws of diffusion of gases

must lead to the nearly complete saturation of the whole atmosphere. The humidity of the lower strata

must be partly dependent on the dryness or wetness of the earth's surface, but not entirely, for it is

notorious that the sea coast of England in the winter is dryer than the inland districts. Also the great

deserts of the earth are situated in the anticyclonic belts, and are the consequence rather than the

cause of the dry air that lies over them. It seems likely, therefore, that the Antarctic region, or at

least that part which lies in the neighbourhood of Boss' Bay, is an anticyclonic region, and that there is a

steady settling down of air. If this point can be established for the Antarctic regions as a whole, it is of

great importance in regard to the question of the general circulation of the atmosphere.

There is one other matter of great interest in connection with these observations, and that is the

formation of the Great Barrier. The temperature observations show that the loss of ice or snow from the

surface by thawing is a negligible one, and the question is simply whether the snowfall exceeds the

evaporation, or vice versd. If the snowfall be the greater the Barrier should be increasing in thickness.

Unfortunately, precise observations on precipitation are impossible in such a climate, and in any case two

years would not suffice to give a reliable average either of the snowfall or the evaporation, even if we had

precise and exact observations of each. Hence nothing more than a guess can be made, but the

evaporation, as judged by the winter observations, seems sufficiently large to more than balance the

precipitation, and thus lead to a gradual decrease in the amount of ice and snow.

3 P 2
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XI. NOTES ON THE OBSERVATIONS OF BAROMETRIC PRESSURE.

BY

R. H. CURTIS.

I. THE YEARLY MEAN PRESSURE.

NOTWITHSTANDING the great interest which attaches to the distribution of barometric pressure over the

South Polar regions, our knowledge of the subject has hitherto been to a great extent hypothetical owing

to the fewness of the observations we possessed. It is only quite recently that observations covering an

entire year have become available. All those previously received were made by navigators (in most cases

exploring the region) who passed quickly from point to point, so that their observations are a good deal

scattered both as regards locality and time, although in every case they refer exclusively to the summer

months of the year, in which alone the Antarctic seas are open to navigation.

It was not until the year 1898-9 that a series of observations embracing a complete year was made

within the Antarctic circle, and the whole of the information we now possess, relative to the sequence of

climate in the Antarctic throughout the year, from that time up to the return of the "
Discovery," is set

out in Table I. As regards the stations at which these four series of observations were made, it should be

TABLE I. -Mean Height of the Barometer reduced to Sea Level, to 32 F., and to Latitude 45.

Ship or place.
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Valencia, in the south-west of Ireland, for each of '20 consecutive years with the mean for 35 years gave an

average difference of + 0-03 inch, and an extreme difference of 0-112 inch, whilst a similar comparison of

mean values for Kew for the same period gave an average difference of 0-025 inch and an extreme

difference of only 0-067 inch. Possibly in the Antarctic the variation of the mean pressure of any one

year from the true mean may be liable to a greater error than either of these we have no sure information

upon the point, but probably we shall not greatly err if we assume for the values we are now dealing with

a possible error of 060 inch.

The annual means for the four places named in the table confirm the inference which seems inevitable

from the marked prevalence of easterly winds at three of them, that barometric pressure must be relatively

high over the regions approximating to the Southern Pole.

Taking first for comparison the " Gauss "
yearly mean for latitude 66 and the "

Discovery's" mean for

the same twelve months for latitude 78, we find the mean pressure at the more southern station to be

0-219 inch higher than at the northern position, giving a gradient, if we may disregard longitude and

consider the difference in latitude alone, of 0-018 inch for each degree of latitude. The Cape Adare mean

for latitude 71, dealt with in a similar way, but comparing it with the "Discovery" mean for the two

years, gives a difference of 0-022 inch per degree of latitude, which is practically the same as that given

by comparing the "
Discovery

" and " Gauss "
values.

That the "Belgica's" average pressure for very nearly the same (mean) latitude as Cape Adare (71)

gives a somewhat different result is not very surprising when we remember that it is not only for a

different twelve months from that of the "
Discovery," but also for the somewhat extensive area covered

by her drift during the time. Her mean pressure for the year is 0-173 inch higher than the Cape Adare

mean, and only 0-046 inch lower than the mean for the "Discovery's" first year, which was considerably

(0
- 125 inch) higher than that for her second year. This difference yields a gradient per degree of latitude

less than half that obtained by comparing the means of the other stations.

The "
Belgica's

"
high mean pressure for the year is, however, chiefly due to the relatively high means

for the four winter months, which is a feature not exhibited at either of the other stations ; indeed, at the

" Gauss "
the mean pressure for the winter was considerably lower than that for the summer. Assuming

the seasonal march of pressure to have been approximately normal at each of the stations, it is conceivable

that the higher winter pressure at the "
Belgica

"
may have been related to a pole of cold caused by

radiation from large land masses somewhere in her neighbourhood, leading to some dislocation of the

isobars, and incidentally to the greater diversity of wind direction which she experienced. It has been

pointed out that she was far to the eastward of the "
Discovery," and as very little is known of the

physical features of the intervening region, there is plenty of room for conjecture as to the distribution of

land and sea areas within it.

Before leaving this part of the subject it may be well to refer to the results of the barometer obser-

vations made on the various sledge journeys which were undertaken by the Expedition during its stay at

Ross Island.

These journeys varied both in direction and in duration, and barometric observations were made on

nearly all of them. The instrument generally used was an aneroid, of which the Expedition possessed

several, but on most of the journeys the readings of the aneroid were supplemented by hypsometric

observations. Prior to leaving England the aneroids had been verified at the Kew Observatory, but when

they were brought into use in the Antarctic it was found that each instrument had developed errors

very different from those determined for it at Kew. This fact introduces an element of uncertainty into

the observations which is not entirely eliminated by the comparisons which can be made of the aneroid

readings with the readings of the ship's mercurial barometers at the starting and on the return of the

party. But the greatest obstacle in the way of ascertaining the pressure gradient from the barometric

observations made on the several journeys arises from the difficulty of deciding how far the differences

observed between the observations made at the ship and those made simultaneously at a distance were due

to change in height above sea level, and how far to purely meteorological causes ;
and in some instances,

where the changes of level are known to have been very large from day to day, the difficulty becomes

insuperable. In two or three journeys, however, the conditions were more favourable than in the others,
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and particularly was this so in the journey made by Lieutenant EOYDS to the south-east across the open
Ice Barrier. Throughout this journey the aneroid was read at frequent and regular intervals, and the

observations have been dealt with in the following manner. The journey out and home was broken up
into distance-intervals of 20 miles each, and all the barometric observations made whilst each distance-

interval was being traversed were moaned and then compared with the mean of the corresponding readings

of the barometer made at the ship. In this way it was sought to smooth out the casual fluctuations of

pressure and to get an approximately correct mean barometric difference between the ship and the mean

position of the travellers for the time occupied in traversing each 20-mile section of the journey.

The differences obtained from a comparison of the two sets of means when plotted in a curve* exhibit a

very uniform increase outwards to the furthest point reached, and a similarly uniform diminution on the

return journey, the reading of the barometer at the ship being the higher one throughout. It is, however,

tolerably certain, from various considerations, that the general level of the Barrier rises to the southward,

and this in itself would of cours.6 account for a decrease of pressure in that direction and a consequent

increase in the difference between the two means as the travellers increased their distance from the ship.

The question then arises whether this steady increase of difference with distance is not wholly due to

increase of height above sea level, and whether if it had been possible to reduce the readings made on the

ice to sea level there would not have been shown an increase of pressure to the southward instead of a

decrease ?

If we may assume an average rise of surface level of the Barrier ice of about 2 feet per mile along the

line followed by the travellers (which is probably well within the actual amount), and if we reduce the

barometer readings in accordance with that assumption, such a sea-level increase of pressure is then found

to exist, and not only does the decrease of a little less than three-tenths of an inch in the 170 miles then

disappear, but an increase of over a tenth of an inch takes its place.

It has been elsewhere pointed out (p. 492) that this conclusion receives considerable support from the fact

that it supplies the barometric gradient required to account for the persistent easterly wind which is so

marked a feature of the air circulation of these high latitudes.

The track pursued in two other journeys similarly dealt with followed somewhat closely the line of high

mountains which stretch away to the southward along the western boundary of the Ice Barrier, and it is

probable that on those journeys greater and less regular differences of level were met with. At any rate,

the observations made during those journeys do not yield results quite so uniform as that obtained from

the observations on the journey across the open Barrier, quite away from the land, although in their main

features they are very similar
;
and this may probably be due partly to the travellers having experienced

on the southern journeys more abrupt change of level, and also to some extent to the fact that the readings

of the aneroid were not made either so frequently or so regularly as on Lieutenant EOYDS' journey. It

may, perhaps, be of interest to notice that at the 130-mile distance-interval of Lieutenant EOYDS' journey

there is, both on the outward and the homeward journey, a decrease of the barometric difference amounting

to 0-03 inch or 0-04 inch, indicating a slight decrease of about 30 feet in the height of the Barrier floor at

that distance. The repetition of the irregularity in the curve on the return journey not only confirms the

existence of a depression of ice level at that spot, but also seems to support the method adopted for dealing

with the observations.

HANN, in his 'Handbook of Climatology' (English edition, translated by E. DE C. WARD, p. 217), refers

to the distribution of mean pressure at different latitudes, and quotes FERREL'S value for each 10 down to

latitude 70 S. These values indicate a progressive decrease of pressure with increase of latitude south of

30' S., the mean pressure at 70, which is the highest latitude quoted in the table, being given as

29 056 inches.

Map No. 51, in the '

Report of the "
Challenger

"
Expedition/ showing the isobaric lines of the globe for

the year, exhibits a similar decrease of pressure down to latitude 60 S., which is the most southern position

for which an isobar is given, and the value of the pressure for that parallel is 29 -30 inches.

Compared with the values given in Table I., that quoted by HANN for latitude 70 is too low, and it is

clear that the decrease of pressure does not continue southward so far. Dr. SHAW, from a discussion of

* See 6g. 1, p. 491,
" Discussion of Wind Observations."
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the general circulation of the atmosphere ('Proc. Roy. Soc.,' vol. 74, p. 20), based largely upon the differ!in-<-

between the distribution of pressure at the Earth's surface and the distribution at the 4000 metres level as

computed by M. TEISSERENC DE BORT, came to the conclusion that a high-pressure area exists over the

Antarctic, and he pointed out that "the pole of extreme cold, which in the southern hemisphere must be

nearly coincident with the geographical polo, will have associated with it a component distribution for

easterly (wind) circulation similar to the low-temperature pole of north-east Siberia in the northern

hemisphere," a conclusion which seems to be completely justified by the mean pressure results shown in

Table I., and also by the wind distribution recorded at the "
Discovery's

" Winter Quarters, as well as at

Cape Adare and at the position at which the " Gauss "
wintered in the ice. Dr. SHAW proceeds to say,

" the intensity of the cold in the south polar regions is undoubted, and the existence of the distribution for

an easterly circulation round a high-pressure centre due to the weight of the lower air follows directly

therefrom."

THE SEASONAL VARIATION OF PRESSURE.

The observations for a single year, or even two years, are insufficient to yield true mean values for the

individual months, and that this is so will be seen at once when the monthly means of pressure for the

first year of the "
Discovery's

"
stay at her Winter Quarters are compared with the means for the

corresponding months of the second year; the mean for June, 1902, for example, is a quarter of an inch

lower than the mean for June, 1903, and the means for the two months of July differ as greatly, but in

the opposite way, the earlier value being in this case the higher of the two.

TABLE II. Mean Monthly Pressure at the "Discovery's" Winter Quarters for the Years 1902-4.

1902
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At the "Discovery's" Winter Quarters the highest mean pressure occurred in the autumn and the

lowest in the spring, the means for the four seasons showing a very uniform progression from one to the

other. At the "
Gauss," the moan pressure was throughout lower than at the "

Discovery," but higher in

the summer than in either of the other seasons, the seasonal march of pressure being with this exception

opt-mg_ Summer Aubumn Winter

29-0

29-0

Fig. 1. Mean pressure for the four seasons.

similar to that at the "
Discovery's

"
position. During the drift of the "

Belgica," the highest mean

pressure occurred in the winter and the lowest in the autumn, the mean in spring and summer being

alike; the yearly march of pressure recorded was therefore very unlike that experienced at the other

stations.

Only 11 months' observations are available for Cape Adare. The lowest mean pressure was reached

there in the spring and the highest in the summer, the seasonal change being very similar to that

experienced on board the " Gauss."

DIURNAL OSCILLATION OF PRESSURE AT WINTER QUARTERS.

The hourly means have also been combined for each of the four seasons in order to ascertain whether

they exhibited a diurnal variation of pressure.

For this purpose mean values were computed for the initial as well as for the final midnights, and the

difference between the two distributed proportionately over the day in order to eliminate the non-periodic

variation. This was done by pivoting the correction, so to speak, upon the noon value, and applying to

the initial and terminal values one-half of the difference between them, subtracting it from the higher of the

two and adding it to the lower, the intermediate hourly values receiving a proportional amount of the

difference, and the noon value, of course, remaining unchanged. The results are shown in
fig. 2,
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The diurnal variation, which is certainly very small, is nevertheless distinctly shown, and in each of the

four seasons it appears as practically a single oscillation with only slight modifications.

In summer the total amplitude amounts to only 0-014 inch, with a minimum at al>out .'5 a.m. and a

maximum between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m., the afternoon decrease being slightly retarded between 5 p.m. and

9 p.m. The curve formed by the oscillation is, however, a very smooth one, and closely resembles in form

the curve of diurnal temperature variation for the same season.

M. A.M. N.
P.M. M.

In.

01

01

00

oo

01

01

00

Summer

Winter

Autumn

faU o&sna.)

(do.)

(do)

(do.)

Equinoxes (Spr.vng f Autumn combined),
I I

| J I

Fig. 2. Diurnal range of pressure (" Discovery ").

The oscillation of greatest amplitude is that of the autumn, but even this does not amount to 02 inch.

The principal feature of this curve is the well-marked minimum at 5 a.m., followed by a quick recovery up
to 8 a.m., after whicli there follows a very gradual rise to the maximum twelve hours later.

The winter oscillation is more irregular, but it, too, has a distinctly marked morning minimum at 6 a.m.,

and evening maximum at 9 p.m., but the morning maximum, which is indicated more or less clearly in each

of the other curves, is most prominently shown here at 10 a.m., after which there follows a very small

afternoon minimum.

3 Q
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The spring curve )B a very smooth one, and lias also a smaller amplitude th;m the curve of any other

season. It rises from a minimum at "> a.m. to a maximum at 11 a.m., and then, after a slight fall for six or

seven hours, it rises to the maximum of the day at 11 p.m.

The Fourier coefficients of the diurnal variation for the seasons, which are given in Table IV., differ from

those of lower latitudes in the relatively large amplitude of the first component. The epochs of the

maximum of this component in the different seasons become progress] vrl v earlier as the year grows, and

then get later again through the autumn to the winter, which appears to indicate some relation to the Sun's

declination. But the fact that in these latitudes a diurnal variation exists all the year through is a point

of some interest, because it has hitherto been pretty generally assumed that it disappeared entirely at a

much lower latitude than 70 degrees.

TABLE IV. Fourier Coefficients of Diurnal Inequality of Pressure.
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XII. DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVATIONS OF THE DIRECTION AND
FORCE OF THE WIND AT WINTER QUARTERS AND ON

THE SLEDGE JOURNEYS.

BY

R. H. CURTIS.

THE STATION.

THE immediate surroundings of any place at which observations of wind were made is a matter of some

importance when dealing with the observations themselves. The Winter Quarters of the "Discovery" were

in a small bight, about a third of a mile deep, close to the south-western extremity of Ross Island, where

the vessel lay east and west and fairly close to the shore. The neighbouring land was hilly, and extended

from Hut Point, a low promontory less than a quarter of a mile to the westward, round through north and

east to Observation Hill, a conical hill three-quarters of a mile to the south-south-east of the ship The

land, although hilly, did not rise very abruptly, and its highest point, which was much above the general

level, was reached at Crater Hill, 1000 feet above the sea and between one and two miles to the eastward

of the ship. Between this hill and Observation Hill there lay a wide gully, opening out to the south-east,

and known as the Gap. The outlook from the ship to the south-westward, from Observation Hill in the

south-south-east to Hut Point in the west was perfectly open and uninterrupted.

An additional series of observations of wind direction and force was made at a point upon the open ice

about one-third of a mile to the south of Cape Armitage, the southernmost point of Ross Island. This spot

was about two miles south of the ship and, except for Ross Island, there was nothing that could obstruct

the wind coming from any direction.

INSTRUMENTS.

The instrumental equipment of the expedition for making observations of the direction and force of the

wind consisted of a non-registering vane of the ordinary type for observing the direction, and of three

anemometers for obtaining the velocity. In addition to the instrumental records, the force was also

estimated by the Beaufort scale.

One of the anemometers was a small cup instrument, made by CASELI.A, which indicated upon a pair of

dials the number of miles of wind which had passed over it since the last observation. The cups of this

anemometer were 3 inches in diameter, and the distance from the centres of the cups to the spindle was

6| inches. Before leaving England it had been compared with the large anemometer at the Kew

Observatory, and within the limits of the wind velocities experienced during the time the trial lasted the

indications of both instruments were found to be in fairly close agreement. The results shown by the

larger instrument are, however, known to be too high, and have to be reduced in the ratio of 15 to 11 to

obtain the true speed of the wind, and therefore the dial readings of the smaller instrument were all

similarly reduced before they were dealt with in this discussion.

This cup anemometer was mounted upon an iron post, which was fastened to the wooden frame erected

to carry the thermometer screens. The cups were 15 feet above the level of the snow and about 120 yards

to the eastward of the ship.

The dials were read every two hours when making the other meteorological observations. The readings

have been first corrected for the factor, as indicated above, and then divided by 2 in order to get the

average hourly speed of the wind in statute miles since the last observation.

Both the other anemometers were pressure-tube instruments, but of different patterns, one being a self-

recording instrument, made by MUNRO, and the other a non-recording, or "
sight-indicating," instrument

by CAKELLA.

The latter is a small portable instrument, not intended to be permanently fixed, but to be held in the

hand when making an observation. In the present case, however, it was attached to another upright of

the stand to which the thermometer screens were fixed, and was connected by tubes with a duplicate vane

3 Q 2
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"
head," which had been supplied for the self-recording pressure-tube anemometer, the " head

"
being placed

a few inches above the post and 10 feet above the snow. When the instrument is exposed to the wind,

the coloured fluid alcohol in the glass tube oscillates with the fluctuations in the force of the wind, and

the usual method of observation is to watch these oscillations for a few seconds and note what appears to

the observer to be its average level, the corresponding velocity being then recorded as that of the wind at

the time of the observation.

This method of observing was, however, slightly varied in this instance the observer recorded the

extremes of the oscillation instead of the mean. Such an entry as " 16-26
"
in the Journal means, therefore,

that the force of the wind varied from a minimum of 16 miles to a maximum of 26 miles during the time

of observation. It does not follow, however, that the arithmetic mean of two such readings would fairly

indicate the average force of the wind, even for the somewhat brief period such an observation might be

supposed to represent. At times it would no doubt do so, but an examination of the automatic records of

a self-registering pressure-tube anemometer would show that frequently it would not, owing to the fact

that relatively strong, but very transient, gusts often occur which are not balanced by corresponding lulls,

and therefore have a tendency, supposing such a gust to be included in the observation, to exaggerate the

average force obtained.

It would have added to the value of the observation, therefore, if, in addition to giving the extreme

limits of the excursions of the fluid, the observer had also recorded the velocity corresponding to the

position upon the scale around which the fluid appeared most frequently to lie.

A difficulty in connection with the use of the instrument arose from the frequent choking of the

"head" and the connecting pipes with drifting snow, necessitating its being frequently dismounted and

cleaned. Possibly the small height above the snow at which the " head" was fixed may have been partly

responsible for this
;
but the trouble would doubtless have been much diminished, and perhaps entirely

obviated, if the instrument had been used in the way intended, and, instead of being fixed out of doors,

had been taken out only when required for the purpose of an observation.

The self-recording pressure-tube anemometer was erected on board the ship, the " head
"

being placed

on the mizzen cross-trees, on the southern side of the ship, 34 feet above the sea level, whilst the

recording portion of the instrument was put in the signal locker, on the upper deck. The selection of

this position for the recording apparatus was unfortunate, and was the proximate cause of the loss of

many weeks' records.

On account of the difficulty which would probably be experienced in keeping water unfrozen in the

high latitudes in which the instrument was expected to work, a "
non-freezing mixture

" had been

supplied for use in the anemometer cistern as a substitute for water. The " mixture
"
consisted simply of

water and methylated spirit, to which a small quantity of glycerine was added to give the compound the

specific gravity of water. Without much doubt, had the cistern containing this fluid been placed in a less

exposed position below deck and the instrument itself presented no difficulty to this being done the

fluid would have fulfilled its purpose ;
but under the influence of the extreme cold to which it was

exposed in the locker it frequently got out of order, and on opening the cistern
"
ice was found on the

top of the liquid, then the spirit, and below that a thick substance like condensed milk." The " mixture
"

was therefore removed and the cistern "filled with spirit containing only a small amount of glycerine."

The result was a decided improvement in the action of the float, although in very low temperatures and

calms " the piston was still inclined to work in thick liquid," and " the whole lot had to be stirred up."

The extreme cold also affected the ink and the going of the clock; and, as a final result, there were many

days on which no record at all was obtained, and many others when the record was of no use.

The vane for indicating the direction of the wind was placed at another angle of the frame for supporting

the thermometer screens, at the height of 12 feet above the snow level.

OBSERVATIONS.

The observations relating to wind may be summarized as follows : The direction, as shown by the,

vane, was recorded at every second hour, from the time of arrival in Winter Quarters till near the close

of the vessel's stay, when the hours of observation were reduced. The force of the wind, as estimated by
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Beciufort's scale, was also recorded every two Inmrs with each observation of direction. The record of

mean wind velocity, in miles per hour, deduced from 2-hourly readings of the cup anemometer, is

practically complete from April, 1902, till the end of the vessel's stay in Winter Quarters, the breaks in

its continuity amounting altogether to only a few days, during which the instrument was disabled or

under repair. The series of observations of velocity by the "sight-indicating" pressure tube is somewhat

less complete, whilst the records of the recording pressure-tube anemometer exhibit frequent lacunae, which

in many instances extend over days and in several others over weeks.

DIRECTION OF THE WIND.

The observations of wind direction, irrespective of force, were first dealt with.

All the observations for each month were first of all grouped under thirty-two points, and the percentage

of their frequency of occurrence under each point determined. It was at once seen that this was a greater

degree of refinement than the observations themselves would warrant, and it was evident from the

infrequency with which observations were recorded under the intermediate points that the observers had

practically limited themselves to sixteen points in making their observations. The observations under

each intermediate point were therefore allocated to the points on either side in proportion to the number

of observations already credited to them. Thus if five observations of E. by N. winds were to be

distributed between HN.E. and E., and there were already entered to E.X.E. ten observations and to

E. fifteen, then two of the five would have been given to E.N.E. and three to E., raising the number of

observations under the first-named point to twelve and that under the latter to eighteen.

The results of this grouping are shown in Table I.

TABLE I. Distribution of Wind Direction under Sixteen Points in Percentages.
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The most conspicuous feature of the Antarctic wind which is exhibited by the figures in this table is the

predominance of east winds throughout the two years over which the observations extended. East-north-

east and north-east winds come next in frequency ;
but north winds were conspicuous only during the

months of November and December, 1902, and January, 1903; south-easterly winds were, on the whole,

less common than north-easterly winds; southerly winds were comparatively rarely felt; and west winds

were never felt at all.

Generalizing the observations still further by grouping them under eight points only and omitting the

calms, as in Table II., we get for the entire series 44 per cent, of easterly winds, 20 per cent, of north-

TABLE II. Distribution of Observations of Wind Direction under Eight Points.
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the autumn months the relative frequency of winds from the west of north suggests that the effect of the

warmer months of summer is prolonged in some degree into the autumn.

The changes are, however, all small, and in no season is the outstanding predominance of the easterly

current destroyed or indeed greatly modified.

Another very remarkable feature of the South Polar wind which Table I. exhibits is the great frequency

of calms and light airs. The smallest percentage of calms in any month was 13 per cent, in August, 1902,

and the greatest 41 per cent, in July, 1903, both of them winter months; for the entire period calms

averaged 23 per cent, of all the observations. Table III. gives 24 per cent, as the mean percentage of

calms for all the winter months, and the same figure for all the equinoctial months combined, but in the

summer months the percentage fell to 20 per cent.

TABLE III. Seasonal Distribution of Wind Direction under Sixteen Points.
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the ship was most open and exposed were precisely those from which the wind seldom or never blew, and

therefore the absence of winds from westerly points could not have been due to the effect of the land in

obstructing or deflecting a westerly current, supposing one to have existed.

On the other hand, the winds which were of most frequent occurrence reached the ship after crossing

the southern spur of Ross Island, which at Discovery Bay is not more than a couple of miles in breadth

from west to east, and on its eastern side is bounded by the open Barrier ice. In traversing the Barrier

an easterly wind current would meet with no obstruction, and the land interposed between the Barrier and

the ship, although hilly, was not of a character materially to affect its course.

It has been suggested that " The Gap," the valley which lay to the south-east between Crater Hill and

Observation Hill, formed a kind of funnel which had an effect upon the direction of the wind at the ship.

But in that case the predominant direction would have been south-easterly, and Table II. shows that

south-east winds were less frequent than north-east winds, and less than half as frequent as winds from

the east.

The effect of the surrounding land upon the direction of the winds observed at the ship's quarters can,

however, be tested more directly, by comparing the results shown in Table I. with those given in

Table IV., which are derived from observations of the direction and force of the wind made at a point

TABLE IV. Distribution of Observations of Wind Direction made at a Point on the Ice Half a Mile

to the South of Cape Armitage.
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owing to the exigences of sledging the hours of observation were more or less irregular; and there WM
also the added difficulty of having to determine the wind direction without instrumental aid. On some

of these points the information given in the Journal is less complete than could be desired, and fuller

information respecting what was done in correcting the observations for the magnetic variation would

have been especially useful. This last point is, of course, one of much importance, and, unfortunately, it is

one respecting which little that is definite is said in the note books.

Dealing broadly with the observations, the most prominent feature of the wind which they reveal is the

frequency with which light variable airs and calms occurred. Most of the journeys were made between

the beginning of October and the end of January, and at Winter Quarters in those months calms were

recorded in approximately 25 per cent, of the observations
;
but upon the whole their occurrence appears

to have been much more common to the southward and westward of the ship, approaching 40 per cent, in

the former direction and upwards of 50 per cent, in the latter. At the same time the gusty character of

the wind is maintained by the observations, and occasionally the squalls were very sharp and severe.

From the observations made in the course of the journeys to the south and west, it would appear that

in those directions the wind was more southerly than it was at Winter Quarters, but the uncertainty

which exists respecting the correction of the records for magnetic variation makes it inexpedient to speak

very definitely upon the point. On some of the western journeys, however, a considerable altitude was

attained, certainly above 7000 feet, and the observations of the movements of the lower clouds made at

the ship would lead us to expect at that height above the sea a southerly, or even a westerly, current such

as is recorded in the logs.

Also it should be remembered that the southern journeys followed the line of lofty mountains which,

stretching away to the southward, form the eastern boundary of Victoria Land
;
and it is quite conceivable

that an easterly wind current sweeping across the Barrier would, on meeting this range, become deflected

to the northward and would in consequence be felt by the sledging parties as a southerly or even a south-

westerly wind.

One of the most important journeys considered with reference to the observations of wind direction was

that of Lieutenant EOYDS, to a distance of 170 miles to the south-east across the Great Ice Barrier, made

in November, 1903. Throughout this journey the party was far removed from any land, and there were

absolutely no obstructions to the free movement of the air in any direction
;
and therefore the observations

of wind direction should be valuable in relation to those made simultaneously at the ship. If we could

,assume that the observations were made by compass and entered in the note-book as made, without

correction, we get, after applying a mean correction for variation, the following analysis of the

observations :

i per cent.

Observations of N. by E. (true) 4

N.E. N. ( )
15

N.E. E.
( ) 5

E. N.
( )

51

Calms 25

100

If the assumption that the observations were not originally corrected for compass error is a correct one,

the confirmation these results afford to the accuracy of the distribution of winds obtained from the

observations made at the ship would be very great, more especially because of the very open character of

the region in which the observations were made.

On the other hand, if we suppose the observations to have been corrected for variation before their

entry in the log, we find ourselves confronted with a problem it is not easy to solve : How are we to

account for the existence of a steady south-westerly current within a few miles of the ship, whilst at Cape

Armitage and at the ship herself, although quite open and unsheltered towards the south-west, easterly

winds were experienced almost exclusively, a south-west wind being of extremely rare occurrence, and a

westerly wind practically never felt at all ?

3 R
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TABLE V. Summary of the Wind Observations made on some of the longer Sledge Journeys.

Journey of Lieutenant AEMITAOE, R.N.E., to the West, November 29, 1902, to January 19, 1903.
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In Table V. an analysis ig given of the wind observations made on the more lengthy and representative

sledge journeys.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN RELATION TO WIND.

The movement of atmospheric air currents as regards both direction and rate is, of course, governed by
the distribution of barometric pressure, and in the southern hemisphere an easterly wind implies the

existence of an area of relatively high pressure to the southward of the point at which the wind is

observed. If, therefore, it could be shown that such an area of high pressure of a more or less permanent
character existed over the Great Ice Barrier to the southward of Ross Island, the distribution of wind

directions which was observed at the "
Discovery's

"
Winter Quarters would be at once confirmed and

explained.

A consideration of the problem of the general air circulation in the south polar region leads almost

irresistibly to the conclusion that some such accumulation of air must take place in its higher latitudes,

but unfortunately the data yielded by the expedition are not such as would justify us in saying that its

existence is absolutely proved, although perhaps it goes a good way in that direction.

On most of the sledge journeys readings of aneroid barometers were made and recorded, although in

some instances at somewhat irregular intervals. These readings were affected by two distinct causes,

the variations in level of the different places of observation, and the changes in pressure due to movements

of the atmosphere, and it is difficult to say to what extent these may have severally contributed to bring
about the difference in pressure observed between any two consecutive readings. On some journeys, in

the neighbourhood of land, the effect due to the first named cause was so great as to render that due to

the second quite inconspicuous ; but the journey of Lieutenant ROYDS to the south-east to which reference

has already been made was over the level ice quite away from the land, and therefore it seems fair to

assume that any changes of level during that journey would be very slight and gradual and not such as

would mask the true barometric oscillations.

The barometric observations made on that journey have therefore been dealt with as follows : The

journey out and home was divided into distance-intervals of twenty miles, and all the observations made
between and 20, 20-40, 40-60, &c., miles from the ship were meaned and the result compared with the

Distances from the ship.

f) 10 50

Outward.
20 90 no 130

Miles
150 170 150 130

Homeward .

no 90 70 50

+
Zero

In.

005

0-15

0-25

0-30

\
\

\

+
Zero

In.

0-05

o-io

015

O-2O

O-25

O-30

Fig. 1. Difference between the mean height of the barometer at Winter Quarters and on the sledge journey to the

south-east across the Great Ice Barrier.
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mean of the corresponding corrected readings of the barometer taken on board the ship. Tho differences

between these two sets of mean values being then plotted to the corresponding mean distances were found

to exhibit the fairly regular curve shown in
fig. 1, the difference increasing from - 0'03 inch at 10 miles on

the outward journey to - 29 inch at the extreme point reached, and then decreasing again to - 09 inch

at 10 miles from the vessel on the return. The correction required to make the aneroid when read at the

vessel agree with the ship's barometer, corrected for temperature and sea level, was applied throughout.

By meaning the observations in this way the casual fluctuations of pressure were to a great extent

smoothed out, and probably sufficiently so to warrant us in regarding the mean for each distance-interval

as the mean pressure for the time occupied by the party in traversing it. The differences, therefore,

between those means and the means at the ship are due (1) to the difference in level between the two

places, and (2) to the barometric gradient which may have existed at the time.

As regards (1), the distant barometer being always lower than that at the ship indicates that in so far as

that fact represents change of level the travellers had been rising ;
whilst as regards (2), except so far as it is

modified by (1), the differences point to the presence of an area of relatively lorn pressure in the region

traversed. That the differences were chiefly due to change of level is, however, made clear by the fact

that throughout the journey the winds were, with only a few brief exceptions, very light, with a large

percentage of calms, and this would certainly not have been the case had the difference been to any

marked extent due to barometric gradient. There was also evidence of very considerable ice pressure,

and of a northerly movement of the Barrier ice-sheet, as to which Captain SCOTT remarks* :

"
it is certain

that there must be a supply of ice from some region to the south," which must necessarily have caused

some gradient, if only a small one.

Some rise in level may therefore be safely assumed, and the question then arises whether its full extent

is indicated by the differences shown in the diagram, or whether these should not be increased (or

decreased) by an amount representing the barometric gradient.

As they stand, assuming there was no barometric gradient, the differences indicate a change of level in the

ice of little more than 1 foot per mile, a gradient which could hardly be reduced in view of the pressure

phenomena which were observed upon the ice-sheet and of the remark of Captain SCOTT just quoted ;
and

therefore the existence of an area of low pressure to the southward of Ross Island which would result from

a reduction of the ice gradient appears to be very improbable.

On the other hand, if we may assume the existence of a relatively high pressure in the region traversed

by the party, with a sea-level gradient of about O'l inch for the distance of 170 miles represented by the

diagram, the corrected (augmented) differences would then give us a rise in level of the ice of about 2 feet

per mile along the line traversed, and although this gradient is still very slight it accords better with the

ice phenomena observed than does the smaller one, whilst at the same time we get a barometric gradient

sufficient to account fully, both as regards direction and force, for the wind distribution observed at the

"
Discovery's

" Winter Quarters at Ross Island.

RESULTS AT OTHER STATIONS IN THE ANTARCTIC.

Before leaving this part of the subject it may be well to refer to the results obtained in 1899 by the

" Southern Cross" Expedition at their winter station at Cape Adare in Lat. 71 S., Long. 170 E., rather

more than 400 miles north of the "
Discovery's

"
position.

The exposure for wind observations was probably less satisfactory there than it was at Discovery Bay,

as a range of high mountains rose abruptly to the south and west of the station
;
but to the eastward and

round through north the exposure was open to the sea. It was from the south-east, however, that most of the

winds blew, and although the distribution was not so exclusively confined to the easterly quarters as was the

case at Discovery Bay, yet, as will be seen from the following Table VI., it was such as to lend considerable

support to the suggestion that the easterly air current which the "
Discovery

"
experienced at Ross Island

extends, as the predominating current near the sea level, over a large extent of the surrounding region.

Calms were of much more frequent occurrence at Cape Adare than at Discovery Bay.

* '

Voyage of the "
Discovery,"

'

vol. ii., p. 428.
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TABLE VI. Percentage Distribution of Wind Direction at Ciipe Adare during the Eleven Months

March, 1899, to January, 1900.

(The observations were made every two hours from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

N.
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TABLE VIII. Percentage Distribution of Wind Direction under 16 Points at the Winter Quarters of the

German Antarctic Exploration Vessel "
Gauss," in Latitude 66 2' S., Longitude 89 38' E.

1902-3.
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of the drift of the smoke from Mount Erebus fire of special value, because, owing to the distance from the

mountain of the observer at Winter Quarters and also to his position relative to the line followed by the

smoke, it was sometimes difficult for him to determine with precision the direction of the latter. Under

these circumstances an independent set of observations, made sometimes at nearly the same instant, but

always from a different point of view, becomes very useful. The two sets of observations were, therefore,

in the first place dealt with separately, and then combined, and the results are given in Table X.

TABLE X. Relative Distribution under Eight Points of the Direction of Movement of the Air Currents

at High Levels, as obtained from Observations of () Lower Clouds, (b) Smoke from Mount Erebus,

and (c) Upper Clouds.
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The two sots of observations of the drift of Mount Erebus smoke give slightly different percentages for

each of the eight points, but the general agreement between them is surprisingly close considering the

conditions under which they were made. Taking the mean of the two sets, we find that at the level of

from 13,000 to 14,000 feet the change in the direction of movement of the air currents, which is indicated

by the lower clouds, has become further developed, and that, at that height, the easterly current of the surface

has become almost entirely superseded by another from between south-west and west. These two directions

together account for no less than 64 per cent, of all the observations, south-west alone having 36 per cent.

South has 12 per cent., north-east has only 2 per cent., and north and east have each but 4 per cent. At

this level, therefore, the dominant air current is unmistakably from between south-west and west, and winds

from between east and north, the quarter from which the surface winds chiefly came, are comparatively

rare.

At the level of the upper clouds we find this progressive change in direction towards the westward

carried still further, and a marked prevalence of north-westerly winds is shown for the first time. South-

west, it is true, still remains the slightly dominant direction, but this may possibly be due to the inclusion

SURFACE
W/NDS.

LOWE7?
CLOUDS.

UPPER
CLOUDS. SMOKE.

20%

Fig. 2. Distribution of air currents at various levels.
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of clouds moving at a lower level than that of the true upper clouds. If this surmise is correct, it is

evident that had such clouds been grouped with the " lower
"

clouds, the change of the current towards

the south-west, already shown by the lower cloud observations, would have been even more marked, and

its further westerly development with height through the level of the Erebus smoke to that of the upper

clouds would have been still more apparent. But the figures as they stand in the table are sufficiently

striking: 64 per cent, of all the observations of upper clouds show a flow of air from between in nth

and south-west. At the lower level of the Erebus smoke 76 per cent, of the observations are comprised

between west and south, and, still lower, 47 per cent, of the lower clouds were found to move from

between south-west and south-east, whilst at the level of the sea 80 per cent, of the winds came from

between north-east and south-east. At the surface, east is the dominant wind direction, but ut the level of

the Erebus smoke, and of the upper clouds, the prevailing wind is from a westerly direction.

VELOCITY OF THE WIND.

The winds of that portion of the Antarctic region in which the "Discovery" wintered appear to possess

two distinctive characteristics exceptional gustiness and a great tendency to die away and give place

to calm.

As regards the second of these characteristics, the observations of wind for the whole period of the

vessel's stay in Winter Quarters show an average of 23 per cent, of calms, the monthly percentages

varying from a minimum of 13 in August, 1892, to a maximum of 41 in July, 1903, both of them winter

months. But the distribution of calms over the different months is very irregular and shows little

indication of a seasonal variation.

Away from the ship, on the sledge journeys, nalms were probably more frequent than at Discovery Bay,

but the irregular intervals at which the wind observations were made on these journeys, probably owing

to the exigencies of sledging, make it difficult to compare satisfactorily their relative percentage frequency.

The figures in Table V. show a frequency of 54 per cent, and 49 per cent, for calms upon the two western

journeys for which an analysis is given, and of 35 per cent, for the two journeys to the south. Each of

these journeys was of several weeks' duration, the shortest covering about fifty days, and the longest three

months.

As has already been mentioned, the frequent occurrence of calms was a conspicuous feature of the wind

observations at Cape Adare and at the Winter Quarters of the " Gauss."

The gustiness of the wind can be inferred from the fact that two numbers are almost invariably used in

the Journal to indicate the force as estimated by Beaufort's scale: e.g.,
" SW, 1-6; >S by W, 3-7." But

the inference is amply confirmed by numerous notes by the observers, who call attention to squalliness as

an especially characteristic feature of the gales and " blizzards
"
they experienced.

MEAN MONTHLY VELOCITY.

The mean hourly velocity of the wind for each month obtained from the readings of both the cup

anemometer and the pressure-tube anemometer is shown in Table XI. to be 10- 3 miles per hour by the

former and 10 '4 by the latter.

It has already been said that the pressure-tube records of wind velocity were frequently interrupted,

and owing to that fact a satisfactory comparison cannot be made between the mean velocities for the

individual months obtained from the two anemometers, because the occurrence in any month of an

unusually windy period or of a long spell of very calm weather, during either of which the cup instrument

alone was at work, would obviously cause the mean velocity for the month deduced from the readings of

that instrument to be higher in the one case and lower in the other than the monthly mean obtained from

the smaller available number of pressure-tube observations
;
and the rather large differences which the

table shows in the mean velocities by the two instruments for certain months is explained in this way.

But as the length of the period covered by the records is increased the risk of error from this cause

becomes diminished, since the lacunse in the pressure-tube record extending over both calm and windy

periods tend to balance one another, and therefore it is probable that the mean hourly velocity fur the

3 8
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TAIJI.K XI. Mean Hourly Velocity of the Wind for cadi Month, by Cup Anemometer ami by

I "ivssure-Tube Anemometer (Irrespective of Direction).

Date.
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DIURNAL VARIATION OF WIND VELOCITY.

For the diurnal variation in wind force we have to rely chiefly upon the pressure-tube anemometer

records, and, owing to their incompleteness for certain months, they have been grouped for the different

seasons instead of months in order to obtain mean values.

The results of this grouping are given in Table XII., and they are also shown graphically in figs. 4, 5, 6,

where the seasonal curves are shown for each year, and also for the two years combined, after the values

have been smoothed by the formula - .

o 12345 67 8 9 10 n N. I 3 4 5 6 7 8 Q Id

E e

5

10

8 9

8

19

17

1902-3

7

& 1903-

1902, -3

1903-4

t Comdinea, Smooched

Mean Summer Tempera/Cure
at Winter Quarters.

Fig. 4. Diurnal variation of wind velocity.

Summer.

01 234 5, 6 7 89 10 ii N. I a 3 4 5 67 8 9 IP II M.

V'\g. 5. Diurnal variation of wind velocity.

Winter.
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The smoothed curve for the summer four months shows a decrease of force from the maximum at 4 p.m.

to a well-marked minimum between G a.m. and 7 a.m. ;
from 7 a.m. to noon it increases again steadily,

but a slight inflexion is then shown in the curve to a small secondary minimum at 2 p.m., before the

012345678 9 10 ii N. 12345 67

10

9

8

7

6

17

16

13

12

13

a 12

k ii

10

.3 ii

I

Autumn

Spring

Spring /

Apr.

Sep.- Oct.

ir. Apr. '03.

\

902^-1905 combined

Autumn combined

\
\
\

Fig. 6. Diurnal variation of \viml velnuily.

maximum of the day is reached at 4 p.m. The smoothed curve approximates very closely to the summer

curve for 1902-3, but is more divergent from that for 1903-4; in both years, however, confirmation is

given, although in varying degrees, to the secondary minimum early in the afternoon. With the

exception of this minimum the summer curve of wind force coincides fairly well with the diurnal march
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of temperature in summer, the main difference being that in the morning the wind force continues to

decrease for some hours after the temperature lias begun to rise, and that similarly a slight lag is shown in

the commencement of the decrease in force in the afternoon, the maximum of temperature occurring at

2 p.m. anil that of wind force at 1 p.m.

As might have been expected, the smoothed winter curve of diurnal variation shows a much smaller

range of velocity, amounting to only !! miles per hour The minimum occurs in the morning, as in

summer, but two hours earlier, and from 5 a.m., when the velocity is lowest, until the maximum is reached

at 9 p.m. the velocity increases in a series of slight undulations, having maxima at 8 a.m., noon, 5 p.m.,

and p.m., and minima at 10 a.m., 2 p.m., 7 p.m., and at midnight.

Only three months' observations are available fur the autumn curve, the instrument not having been

started until April, 1902. The maximum force occurs at 1 a.m., and not very much variation in shown

throughout the day, except that in the forenoon there is an abrupt fall froni eleven and a half miles per

hour at 8 a.m. to the minimum of the day at 10 a.m., followed in the next two hours by an equally abrupt

rise to about the average force at noon; other slight minima are also indicated at 3 p.m. and 11 p.m., but,

if we omit the large decrease in the forenoon, the total amount of the oscillation is less than 2 miles per

hour.

The diurnal range is greatest during the spring months, but, with the exception of that feature, the

curves for the two years are very little alike. The combined curve indicates a fairly uniform simple

oscillation from a minimum at midnight to a maximum between noon and 2 p.m., small secondary minima

being shown at 6 a.m. and 9 a.m., and at 4 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Wind force is, however, so variable an element that care is required not to attach undue weight to the

evidence of so limited a series of observations, and whilst we may perhaps safely accept the broader

features of the curves of diurnal variation the smaller oscillations can only be accepted with reserve.

GALES.

Defining a "
gale

"
as a wind of at least force 8 on Beaufort's scale, or one in which it attains a mean

velocity of at least 38 statute miles per hour, the number of such gales which occurred during the

"
Discovery's

"
stay in Winter Quarters was not remarkably large.

The frequency of their occurrence as compared with that of more moderate winds may be shown by
the percentage of the total number of observations of gale force in each month to the total number of

observations in the month
;
the figures are as follows :
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combined must have made the strong wind of the gales a very unpleasant experience, and it is quite

possible that that fact may have led unconsciously to some amount of exaggeration in estimating the force

of the wind at such times.

CHANGES OF TEMPERATURE AM> OF WIND.

Sudden large changes of temperature were of frequent occurrence at the Winter Quarters, and an

attempt has been made to correlate them with changes in the direction and velocity of the wind. It was

found that in 17 per cent, of the instances in which such a sudden rise in the temperature occurred, and

in 19 per cent, of those in which it as abruptly fell, the movement was not accompanied by any change

either in the direction or force of the wind.

When the change of temperature coincided with the springing up of a wind after a calm, the tempera-

ture nearly always rose, and, indeed, the only exceptions to this rule occurred when the temperature

change between the two observations amounted to less than ten degrees ;
in no case when the rise in

temperature exceeded that amount did it accompany a falling away of the wind force to a calm. On the

other hand, the large and sudden decreases of temperature almost as generally coincided with the dying

away of the wind force to calm.

Table XIII. gives the number of instances in which these rapid changes of temperature were

accompanied by a change from a wind to a calm, or vice versa, and also the direction of the wind when its

force fell or when it sprang up. In both cases the direction was most frequently, but not invariably,

northerly ; several of the larger increases of temperature occurred with the advent of an easterly breeze,

and in one or two cases the wind came from south.

3 T
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TABLE XIII. Number of Times in which the Falling Away of the Wind Force to a Culm, or nV, term,

was accompanied by a Rise or by a Fall in Temperature.

Direction of Wind Before or After Change, respectively.
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RELATIVE FREQUENCY AND STRENGTH OF WINDS KKHM VAKKM-S POINTS.

Figs. 7 to 10 show the relative frequency of winds from each of sixteen points, combined with their

strength. The length of the single line indicates the percentage of light winds (forces 1 to 3 of Beaufort's

scale) observed from the point at which it is drawn ; the length of the double line similarly indicates the

percentage of moderate winds (forces 4 to 7 of Beaufort's scale), and that of the broad line that of gales

(force 8 and above) ; the total length of the line thus showing the frequency of all winds, irrespective of

force, from the point indicated. The figures are drawn for each month, and are grouped under the several

seasons.

In the summer months light winds predominated, and gales are only shown in February, 190:3, the

month of arrival of the expedition at Winter Quarters. In the autumn months the wind force had

decidedly increased, and winds of moderate strength were upon the whole more common than light winds;

gales were somewhat frequent in March, 1902, but in that month only. Moderate forces were, upon the

whole, more frequent than light winds in the winter months, and gale forces were comparatively frequent,

especially from southerly points. In the spring months there were not many gales recorded, but winds of

moderate force were very common.

TABLE XIV. Mean Hourly Velocity of the Wind, for each Month, and for each of Sixteen Points,

in Miles per Hour by the Cup Anemometer.
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September. October.

1902

1903

O 5% \0%

Fig. 9. Relative frequency of winds from each of sixteen points.

Vernal

JMarcli. April.

1902

1903

O 5% 10% Z.0%
u M u i 1

Fig. 10. Jtcliilivc firi|iiriic-y cf winds from each of sixteen points.
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period a mean hourly velocity of 21 miles. It has to he remembered, however, that southerly winds were

comparatively infrequent; and that fact is not clearly shown in the table.

There were many instances of strong winds from the more easterly points, and in some months mean

velocities of 1 9 miles per hour are shown for east-north-east and east winds, and since these means are

derived from a much larger number of observations they probably indicate a generally stronger air current ;

hut in other months the lower mean velocity is due
to^ the large preponderance of lighter winds rather

than to the entire absence of strong ones.

In figs. 7 to 10, however, both frequency and strength are shown, and therefore a truer conception of

the average character of the wind from the different points of the compass can be got from them than

from the table.
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XIII. NOTES ON THE RECORDS OF SUNSHINE AND ON THE

OBSERVATIONS OF CLOUD.

BY

R. H. CURTIS.

INSOLATION is a factor of the Antarctic climate to which very little attention has been paid by previous

expeditions. A sunshine recorder formed part of the instrumental outfit of the " Southern Cross
"

Expedition which wintered at Cape Adare, but as the instrument was not adapted for use in high latitudes

where in summer the sun is continuously above the horizon, the record obtained was necessarily very

incomplete.

For the present Expedition a modification of the Campbell-Stokes burning recorder, enabling it to

receive a continuous record of sunshine throughout the entire 24 hours, was designed at the Meteorological

Office in consultation with Sir GEO. G. STOKES and constructed by Mr. HICKS. When this instrument

was arranged for summer use, the bowl formed a complete circle, but in the spring and autumn months

the northern half of the bowl could be removed in order to afford to the lens a perfectly unobstructed

"view of the sun" when at its lower altitudes above the horizon (figs. 1, 2).

This recorder was not set up until September 14, 1902, by which date the sun had already attained a

considerable meridian altitude, and it was finally dismounted at the middle of February, 1904. The record

embraces therefore one complete spring, summer, and autumn
; nearly the whole of a second spring ;

and

Sunshine recorder for use in Polar latitudes.

Fig. 1 Showing front portion of the bowl removed Fig. 2. Showing the complete bowl with sphere and

for use in spring and autumn. A short card is shown card in place, for recording sunshine throughout the

in position in the upper part of the belt. 24 hours.

three and a half months out of the four comprising the second summer. Unfortunately, a total of 23 cards,

representing 23 days' records, were missing when the Expedition reached England, and the total amounts

of sunshine recorded for September, October, and November, 1902, and for September and October, 1903

the months to which most of the lost cards belonged are in consequence probably somewhat smaller

than they should have been.

The earliest date on which a record was obtained was September 3, and the latest April 14; but the

sun appeared above the horizon on August 21, and did not finally disappear for the winter until about

April 24; and it is not clear from the records whether the absence of cards for the clays intervening
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between those dates and the dates of the earliest records is due to there having been no sunshine to record,

or to the recorder not having been in use.

The approximate duration of the sunshine, as recorded on the exposed cards, is shown in the tables on

pp. 92, &c. by a thick vertical black line extending across the lines for the hours during which a recording

burn was made.

The following table gives the total amounts of sunshine registered in each of the 14 months covered by
the observations :

TABLE I. Total Number of Hours of Bright Sunshine Recorded in each of the Fourteen Months during

which, or part of which, the Recorder was in use.
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evidence of a diurnal variation in the summer months. The results are given in Table II., and graphically

in
fig. 3. They show that the mean duration ]KT hour is very uniform between hours and 3 a.m., from

which hour it increases steadily till noon; then it again remains without change for about 3 boms and

steadily diminishes till 11 p.m., which is the least sunny hour of the twenty-four. The total range of the

diurnal variation as shown by these monthly totals amounts to 4 1 hours.

TAISI.E II. Diurnal Variation of Sunshine in Summer.

(November, December, January, 1902-4.)

Hours.

1. 2. S. I. 6.
|

7. 8. !. 10. 11. Noon. 1. 2. 5. 8. 10. 11. Mi.lt

(Average monthly .luralion (in hours) of sunshine for each hour of the day.)

12-1 12-0 12-0
I

12-2
|

13-8 13'4 13'7 ll'l irii|l.Vl 1.V5
j

l.Vti 15 '5 15'5 15'5 15'3 ld'l
|

14't) 1-1-4 IS'-I
|

12 I ll'ti 11
'

12'n

I I

>
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Throughout the eight summer months' observations at Discovery Bay there occurred fifty-two instances

in which the temperature recorded by the solar radiation thermometer amounted to or exceeded 120 F., and

in the two months of December and January, 1902-3, there were but four instances in which the reading

was below 100 F.

At Madras the difference between the maximum temperature in the sun and the maximum air tempera-

ture recorded in the screen varied from 41 F. to 46 F., and the difference between the solar and terrestrial

radiation thermometers ranged from 75 F. to 82 F., but at Discovery Bay the difference between the

maximum temperature of the air and the maximum temperature by the solar thermometer ranged from

85 F. to 119 F. These figures certainly show that the solar radiation in the Antarctic during the summer

months is of unusual intensity, and indicate a condition of atmosphere peculiarly favourable for the

transmission of the sun's heat rays.

AMOUNT OF CLOUD.

The mean proportion of clouded sky bears a close relation to the subject of both solar and terrestrial

radiation, and must be taken into consideration when any attempt is made to estimate the total amount of

either.

The mean cloud proportion for each month has been obtained from the daily observations, but from

internal evidence it would seem that separate estimates were made of each kind of cloud, instead of the

proportion of the sky expanse which was actually covered, and it is possible that this method of observing

would give results slightly too high ;
in some instances, at any rate, it gives a total amount of clouded sky

greater than 10, which is the number used to indicate a completely overcast sky.

The observations have been dealt with in two ways, and the results are shown in Tables IV. and V.

TABLE IV. Mean Proportion of Clouded Sky at each Observing Hour of the Day, and for the Day.

(0
= cloudless sky; 10 = sky completely overcast.)
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In Table IV. the moan proportion of clouded sky is given for each hour of observation for each of the

twenty-font' months (lining which the "Discovery" remained at Boss Island. The figures show for CVITV

month a very uniform distribution throughout the day, and, speaking generally, it may be said that the

sky was as a nuV about half covered with cloud. The winter months, however, were the least cloudy, and

in July, 190.3, there was a particularly cloudless sky, the average daily amount of cloud being only

two-tenths.

In Table V. the result of a different treatment of the observations is shown, the cloud amounts having

been grouped to represent the sky conditions indicated by the letters of the Beaufort weather scale. In this

si, ile "b" indicates blue sky, or that not more than one-tenth of the sky expanse was covered with

cloud ;

" be" denotes blue sky and detached cloud, not more than four-tenths of the sky being clouded
;

TABLE V. Cloud Distribution as Indicated by the Beaufort Weather Scale.

(The values given are percentages of the total number of observations made each month.)

Month.
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XIV. DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC

ELECTRICITY.

BY

C. T. R. WILSON, F.R.S.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE BY L. C. BERNACGHI.

OBSERVATIONS of atmospheric electricity with the Kelvin portable electrometer were made during 1902

and 1903. During the winter months these observations were often very unpleasant to take on account of

the small screws and bare parts of the small instrument, which could not be handled with mittened fingers.

For a polar climate some larger instrument, which does not necessitate the observer being frost-bitten

when using it in cold weather, should be employed, or some form of self-recording electrometer.

The observations were taken on a stand about 4 feet above the rock surface, and away from any

buildings, erections, &c. During the dark months observations were taken at llh. a.m. and 5h. p.m. every

day, excepting when high winds with low temperatures made it impossible. After the return of the sun,

observations were generally taken every two hours from lOh. a.m. to lOh. p.m. The direction of the wind,

temperature, form of cloud, &c., was entered with the observation.

From 8h. a.m. on November 22 to 3h. a.m. on November 25, 1902, a series of hourly observations were

carried out with the assistance of Engineer Commander R. W. SKELTON, R.N., chief engineer of the

"Discovery," and again in 1903 two-hourly observations from noon on October 7 to noon on October 10.

Besides the two series of three days, observations were occasionally taken on individual days throughout

the twenty-four hours in both winter and summer.

The observations during the second year are not so complete as during the first, but are supplemented

by observations taken at 15 feet above the ground, immediately after the observations at 4 feet; an

insulated wire from the burning match at the top of the pole to the instrument being employed for the

purpose.

Whenever there was drifting snow in the air, or fine ice-needles, the difference of potential was very

large and variable, and in many cases the electrical strain would discharge the electrometer.

The obeerrationB were carried out by Mr. L. BERNACCHI, except during his absence on a sledging

expedition from September 23 to October 2, 1902, when they were taken by Mr. E. W. SKELTON, R.N.,

Chief Engineer of the "Discovery," who also assisted with the continuous series of observations of

November 22 to 25, 1902, and of October 7 to 10, 1903.

The observations consisted of measurements of the electric potential at a definite height above the

ground. The electrometers originally supplied to the "
Discovery

" were two Thomson portable electro-

meters by White, and an Exner electroscope. The last-named, however, met with an accident on the

outward voyage and was never used. Of the portable electrometers one (No. 35) was only used on a

very few occasions, practically all the observations discussed below being taken with the other portable

electrometer (No. 81).
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The scale values of this electrometer as determined by me after the return of the expedition were

found to differ considerably from the values obtained at Cape Town on the outward voyage. The

constant, by which the readings on the divided head of the instrument had to be multiplied to reduce

them to volts, originally varied from 1-6 when the vertical scale reading was to 2'0 when this reading

was 30; whereas after the return of the expedition the constant varied from 2'6 for a vertical scale

reading of 6 to 3'0 for a vertical scale reading of 20. This change of the constant of course introduces

a serious uncertainty into the results, as it is impossible to say definitely when it took place. The change

of constant is most probably due to injuries received on the outward or homeward voyage or during

loading or unloading operations. Whether, however, the change of constant took place before or after

the observations were taken it is impossible to determine. There is a record of an accident to the

electrometer a month or two after observations at the Winter Quarters were begun. After the 5 p.m.

observation on April 24, 1902, there is the following note: "The observer (L. B.), immediately after

taking the above observation, accidentally tilted the instrument while putting it back in its box, which

loosened and shifted the guard plate and discharged the instrument, and necessitated its being taken to

a warm room to be overhauled. The guard plate was gently pressed back into its place and the instru-

ment thoroughly dried." It is just possible that the change of constant may have occurred at this time.

No further accident appears to have happened to the electrometer while the observations continued. It

is unlikely, therefore, that the relative values of potential recorded subsequently to this date were

affected.

In the reduction of the results the scale values determined after the return of the expedition have been

used, but the uncertainty resulting from the change in the constant of the electrometer must be borne

in mind.

As " collectors
"
the ordinary electrometer match or fuze was used. The observations, except where

otherwise described, were taken with the electrometer placed on a tripod stand, the table of which was

about 4 feet above the surface of the ground. The match was attached to the end of a copper wire

and was about 5 feet above the ground. The case of the instrument was connected to earth by means of a

copper wire. The insulation appears to have been satisfactory, and the behaviour of the instrument as tested

after the return of the expedition would lead one to expect' no appreciable error from defective insulation.

It is, however, not to be expected that the potential acquired by the match and indicated by the electro-

meter will give accurately the potential which would exist at the point now occupied by the match, if

observer, electrometer, and match were absent. The equipotential surfaces even at the level of the match

will be somewhat distorted by the presence of observer and apparatus. In taking the readings the

observer always occupied approximately the same relative position, his head well below the level of the

match
;

if the stand and observer could be simply regarded as earth-connected conductors, the relative

values of potential obtained on different occasions would be unaffected, and the error in the absolute value

of the potential at the given height would not be large. There is, however, the possibility of an

irregularly varying error due to electrical charges on the clothing of the observer. The observer faced

the wind while taking the observations, the wind blowing towards him from the instrument, so that his

breath or any drifting snow which might have come in contact with him would not reach the immediate

neighbourhood of the match. This does not, however, in any way diminish the error due to possible

electrification of the observer's clothes.

For some months observations were also taken of the potential at a height of 15 feet, the match being

placed at the end of a rubber-insulated copper wire supported on a pole. These observations were made

within a few minutes of the ordinary 5-feet observations. While these observations would be free from

the disturbing influence of the observer, one cannot feel the same confidence in the sufficiency of the

insulation.

It was not found convenient to take all the observations at the same place throughout the year. The

earlier systematic observations up to May 24, 1902, were taken on shore near "Hut" B (the "absolute"

house); those of August 7, 1902, to March 15, 1903, were again taken at the same spot. The winter

observations, May 24, to August 6, 1902, and from March 15, to May 8, 1903, were taken on the ice near

the ship (about 100 yards away).
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The apparatus not being self recording, it was of course impossible to obtain anything approaching a

continuous record of the variations of the potential. An unbroken series of hourly observations was

obtained extending over the three days from 8 a.m., November 22, to 8 a.m., November 25, 1902. These

were taken at the ordinary position on shore at a height of five feet above the ground. A further series,

in this case of 2-hourly observations, also extending over three days (noon, October 7, to noon,

October 10, 1903), was also obtained. These were taken at the same place, but with the match at a height

of 1 2 feet above the ground. A varying number of observations were taken daily throughout the rest of

the time, except on days when observing was rendered impossible by blizzards. During the middle of the

second winter, between May 8 and August 19, 1903, no observations were attempted owing to shortage of

the supply of electrometer matches.

The difficulty and discomfort inseparable from meteorological observations in circumpolar regions are

accentuated in the case of measurements made with the portable electrometer, owing to the fact that the

instrument is not direct reading, the divided head having to be adjusted to bring the cross hair to its

"
sighted

"
or zero position. When the observations had to be taken with the aid of artificial light the

difficulty must have been greatly increased. It is not surprising, therefore, that the number of

observations per day was reduced in the winter months, and that continuous series of hourly observations

extending over a day or more are lacking for these months.

RESULTS.

The more striking features which appear on an examination of the values obtained for the potential at

the place of observation will be considered first. In what follows, the times throughout are mean local

times.

1. SIGN OF THE POTENTIAL.

The potential was almost invariably positive, as in temperate latitudes. Only on 11 days were negative

values met with. Particulars of these occasions are given in the table which follows :

Date.
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have boon considerable, and the number given can only be taken as giving a rough approximation to the

absolute potential gradient. The potential gradient appears, then, to have a mean value somewhat less

than that met with in Europe.*

3. ABNORMALLY HIGH POTENTIALS ASSOCIATED WITH DRIFTING SNOW.

It was noticed by Mr. BERNACCHI that " as soon as the slightest amount of drifting snow appears in the

air the difference of potential becomes large and fluctuating."

An analysis of all the occasions on which the potential at the ordinary height of about five feet exceeded

200 volts is contained in the table which follows :
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It will be seen that in calm weather the potential with snow or with ice crystals in the air did not

sensibly exceed the mean for normal conditions, which amounted to 92 volts, while the potential with

ice particles in the air increases continuously with the strength of the wind.

The connection between abnormally high potentials, when there were ice particles in the air, and wind

is equally well shown in the next table, where, for the same limits of wind strength as in the previous

table, is given in each case the number of occasions when the potential lay between given limits
; as

before, only those observations being included for which there is a record of drift, snow or ice particles
in the air.

Wind strength.
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On the whole, then, it is probable that the apparent raising of the potential at a given height in the air

by ilriftins; snow is real, and not a spurious effect due to the presence of the observer and his instrument.

An additional argument in favour of this conclusion is afforded by the fact that in many cases where

high potentials were observed the drift is recorded as being along the ground, in some cases entirely below

the level of the instrument. Again, there is at least one case of abnormally high potential where the

snow was observed to be drifting, but not in the immediate neighbourhood of the instrument (August

19, 1902, 4.30 p.m.). It is of course possible that even in these cases fine snow particles were being

driven against the observer and instrument. It is more probable, however, that the high air potentials

recorded are, in these cases at least, genuine, and the probability of the still higher potentials, observed

when the drift was more pronounced, really indicating high air potentials is increased.

From December 3, 1902, till March 14, 1903, observations were taken with the collector at 15 feet

above the ground as well as at the usual height, and after that date at 12 feet. With the collector at

such heights the possibilitity of any charge on the observer's clothing influencing the potential taken up

by the collector may be considered as excluded
;
the chance of electrification of the wire connecting the

collector to the electrometer is, on the other hand, increased. While these high-level collectors were in use

the number of occasions of drift at the time of the electrical observations was small (only six), but on all

except one of these abnormally high values were observed. It is probable, then, that the high readings

obtained with drifting snow really indicate high air potentials, but it has to be remembered that it is not

altogether impossible that they may be due to electrification of the collector or its connecting wire by
friction.

Assuming the high readings accompanying drifting snow to indicate abnormally high air potentials, we

may perhaps most naturally conclude that the high potential is due to a positive charge acquired by the

ice particles as a consequence of their friction against the ground. In many cases in which this abnormally

high potential was observed the drift is described as being along the ground ; sometimes it is definitely

described as entirely below the level of the instrument. If the increased potential is entirely due to the

charge carried by the ice particles, then the increase in the vertical electrical field or potential gradient will

not extend above the level of the drifting snow, the vertical field within the drift-filled air (assumed to

form a uniform layer in contact with the ground) diminishing from the ground upwards to the upper

surface of the drift at a rate proportional to the density of the charge, the field above this level being

unaffected by the drift. Under the simple conditions assumed (which may not differ much from the

d'2V
actual) we should everywhere have

-rr^
= -

iirp, V being the potential in electrostatic measure, and p the

charge per cubic centimetre.

One might hope to get some light thrown upon the nature and distribution of the charge carried by the

lower layers by a comparison of the results obtained at 15 feet with those of the ordinary 5-feet observations.

If the increased potential accompanying drifting snow were entirely due to charges below the 5-feet level,

then the electric force above this level would be unaffected, or, in other words, the difference of potential

between points at the 15- and 5-feet levels would be the same as under normal conditions. If, on the other

hand, the charge causing the disturbance was entirely above the higher level, the increase in the electric

force would be the same throughout the 15 feet (a horizontally stratified distribution being assumed) ;
the

ratio of the potential observed at the two points would remain constant if the charge in the air below the

higher one were always negligible.

The data for such a comparison are, unfortunately, very scanty, but, so far as they go, the results show

that with snow in the air accompanied by wind the difference of potential between the two levels was

increased, the relative increase being, however, not so great as that of the potential at the lower level, ?>.,

the ratio of the potential at 15 feet to that at 5 feet was on the whole diminished. This would indicate a

positive charge neither entirely above the 1 5-feet level nor entirely below the 5-feet level. There is,

unfortunately, no case (where the data for both levels are available) in which the drifting snow is recorded

as being entirely below the 5-feet level. The results are, then, consistent with the view that the disturbance

is entirely due to a positive charge carried by the drifting snow particles, but the date are insufficient to

justify any more definite conclusion.
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In the case of snow unaccompanied by any but inconsiderable winds, the readings at the lower level

are, as we have seen, not sensibly increased; those at the upper level are, on the whole, diminished. In

one case indeed, the 15-feet reading was actually less than the 5-feet reading, indicating an apparent

reversal of the field above the 5-feet level. It must, however, be remembered that the observations at

the two points were not simultaneous, the high-level observations being taken immediately after those at

five feet. The possibility of defective insulation in the case of the high-level observations during a fall

of snow must also be borne in mind.

4. DAILY AND YEARLY VARIATIONS OF POTENTIAL.

Observations taken during the occurrence of drift must certainly be treated as abnormal, and are

therefore excluded from the data used in the investigation of possible daily and annual variations of

potential. The comparatively few other occasions when the potential exceeded 300 volts, as well as

cases of zero or negative potential, have also been excluded.

Daily Variation.

Only during the summer months, November, December, and January, were the observations numerous

enough to admit of the possibility of a daily variation being detected. These three months are alike in

giving evidence of the existence of a minimum in the middle of the day or early afternoon. In December,

1902, and January, 1903, observations were taken at 10 a.m., 4 p.m., and 10 p.m.

Time.
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HOURLY values of potential in volts, November 22 to 25, 1902.

Time.
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I. FROM Forenoon Observations.
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that all the results of a particular day are likely to have been similarly affected by the weather conditions

prevailing on that day, and that it is fairer to proceed according to the method of Table II., and attach

equal weight to the mean for each day, whatever the number of observations from which it has been

derived. The difference in the actual results of the two methods is fortunately too small to be of importance.

There is still another difficulty to be considered. The place of observation was not the same in the

winter months as during the rest of the year. From the 24th of May, 1902, till the beginning of August,

and again during the latter half of March and in April, 1903, the observations were taken on the ice

instead of at the usual place on shore. The height of the burning match above the ground or ice was the

same at both places. The apparent winter minimum might, then, be held to be spurious and due to the

change of the place of observation. Against this it is to be said that there is no obvious discontinuity in

the record of potential readings when the place of observation is changed, and that the values of the

potential for April, 1903, are greater than those of April, 1902, in spite of the fact that those of 1903,

unlike those of the previous year, were taken on the ice. There is, then, no evidence that the potential

above the ice was lower than that at the same height on shore. The change of place of observation, no

doubt, however, does introduce a serious uncertainty.

Even, however, if we confine our attention to the observations taken under constant conditions from the

beginning of August, 1902, to the end of February, 1903, the evidence of an annual variation of potential

is very strong, the maximum occurring in December. The material for the rest of the year is much less

satisfactory, on account of the less frequent observations, as well as of the changes in the place of

observation.

To sum up, we may say that the observations made at the "
Discovery's

"
Winter Quarters give evidence

of the existence of an annual variation of the electric field, the maximum being in December
(i.e.,

mid-

summer), there being probably a minimum in June or July, and a secondary minimum in March or April.

It has, of course, to be remembered that, these conclusions rest on the results of observations extending

over only one year. The midsummer maximum is very clearly indicated by the observations and is

remarkable when we remember that in lower latitudes the electric field has its maximum strength in

midwinter. Data for the study of any daily variation are practically wanting except for the month of

November. Here there is evidence of a minimum in the middle of the day (and this is in agreement with

the results of the December and January observations) and a maximum in the early morning hours. The

early morning maximum is remarkable, the one point in which there is agreement in the curves of daily

variation for different seasons and different localities in lower latitudes being the occurrence of an early

morning minimum.

5. POTENTIAL AT 15 FEET ABOVE THE GROUND.

During December, 1902, and January, 1903, in addition to the observations at the usual height,

measurements of the potential at 15 feet above the ground were also made. For this purpose a collector

match was attached to one end of a rubber-insulated wire, the other end being connected to the electro-

meter terminal. The match was lighted and then raised to a height of 15 feet with the help of a pole of

that length, to which the insulated wire was attached.

The observations were taken about 3 minutes after those at the 5-feet level.

In the absence of special tests the insulation in such an arrangement is by no means above suspicion.

Nor, even in the absence of error due to defective insulation, is it possible to deduce from the observations

the true undisturbed potential at 5 feet and 15 feet, on account of the deformation of the potential

surfaces by the observer and apparatus. But the results of the observations at the higher level are of

value as confirming the results obtained for the variation of potential at the lower level. The observa-

tions at the two levels not being simultaneous, we cannot expect a constant ratio between the high- and

low-level potentials for individual readings (even in the absence of volume electrification of the air in the

immediate neighbourhood of the place of observation), but there appears to be a fairly constant ratio

between the means at the two levels when we consider a reasonable number of observations.

In December, 1902, and January, 1903, observations were taken fairly regularly at the hours 10 a.m.,

4 p.m.,
and 10 p.m. If we confine our attention to days on which observations at each of these hours wore
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obtained at both levels (observations disturbed liy drift, &<., being excluded)) we get the following iv.-uli-

for the high-level potential at each of the hours mentioned, and its ratio to the low-level potential :
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importance, 1 nit such observations would at least have shown if there were anything alnmniiul in the sign

of the potential, or even if there were anything extraordinary in its magnitude (hiring an aurora, or if

there were fluctuations corresponding to changes in the appearance of the aurora. In all cases, however,

the sign of the potential was apparently normal, and there was nothing remarkable in the values of the

readings.

It is not easy to decide definitely from the ordinary series of potential readings whether auroras have

any influence on the electrical field. It is only for about half the year that auroras could be observed,

and it is just during this half of the year, >., the winter months, that the observations of potential were

fewest. Again, while the conditions were suitable for seeing them, 'auroras were of practically daily

occurrence, so that possibly the potential, as it would be outside the influence of auroral disturbances, was

never observed.

Perhaps all that can be done is to pick out the days on which auroras of abnormal brightness, extent,

or duration occurred, and see if the potential on such days differs from the mean for the month. In the

following table are given the days on which specially conspicuous auroras occurred, and the results of

such observations of potential as were made on these days, the mean of the undisturbed potential readings

for the month being also given.

1 >a\ s (if conspicuous aurora*.
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Or,sKi;v.\Tio\s ,,f KlertnY.'il Potential at "Discovery's" Winter (Quarter.-:. WimT.'s Portul.lc Klcotro-

meter No. 81. Height of .Mutch above the Ground, 5 feet. Local Time.

Date.
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OI:SKI:VATIONS of Electrical Potential at "Discovery's" Winter Quarters. Wmn.'s Portable Electro-

meter No. 81. Height of Match above the Ground, 5 feet. Local Time (continued).

Date.
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OBSERVATIONS of Electrical Potential at "Discovery's" Winter Couriers. WIIITK'S Portable Electro-

meter No. 81. Height of Match above the ({round, 5 feet. Local Time (continued).

Date.
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OBSEHVATIONS of Electrical Potential at "Discovery's" Winter Quarters. WHITE'S Portable Electro

meter No. 81. Height of Match above the Ground, 5 feet. Local Time (continued).

Okto.
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df Electrical Potential at "Discovery's" Winter Quarters. WIUTK'S I'orulilu Klectro

meter No. 81. Height of Match aJunc the (iniund, 5 feet. Local Time (continued).

Date,
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OI-.SKKVATIONS of Klectrinil Potential at "]>i-n>\ cry's
" Winter Dinners. WHITK'S Port aide Kkvlro-

inoter No. 81. Height of Match above the (.{round, 5 feet. Local Time (continued).

D*te.
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OBSERVATIONS of Electrical Potential at "
Discovery's

"
Winter Quarters. WHITE'S Portable Electro-

meter No. 81. Height of Match above the Ground, 5 feet. Local Time (continued).

Date.
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OBSERVATIONS of Electrical Potential at "
Discovery's

" Winter Quarters. WHITE'S Portable Electro-

meter No. 81. Height of Match above the Ground, 5 feet. Local Time (continued).

Date.
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HIGH Level Observations of Potential.

Date.
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HIGH Level Observations of Potential (continued).

Date.
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HIGH Level Observations of Potential (continued).

Date.
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Snow Hill Island, Swedish Antarctic Expedition, 411.
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Solar phenomena, illustrations by Dr. E. A. WILSON, 13.
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BEKNACCHI. Trip on Great Ice Barrier, February 3 and 4, 1902, 284.

CLARKE, see ROYDS.

Erebus Island Camp, 274.

Explanatory notes, 1.

KOETILITZ. Journey to Brown Island, December 29, 1902, to January 8, 1903, 320.

the Bluff, January 14 to 26, 1903, 321.

Western Mountains, November 29 to December 17, 1902, 297.

Trip round Black Island, September 24 to October 2, 1902, 296.

to Erebus Bay, November 3 to 5, 1902, 294.

Of depth of snow, 472.

,, evaporation, 473.

ROYDS. First journey to Cape Crozier, March 4 to 19, 1902, 285.

Second October 4 to 24, 1902, 292.

Third November 3 to 17, 1902, 295.

Fourth September 7 to 17, 1903, 323.
'

Journey to the south-west, September 10 to 19, 1902, 288.

and CLARKE. To the south-east across the Ice Barrier, November 10 to December 10, 1903, 352.

SCOTT, Captain II. F. Journey to lay out dep6t, March 31 to April 3, 1902, 284.

and SHACKLETON. Journey to the south, November 2, 1902, to February 3, 1903, 308.

,, SKELTON. Journey up the Western Mountains, October 26 to December 16, 1903, 343.

SKELTON. Second journey to the west, September 9 to 20, 1903, 325.

Third October 12 to 21, 1903, 328.

See also SCOTT.

SKELTON and ABMITAOE. First journey to the west, November 29, 1902, to June, 1903, 298.

WILSON. Journey to Cape Crozier, October 12 to November 5, 1903, 330.
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TEISSERENC DE BOBT, 479.

Temperature, daily extremes, 386.

range, 460.

diurnal Fourier coefficients, 454.

inequality, 453, 467.

,, ,, variation in the dark months, 467.

dry and wet bulb two-hourly values, 373.

>. , ,. .. 464.

high-level, 469.

,, high, with southerly wind?, 429, 449.
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Temperature, hottest aud coldest days, 453.

local differences, 423.

low, in summer, 465.

maximum and niitiiniuin, 458.

mean daily, above the freezing point, 465.

,, ,, monthly,
"
Belgica," 465.

"
Discovery," 408, 464.

"Fram,"465.

,,

" Southern Cross," 465.

of maximum and minimum, relation to mean of 12 two-hourly readings, 459.

minimum, frequency of occurrence at certain hours, 457.

,, time of occurrence, 456.

,, monthly extremes, 461.

,, occurrence of lowest minima, 461.

open-air temperature and screen temperature, 463.

radiation, 463, 469.

relation of changes of, to wind, 505.

,, seasonal variation, 463.

Thaw, 466, 473.

Thermometer, mercury, temperature of solidification in, 15.

Thermometers, 7.

V.

Velocity of the wind, 497.

,, ,, diurnal variation, 500.

W.

"
Waimote," S.S., observations related to those of the German Expedition, 432.

Weather, summary of cloud observations by Beaufort scale of, 517.

,, symbols, 3.

Weddell Sea, 414, 415, 443, 450, 451.

,, wind directions, 494.

WHABTON, Sir W. J. L., [v].

WILSON, C. T. R., F.R.S. Discussion of the observations of atmospheric electricity, 519.

Dr. E. A. Illustrations of solar phenomena and cloud observations, 13.

WILSON. Observations on sledge journeys, 330, 446.

Wind, barometric pressure in relation to, [x], 491.

,, changes of temperature related to, 505.

,, currents at higher levelfc, 494.

,, direction, 485.

and force at Winter Quarters and on the sledge journeys, 483.

Telocity at Winter Quarters (tables), 388.

,, at Cape Adare, 493.

" Gauss " Winter Quarters, 493.

"
Scotia," 493.

distribution of observations at Cape Annitage, 488.

., seasonal distribution, 487.

,, diurnal variation of velocity, 500.

,, mean monthly velocity, 497.

relative frequency and strength from various points, 507.

results for Antarctic stations other than those of the "
Discovery," 492.

Winds at South Orkneys, 445.

experienced by the S.Y. "
Scotia," 4-12.

local, at Winter Q.uartcrs, 422.

Winter Quarters,
"
Discovery," monthly summaries, 408.

observations Journal, 17-272.

summavy of two-hourly values of pressure, temperature, wind direction and force, and

sunshine, 365.

of the "
Discovery," 422, 483.

,, ,, German Expedition, "Gauss," 1-5.
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BETWEEN LATITUDES 77 S. AND 83 3O'S.

AND LONGITUDES ISO E AND 171 E.

SHOWING

IIL;

FROM

IN WINTER QUARTERS
LAT, 7750'50"S-LONC 166 44-' 45"E.

OF

SEASONS 1901-02-03

Capt R.F.Scott.R.N.t Party 31 03 '02 to 03 04 '02 to Depot 61 miles SE of hip_

do 02 03 '02 _ 05 03 '02

do 17 OS '02 _ 19 09 '02

do. 24 03 '02 _ 03 10 '02

do.. 02 1 1 -'02 _ 020?.-'03

Lieut.A.B Armitage.R N R do 04 os'o;' _ OS 09 '02

toTurtleRock 1 Delbridge I

J'

Recconnaissance to SW._
do S. -

...do....

do.

Lieut C.R.Royds.R.N. do.

do.

II -0902 _ 26 0802

29 II '02 _ ISOl'OZ

04 0302 . 13 0302

10 09 '02 _ 19 09 02

to Depot Bi miles SE of ship-
Recconnaissartce to SW._

do M 10 02 _ 2410-02

...do 04 11-02 _ 1711-02

Lieut. M.Barne.R.N do, 20-1202 _ 300103

Lieut E.H.ShackletoaRN.R.dolS 0202 _ 22 0202

DTKoettlitz do. 24-0902 _ 021002

do 03 II 02 _ OS-II 02

Jo. 29 12-02 . 08-0102

-.- do. 14-01 -03 _ 26-0103

to Cape Crozier Rookery
Recc o n n 3 1 s sa nee to SW
to Cape Crozier Rookery

do.

to White

to N._

SEASONS I9O3-O4

Capt.R.F.Soott.R.N.lParty 09 09 03 _ ZO OS '03 to Depot on Ferrar Glacier

do. 12 10 03 _ 81 10 '03 do

do ..... Z6 10 03 _ 24-12 03 . .

Lieut A.B.Armitage.R.N.Rdo. 28 11-03 _ 121303 i o- -

Lieut. C.R.Royds.R N do 07-09 03 _ 17 09O3 to Cape Croziar Rookery
do. 10 II 03 _ 10-1203

Lituts.M.BarnetG.Mulock.RN 12 0903 . 20-09-03 to Depot off White I'
1

do 06 10 03 _ 13 12 03 .

DrE.A. Wilson 121003.051103 - . _o_ -

do. 16 II 03 _ 23 II 03

EXPLANATION

lce-oovrid l*nd shown in blue. expoiad rack in brown. Higdt in feet above Berrier eurfece shown in

r d._ Small black circles d*not positions fixed by observations and bet-Lng - Small red circles

denote objects fixed by bearings .Heights of Barrier in feet shown in blue .Soundings in fathoms.-

Treck of ehip with MOON positions .

Magnetic Variation shown in sloping blocU type...

Heights of Inland Ice Cap above sea level in blue figures
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BETWEEN LATITUDES 77 *S AND 83 3O's.

AND LONGITUDES 150 E AND 171 E.

SHOWING

FROM

ilRY
IN WINTER QUARTERS

LAT, 7750'50"S-LONC 166 44-' 4

Capt R.FScott.R.N.lParty 31

do 02

do- 17

do- 24

do- 02

LitutA.BArmiUge.fi N.R do. 04

do II

do 29

Lieut. C.R.Royds.R.N. do... 04

do *. 10

- do 04

- do 04-

Lieut. M.Barne.R.N do.. 20

Lieut E.H.SheckletorxRN.R.dolS

DrKoettlitz- do. Z4-

do 03

do 29

do 14

or

SEASONS

03 '02 to 03 04 '02

OS '02 _ 05 03 '02

03 '02 _ 19 09 '02

09-02 _ 03 10 '02

II '02 _ 02 -07. -'08

09=02 . 0509-'02

0902 _ 36 0902

II '02 _ 19 01-02

0302 _ 19 0302

09 O2 _ 19 OS 02

10-02 _ 2410 02

II-'02 _ I7-II-02

12-02 _ 30 01 03

02-02 _ 22 0202

0902 _ 02 10-02

II 02 _ 0611 OZ

12-02 _ 08 01 02

01-03 _ 26 Ol'03

90I-OZ-O3.

to Depot 6t mile* SEof ship-

to Turtle Rock J. Delbridge l

d*

_ do.. . S. .

to Depot 6i miles SE of ship.

Recconnaissance to SW._

to Cape Crozier Rookery
Rccconnaissance to SW
to Cape Crozier Rookery

do

o .. .

to White l

d

a A

Recconnaissance to N._

SEASONS I!

Capt. R. F.Scott, R.N.LParty 09 09 03 _ 20 09 03

do.............. 13 10 03 _ 21 10 '03

.................do______ 26 10 03 _ 24-12 03

Lieut A. B.Armitage.R.N.R.do. 28 11-03 _ 12 IE 03

Lieut.C.R.Royds.R.N do 07-0903 _ 17 09O3

do 10 II 03 _ 10 12 03 ,,.__ ,

LieuUM.BarnelG.Mulock.R.N 12 0903 . 20 09 03 to Depot off White l

d

to Depot on Ferrar Glacier

do

to Cape Crozier Rookery

do. .......................... 06 10 03 _ 131203

rt.A. Wilson 12 10 03 _ OS-II 03

......do. 16-11 03 _ 23-ll-'03

EXPLANATION.

Ice covi-td )"<! sKown in blue .exposed rock in brown _ Heights in feet above Berrier fturface shown in

t-ed._ Small block circles denote positions fixed by observation* and bearings^ Smalt red circle*

denote objects fixed by bearing* -Heights of Barrier in feet shown in blue -Soundings in fathoms. -

Trsck of ship with HOON positions* * *

Magnetic Variation shown in sloping block type.-

Heights of Inland Ice Cap above see level in blue figures.
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